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The task of optimising a collection of objective functions 
subject to a set of constraints is as important to industry as 
it is ubiquitous. The importance of this task is evidenced by 
the amount of research on this subject that is currently in 
progress. Although this problem ha'> been solved satisfactorily 
in a number of domains, new techniques and formalisms are 
still being devised that are applicable in fields as diverse a'i 
digital filter design and software engineering. These methods, 
however, are often computationally intensive, and the heavy 
reliance on numeric processing usually renders them uuilltuitive. 

A further limitation is that many of the techniques treat the 
problem in top-down fashion. This approach often manifests 
itself in large, complex systems of equations that are difficult to 
solve and adapt. By contrast, in a bottom-up approach, a given 
task is distributed over a collection of smaller components. 
These components embed behaviour that is determined by sim
ple rules. The interactions between the components, however, 
often yield behaviour, the complexity of which surpasses what 
can be captured by the systems of equations that arise from a 
top-down approach. 

In this dissertation, we wish to study this bottom-up approach 
in more detail. Our aim is not to solve the optimisation 
problem, but rather, to study the smaller components of 
the approach and their behaviour more closely. To model 
the components, we choose intelligent agents because these 
represent a simple yet effective paradigm for capturing complex 
behaviour with simple rules. \Ve provide several representations 
for the agents, each of which enables us to model a different 
aspect of their behaviour. 

To formulate the representations, we use techniques and con
cepts from fields such as universal algebra, order theory, domain 
theory and topology. As part of the formulation we also present 
a ca<;e study to demonstrate how the formulation could be ap
plied. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The pursuit of wellness, a state of well-being, is a common human characterist.ic. Although our 
perceptions of wellness are often subjective, it is not unusual for us to strive to create environments 
in which circumstances settle into a comfortable equilibrium. 

In most situations, our state of well-being results from a collection or a sequence of judicious choices 
from a given set of alternatives. However, the choices we need to make are seldom clear-cut: The 
information we have may be too vague, or the distinctions between alternatives too blurry. In 
other situations, the volume of alternatives at our disposal may be too overwhelming for us to 
make an optimal choice. 

Faced with the task of choosing under such conditions, we often first try to understand the domain 
under consideration. If that is not readily possible, we may try to reduce the available alternatives 
to a more manageable number. For example, we could try to structure the information by classify
ing alternatives according to common characteristics to reduce the information burden. Hence we 
may choose to classify respondents to a questionnaire into age groups, or by demographic region, 
then age group, then income. \Ve could even apply techniques such as data mining or clustering 
[10] in order to arrive at classification rules and inferences, such as 

Males of age 20-30 years who are software developers are likely to enjo,', movies which 
are dolent and destructive in content. 

In this way we improve our understanding of the domain under consideration, which puts us in a 
stronger position to make the choices required to reach a state of well-being. 

The problem of modelling this process of choice is tough and challenging [33]: Firstly, once the 
problem has been formulated, we may have no guarantee of finding a solution to it within an 
acceptable time limit. Secondly, even when we have formulated the problem, vve face some chal
lenging questions. For example, suppose that we have a collection of alternatives that share a 
non-trivial set of attributes. Are some attributes better selection criteria than others, giving rise 
to a better wellness (utility) value'? How would we discern such a set of attributes? Also, how do 
''''e reason when we have incomplete or inconsistent information'? If we have managed not just to 
make the required choices but to reach a state in which the utility value is maximised, how do 
we enable the model to revise its beliefs about its environment to cope with new information or 
contingencies? 

The problem of modelling the process of choice is also important, since man~' situations in the 
scientific community and in industry inherently require optimisation of a given utility or objective 
function [113]. The optimisation is then usually subject to a set of restrictions or constraints [33]. 
Although the problem has been solved satisfactorily in certain domains (compare [la, pp335-359]), 
many existing optimisation techniques such as Powell's l\lethod [94] are computationally intensive 
and rely heavily on numeric (quantitative) solution which usually makes them unintuitive. 

Apart from these difficulties, optimisation algorithms often have some common shortcomings. For 
example, usually it is difficult to learn anything from the final solution chosen by the algorithm, 
as the algorithm gives no indication as to how or why it chose a particular solution. \Ve then 
have no way of inferring what the driving variables of the problem are. and have no means to 
categorise solutions by the values of these driving variables (compare [78J and [76]). l'luther, 
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typical algorithms apply numeric techniques [94], often in the belief that somehow the "magic is 
in the numbers", \\'hicb hide patterns and trends that we as humans are unable to detect. An 
optimisation routine will readily sift through these numbers and make the choice of alternatives 
for us, but neither the reasons for the final solution nor the path to t.hat solution are obvious, 
even with a good understanding of the data. In short, the algorithms provide us with no trend or 
pattern to follow for us to better understand the problem domain, and howewr well these existing 
techniques may work, they do not model human choice very closely or intuith·ely. 

By contrast, in choosing between items from a set, we typically make our choices based on 
qualitative- rather than quantitative information. So we may choose one apple over another because 
it looks "fresher', or \ve may opt for one meal over another because it looks "more appetising". 
Even in situations where our choices are necessarily based on numeric information, we are natu
rail:)" disposed towards converting quantities into qualities. So we might say that an equity with a 
price-earnings ratio of 123.75 is "bad", while one with a ratio of 12.5 is "gooel', and hence end up 
choosing the good equity over the bad one. Naturally, \ve will lose the extent to which one equity 
is better than the other. However, we also gain information since now that we know whether an 
equity is good or bad, we can take action based on this knowledge. 

At a more abstract level, we may view the process of qualitative choice as being guided by a wish 
to bring about a more desirable state of affairs (compare [44]). The desire for this improved state 
of affairs may in turn be guided by certain criteria, which are determined by simple rules. Changes 
to these rules often lead to dramatic changes in the outcome. The possibility of exploring the effect 
of these rule changes is, after simplicity of format, perhaps the most compelling reason to adopt a 
bottom-up view of a given problem. 

With a bottom-up approach, a given task is distributed over a collection of smaller, simpler com
ponents. These components embed behaviour that is determined by simple rules. The aim is then 
for the interactions between the components to give rise to behaviour that, when observed at a 
higher level of abstraction, is more complex than what would ordinarily be expected given the 
simplicity of the behavioural rules embedded by each component [14, 100]. 

In this dissertation, we wish to study this bottom-up approach in more detail, using intelligent 
agents to represent the smaller components. Although this aim is motivated against the backdrop 
of an optimisation problem, we will not study the process of optimisation itself; this is already 
well-studied and well-documented (compare [941, [33] and also [113]). Rather, in distributing a 
given problem over a set of intelligent agents, we wish to derive a formulation that will allow us to 
model them and to reason about the actions they perform, or may be required to perform. 

Our goal within this dissertation is thus 

To derive a formalism with which to model intelligent agents and their activities. 

We choose intelligent agents because they represent a simple yet effective paradigm for capturing 
complex behaviour with simple rules. The ability to define the behaYiour of the agent in this way 
allows us to associate an outcome with a given rule-set. In this way we can build an understanding 
of the domain in a more intuitive way than simply by looking at and trying to understand tables 
of numbers. 

The association between rules and outcomes is in sharp contrast to methods of solution that seek 
to model the domain of interest through systems of equations. Such systems tend to represent a 
high-Ieyel, summary yiew of the domain, and are often solvable only by numeric means. They do 
not usually cater for aspects of the domain such as irrationality. Agents, by contrast, represent 
a low-Ieyel view in the sense that the complex, dynamic behaviour of a domain is modelled and 
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derived froIll simple rules and interactions. These agents can also be aggregated recursively into 
arbitrarily complex societal structures, which gives the user the flexibility' to model a problem at 
virtually any level of refinement. 

An agent is typically situated in an environment whose characteristics it has come to know (not 
necessarily completely) through interaction with it. We choose to model this environment as a 
collection of attributes. These attributes are entirely arbitrary at this point: no assumptions are 
made about their nature. The values of the attributes then determine the state of the environment. 
'Ve may expect that the environment has a means of changing its state. The exact mechanism of 
this change is usually not known or is known at most in part by the agent, so from the perspective of 
the agent, the environment may at times appear to change its state non-deterministically [61, 22]. 

Tasks that are assigned to the agent are usually assigned to it with this eIlyironment in mind. 
That is. on assignment of the task, the agent is expected to carry out a series of actions on its 
environment in order to change the current state of the environment to a final state in which the 
task is deemed to be complete. Informally, we may take the task to have been completed correctly 
if the environment is in a designated state when the task completes. Correct completion of the 
task then depends on correct operation of each action carried out by the agent. We thus study 
correctness of operation of each action in the repertoire of the agent. 

Furthermore, an agent may have more than one means of completing a given task. For each means 
of completion, however, the same state of the environment must result, otherwise at least one of 
the means fails to accomplish the task. We thus also study equivalence of operation as it relates 
to correctness. In this way, we can partition the repertoire of actions of an agent into collections 
of actions that are equivalent to each other. 

Agents may carry out actions in particular sequences to give rise to programs of actions, which 
then represent more complex behaviour. If these programs are intended to complete an assigned 
task, it is essential that they are also correct. 'Ve thus also need to study correctness of programs 
of actions. 

Giyen that a task may be completed in different ways, two scenarios arise in the case of programs 
of actions. In the first, two programs of actions have very little in common, other than that they 
complete the same task. In the second, the original sequence serves as a program template. In this 
case, each "site" in the template acts as a parameter or placeholder for an action. To "generate" 
a program from this template, we substitute into each site a member from the set of equivalent 
actions specified by the site. The number of programs that can be generated from a template 
is then determined by the number of members in each set of equivalent actions. Intuitively, we 
may expect that all of the programs thus generated accomplish the same task. In this sense, the 
programs described in both scenarios may be taken to be equh'alent. To describe this notion more 
formally, we thus also study conditions of equivalence between programs of actions. 

Our study of correctness and equivalence, as described above, makes the implicit assumption that, 
when an agent completes a sequence of actions, we can always observe from the state of the 
environment whether or not the agent completed its assigned task correctly. In certain situations, 
as discussed in [111] and [22], it may not be possible to carry out the required observation. We 
thus need to study the states of the environment and their relation to a task in order to formulate 
the conditions under which such observation is possible. 

The work that we cover is divided into chapters as follows: 

Chapter 1: Abstract Data Types. The goal of Chapter 1 is to build a formal definition and 
a representation of an agent. We propose to use abstract data types (ADTs) to represent 
the agents, motivating this choice with a short design example that illustrates the kinds of 
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information that we will need to capture. These ADTs have attributes with which we may 
model (for example) physical or logical characteristics, and methods with which we may model 
the actions of an agent. We then derive a representation of an ADT that is mathematically 
more accessible. By describing some common programming scenarios, we also demonstrate 
some of the ways in which ADTs can be extended and reused. These techniques of extension 
and reuse provided us with a collection of constructive operations that the representation 
must also support. We then present the structures we have chosen to represent the ADTs, 
and show how they can be modified or combined in different \vays to produce simpler or more 
complex structures. Finally, we show how an ADT can be derived from a given structure. 

Chapter 2: Methods of an Abstract Data Type. In this chapter, we seek to define more 
precisely what we mean by correctness and equivalence of an action. \Ve conduct our study 
on the structures presented in Chapter 1, but because we ,vish to examine execution of 
actions by an agent, our focus is directed at the behaviour rather than the attributes of 
the structure that represents the agent. To accomplish our goal, we begin with a set of 
methods and establish the conditions for them to be correct. We then describe a collection of 
constructive operations that can be used to compose more complex methods out of simpler 
ones, and adapt the formulation of correctness to cater for these more complex methods as 
well. Finally, we study the conditions required for two methods, simple or complex, to be 
equivalent. 

Chapter 3: Attributes of an Abstract Data Type. In Chapter 2, we formulated conditions 
under which a method could be regarded as correct. We made the implicit assumption that, 
,vhen a method completes, it is always possible to show that it has operated correctly. In 
certain circumstances, however, it is not possible to verify correct operation. The goal of 
this chapter is to investigate these circumstances in more detail. Certain modifications to 
the structures that represent the ADTs are required to handle those situations in which 
such verification is not possible, and in this chapter, we describe t\VO such modifications. In 
the process, we build two alternative representations of the ADT. Because all three of the 
representations correspond to the same ADT, we show that the representations are inter
translatable, and discuss how the translations may be effected. Work on the derivation of 
and translation between similar constructions has already been completed by Rewitzky et ai. 
in [22J. It is not our intention to replicate this work; rather, we use some of the techniques 
and concepts presented in their work in order to derive, apply and translate between the 
constructions that we require. 

Chapter 4: Towards an Application of the Theory. In this chapter ,ve conclude the disser
tation by providing several examples that demonstrate how the theory developed in the 
preceding chapters could be used. \Ve have intentionally deferred a discussion of agents to 
this chapter, as it was necessary for us to put the required machinery in place first. We 
therefore begin this chapter with an overview of agents and present a summary of some con
temporary ideas concerning agents and agency. \Ve also examine the agent environment in 
some detail and show how the techniques of Chapters 1 and 2 can be used to construct and 
represent an environment of arbitrary complexity. An agent is usually designed to operate in 
a specific environment, and its capabilities are closely related to its environment. 'Ve there
fore explore how these abilities may be modelled. \Ve also study the notions of refinement 
and abstraction as applied to the environment, and explore the effects of refinement on the 
ability of an agent to operate in its environment. Finally, we use the representations and 
translations discussed in Chapter 3 in order to reason about the activities of agents as well 
as their interaction with their environment. 
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Introduction 

Chapter 1 

ABSTRACT DATA TYPES 

Yes, we have to di'uide up our' time like that, between 
our politics and our equations. But to me OUT' equa
tions aTe far more important, for politics aTe only a 
matter of present concern. A mathematical equation 
stands forever. .., 

Albert Einstein 

Within the field of computer gaming one often encounters objects or entities that exist solely in 
the mind of the creator(s) of the game, for example some of the opponents, weaponry and crafts 
found in games such as Serious Sam, Doom, Starcraft and Final Fantasyl. 

Usually the item starts out as little more than an abstract concept. The team of creators needs 
to realise this concept so that players of the game can reach an understanding of the item that is 
common, consistent, and moreover, intended by the creators. To realise the concept, physical and 
behavioural characteristics such as appearance and (typically) destructive capabilities are ascribed 
to the item. \Vithin the framework of the game itself, these characteristics are usually presented 
to the player in the form of a picture accompanied by a list of the technical specifications of the 
features and capabilities of the item. 

Once the item has been conceptualised, it needs to be realised as a software implementation. Here. 
ascription of behavioural and physical characteristics to the item takes on a different meaning, since 
within software we can do little more than develop a logical (as opposed to physical) representation 
of the item. Thus, within the software environment \Ve abstract the item by assembling a data 
structure to represent it. We then endow the abstraction \vith the required attributes (for example. 
by means of primitive data types), and give it the specified behm'ioural characteristics by means 
of methods in order to approximate the conceptualisation. 

To create the required abstraction, a 'well-founded design method such as object-orientation (please 
see [101, pp546~571], also [30, 104]) is commonly used. In this chapter. we adopt principles of this 
design method to develop the entities about which the agents \vill be expected to reason. \Ve thus 
turn our attention to the process of developing an abstraction of an entity, a suitable vehicle for 
which is the abstract data type (ADT). Our task in this chapter is therefore 

To build a formal representation of an A.DT. 

f'Iuch of the work presented in this chapter and required to accomplish this task is based on 

IThese names are all registered trademarks, and are mentioned for reference only. 
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2 CHAPTER 1. A.BSTRA.CT DATA. TYPES 

definitions and results that may be found in [25] and [11]. We begin with a short, simple design 
example to illustrate the kinds of information that we will need to capture in the representation 
of the ADT. We then introduce the terminology required to describe the structures we will use for 
the representation, and then present the structures themselves. 

In program design and development, it is natural to encapsulate attributes and behaviour in a 
single ADT, and then to reuse ADTs built in this way to compose new ADTs [30, 38, 52]. We 
thus also examine ways in which the structures we have introduced may be combined or adapted 
to form more complex structures. 

Once we have a method in place for deriving structures of arbitrary complexity from existing 
ones, we introduce a procedure for instantiating an ADT from a given structure. This procedure 
provides us with a means of defining an ADT and also relates the structure to the ADT. Because 
of the relationship between the ADT and the underlying structure, we then also have a means of 
representing the ADT, exactly as required by our goal. 

Chapter Guide: 

Section 1.1: A Simple Design Example. In this section, we present a short, simple design 
example to illustrate the information that we need to capture in the representation of the 
ADT that we derive. We start with a design for a simple 2-tuple that consists of two real 
numbers, and then use this design to demonstrate the kind of information that we need to 
capture in the representation. Then, by describing some common programming scenarios, 
we illustrate some of the ways in which ADTs can be extended and reused. These methods 
of extension and reuse provide us with a list of constructive operations 011 ADTs that the 
representation must be able to support. 

Section 1.2: Structural Foundations. Here, \ve introduce a language for describing the struc
tun~s we will use to represent the ADT. These structures are in fact generalisations of algebras 
and relational structures (please see [25] for further information). The representation of an 
ADT involves certain technical complexities, as a result of which we show that representa
tion as an algebraic structure is not feasible. We therefore only use relational structures to 
represent the ADT. 

Section 1.3: Simpler and more complex Data Types. In program design and development 
it is common to combine existing structures to form more complex data types. In this section, 
we examine some of the ways in which the relational structures can be adapted and combined 
to form new structures. 

Section 1.4: Instantiation of Abstract Data Types. Based on the work presented in Sec
tions 1.2 and 1.3, we are able to define a relational structure of arbitrary complexity. In this 
section, we present a procedure for instantiating an ADT from a given, arbitrarily complex 
relational structure. 

1.1 A Simple Design Example 

In this section, we present a simple class design example to illustrate the information that we 
need to capture in our representation of an ADT. \Ve begin by presenting a typical requirement 
specification in the form of Example 1.1. This is followed by a simple implementation of the 
requirements. Based on Example 1.1, we show by means of some common programming scenarios 
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1.1. A SIMPLE DESIGN EXAA;[PLE 

TwoTuple: 

Structure 
Two floating point values, X and }r. 

Operations 

Magnitude. Pre: Both X and Y must have been explicitly initialised. Post: Returns 
the floating point value 

Add. Pre: Both X and Y must have been initialised. Input to the method is an
other TwoTuple in which X and }r have also been initialised. Post: Returns a 
TwoTuple in which X = SelLX + InpuLX and Y = SeifT + InpuU'. 

Compare. Pre: Both X and Y must have been initialised. Input to the method is 
another Two Tuple in which X and Y have also been initialised. Post: Returns 
true if and only if Self.X ~ Input.X and Self.Y ~ InpuU'. 

Equals. Pre: Both X and Y must have been initialised. Input to the method is 
another TwoTuple in which X and Y have also been initialised. Post: Returns 
true if and only if SelL\" = Input.X and Self.!' = Input.Y. 

Figure 1.1: An ADT specification for a TwoTuple data type. 

3 

how the ADT can be extended and reused. These methods of extension and reuse of ADTs serve to 
illustrate some operations that we must be able to carry out on the representation that we derive. 

Example 1.1. \Ve are required to implement a 2-tuple that comprises two real numbers. In addition, 
given instances of 2-tuples, it should be possible to add them, test them for equality and compare them 
with regard to order. It must be possible to derive a value that is representative of the magnitude of the 
2-tuple. 

As may be expected. the ADT contains two members, X and Y, both represented in floating point format. 
In addition, it contains the operations required to support addition. tests for equality. comparisons with 
regard to order, and finally an operation to calculate the magnitude of the tuple. 

A possible solution is shown in Figure 1.1. In this figure, we have chosen to represent the specification in 
the informal style used in [38], rather than in a more precise, mathematical format as in [135, 37]. 

\Ve see at once from Figure 1.1 that an ADT has two sections, viz. "Structure", which contains a 
list of the attributes of the ADT, and "Operations" 1 '\vhich contains a list of the methods of the 
ADT. Together these sections determine the structural and behavioural aspects of the ADT. The 
first requirement for the representation of the ADT is thus that 

[Rl] The mathematical representation must provide representat.ions of the attributes 
and methods of the ADT. 

Each attribute in Structure corresponds to a type, such as real or integer, the domain of which 
comprises its possible values. As expected, the set of allowable values of each attribute is deter
mined by the domain of its underlying type, and may even be restricted to a (proper) subset of 
this domain. Thus, 

[R2] The mathematical representation must cater for restrictions of the domains of 
attributes in the ADT. 

In program design and development, classes that correspond to ADTs such as the 2-tuple shown 
in Figure 1.1 are seldom used in isolation. Usually we wish to extend t.he set of attributes and/or 
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4 CH.4PTER 1. ABSTRACT DATA TYPES 

the set of methods to add new structure or behaviour to the class, or we may wish to use the class 
as a member of another more complex class. 

For example, suppose that we have a class Pen which has attributes such as BrushWidth and Colour. 
lVe can assemble a third class, DrawingPen, from Pen and Two Tuple and thus use them as attributes 
of DrawingPen. If this assembly occurs at run-time, it is usually called composition (compare [52]), 
while if the the assembly occurs at compile-time, it is usually called aggregation [52]. A third 
requirement. for the representation is therefore 

[R3] The mathematical representation must cater for composition and aggregation of 
ADTs. 

Other object-oriented techniques such as inheritance [104] can be used to form new classes from 
existing ones, but we will not. include these t.echniques here. lVith RI-R3 in view, we now proceed 
to derive t.he representat.ion of the ADT. 

1.2 Structural Foundations 

In t.his section, we introduce the structures t.hat we will use to represent an ADT, as well as a 
language wit.h \vhich t.o describe the st.ruct.ures. This language can describe algebras, relational 
structures, or structures that combine algebras and relational structures. \\'e also present a simple 
example to show how the language may be used to describe the structures. Finally, after examining 
the suitability of each type of structure as a representation of an ADT, we discard the algebras in 
fa\'our of the relational structures. Many of the definitions presented here may either be found ill 
or are adapted from definitions presented in [25]. 

Definition 1.2. A language L = (F, 'R) consists of a set 'R of relation symbols and a set F 
of function symbols. Associated with each member of 'R is a natural number and with each 
member of F a non-negative integer n called the arity of the member. If 'R = 0 then L is 
called a language of algebras and we write simply L = (F). Similarly, if F 0 then L is called 
a la1lguage of relatio1lal structures and we write simply L ('R) Otherwise, L is simply a 
language of structures. 

For a language L = (F, 'R), the members of 'R and F implicitly require a non-empty set A of 
elements on which to operate. By applying the members of 'R and F to .4., we can create an 
algebra, a relational structure or simply a structure from a given language L. For the definitions 
to foUmv, let L = (F, 'R) be a language and A a non-empty set. For each R E 'R, RA denotes 
the corresponding relation over .4 and has the same arity as R. Similarly, for each f E F, fA 
denotes the corresponding function on A and has the same arity as f. From [25] \ve then have the 
following. 

Definition 1.3. A structure of type L is a pair A = (A,L). The set A is called the universe, 
domain or carrier set of A. The set L consists of a set of relations RA over A that are indexed by 'R, 
and a set of functions fA on A that are indexed by:F. Each RA in L is called a fundamental relation 
of A. Each fA in L is called a fundamental operation of A. If'R = 0 then A is called all algebra, 
and if F 0 then A is called a relatio1lal structure. 

Example 1.4. Consider the language t: = (F, R) with F = {+, -} and R = {:s::}, and let Q be a set. 
Then, 
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1.3. SI!IIPLER A.ND lvIORE COMPLEX DATA TYPES 5 

i) (Q, +",::;) is a structUY'e of type £, 

ii) (Q, +,.) is an algebra of type £' (F), and 

iii) (Q,::;) is a relational structure of type £/1 (1<-). 

To use a structure A = (11, L) of type C as a representation of an ADT, we need to relate A and 
L to the attributes and methods of the ADT. lnwitively. the universe A corresponds to the set of 
possible attribute values of the ADT, while the members of L correspond to the methods of the 
ADT. The structure thus meets Requirement Rl. 

For the language C = (F, R), each function f E F may have arbitrary arity, but for a given input 
argument. it always produces a single output, i.e. for a universe A, fA : An -+ A, where n is the 
arity of f and An denotes the Cartesian product of n copies of A. A function such as fA that 
produces a single output a E 11 from a supplied input (al,'" ,an) E An is not suitable as a model 
of a method of an ADT, because in general it is always possible that for a given input to a method 
there are many outputs. This condition arises in software development when, for example, we wish 
to abstract out of a problem the implementation details of a given method. To cater for it, we use 
relations to model the methods of an ADT. 

We therefore dispense with the members of F and set F 0, which leaves us with a relational 
structure of type C = (R) to model the ADT. In the remainder of this dissertation, when \ve 
therefore speak of structures, we will usually mean relational structures for \vhich we will usually 
assume a language C = (R). Moreover, because a method of an ADT relates an input to a set 
of outputs rather than to a set of sequences of outputs, we will deal with relational structures in 
which the relations are at most binary. Hence, though all of the definitions and results we present 
are applicable to relations of higher arity, to simplify our notation we will show only the binary 
cases. 

The universe A of the relational structure (A, L) is typically represented by a simple, indecom
posable type such as llt For an abstract data type, this is often insufficient. First, it may be 
necessary to restrict the range of allowable values to a subset of A. For example, consider an at
tribute Response Time, which we represent as type lR but restrict to the interval [0,0.3) to represent 
response times of less than 300 milliseconds. Then, it may also be necessary to cater for types that 
have more structure, as in the DrawingPen class of Section 1.1. \Ve nnw turn our attention to the 
task of creating simpler or more complex structures from these relational structures. 

1.3 Simpler and more complex Data Types 

There are different ways that we could derive simpler or more complex ADTs from a given ADT. 
For example, we may increase or decrease the cardinality of the set of allowable attribute values. 
We could also restrict or augment the collection of methods belonging to the ADT. Lastly, \ve 
could "merge" two or more ADTs to form a new ADT with a richer structure and behaviour, and 
then in turn alter the cardinality of its attribute value set, or restrict or augment the collection of 
its methods. 

In this section, we formalise the meanings of these operations. \Ve first examine some of the 
operations that can be applied to single relational structures, and then we examine some of the 
operations required to combine existing relational structures to form new ones. 
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6 CHAPTER 1. ABSTRACT DATA TYPES 

1.3.1 Operations on Relational Structures 

We begin with operations that affect the cardinality of the universe A and the set L of relations 
in a structure A = (.4, L) of type L. In translating from one structure to an altered version, 
it is important to account for the effect on t.he relations as well as the universe to ensure that 
no anomalies are introduced by the translation, i.e. that properties of the original universe and 
relations are somehow preserved in the altered structure. 

It is common to denote the cardinality of a set 8 as 181. \Ve may apply the notion of cardinality 
to a structure of type L as well. 

Definition 1.5. The cardinality of a structure A = (A, L) of type L is equal to that of its universe, 
i.e. IAI = IA\. 

\Ve may derive a new structure A' from A for which IA'I :s IAI. Definition 1.6 is an adaptation 
for relational structures of Definition 2.2 in [25]. 

Definition 1.6. Let A (A, L) and B (B, L) be relational structures of type £... The structure 
A is a substructure of B if .4 <;;;: B and the relations ill A are the restrictions of the relations ill 
B to the set A, i.e. for each R E R, RA = RB n (A x A). If A is a substructure of B, we write 
A B. If A' <;;;: B and if for all a E il' and for each R E R, aRBb implies b E A', then A' is 
called a subuniverse of B. 

It follows that if A :SA B then A is a subuniverse of B. Furthermore, if A :SA B, then any 
behaviour in an ADT represented by B is also present in restricted form in one that is represented 
by A. 

Example 1.7. For two algebraic structures A and B of type £. = (F), A is a substructure of B if 
.-l c:: B and for each f E fA(a) E A.. Likewise, if Al c:: B then .4' is a subuniverse of B if each of the 
fundamental operations of the language £. is closed in .4, i. e. if a E A then also fA (a) E .4. for each f E F. 
Thus we have the familiar notions of lattice and sublattice (compare [36, p41]). 

Given a structure A, we may also relate it to a structure A' where IAI :s lA' j. In this case 
it is especially important to ensure that the relations between "alues in A are preserved in A'. 
In the case of reduced cardinality, we took care of this aspect by restricting the relations ill the 
structure to the universe of the new structure. \Vith larger cardinality, we take use isomorphism 
and embedding. 

Definitions l.8 and 1.9 and Theorem 1.10 are adapted from Definitions 2.1 and 2.3 and Theorem 
2.4 in [25]. We let A (A, L) and B (B, L) be two relational structures of type L (R). 

Definition 1.8. A function 1 : A -+ B is an isomorphism from A to B if 1 is bijective and for 
each relation R in R and for all a, /) E A. we have that 

aRAb if and only if 1(a)RB 1(b) 

We say that A is isomorphic to B and write A ~ B if there exists an isomorphism 1 from A to B. 

It is common to say "1 : A -+ B is an isomorphism" to express that 1 : A -+ B is an isomorphism 
from A to B, and we will adopt this convention too. \Ve may also weaken the notion of isomorphism 
to that of embedding by relaxing the requirement that 1 be surjective. 
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1.3. SIMPLER AND .~10RE COMPLEX DATA TYPES 7 

Definition 1.9. A function / : A -+ B is an embedding of A into B if / is injective and for each 
relation R in R and for all a, b E A we have that 

aRAb if and only if /(a)RB /(b) 

We say that / embeds A in B, or equivalently, that A can be embedded in B, if there is an 
embedding of A into B. 

As before, we will say "/ : A -+ B is an embedding" if / embeds A in B. Intuitively, if / : A -+ B 
is an embedding, then (1(..1), L) is a substructure of Band /(A.) is a subuniverse of B, where 
/(.4) {J(a) I Q E .4}. 

Theorem 1.10. Let / : A -+ B be an embedding. Then (1(..1), L) is a substructure 0/ Band 
/(A.) is a s1Lbuniverse 0/ B. 

Proof. Let / : A -+ B be an embedding. Then for any a, bE A. \yc ha"e 

VR E R.[aRAb ¢} /(a)RB /(b)] 

::::} VR E R.[RU(A).L) RB n (1(..1) x /(..1))] 

::::} (I(A), L) is a substructure of B 

::::} /(..1) is a subuniverse of B 

This gives us the result, as required. 

(by Definition 1.9) 

(since /(.'1) <;;; B) 

(by Definition 1.6) 

o 

From a given structure A, we may thus translate to a smaller structure A' by means of subuniverses. 
Likewise, we may translate to a larger structure B by means of embeddings. In both cases, the 
relations are preserved, and hence no anomalies are introduced. Thus the structures also meet 
Requirement R2. 

So far we have only examined structures of the same type, i.e. structures that are described by 
the same language £ (R) and hence have the same set of relation symbols in L. We may also 
reduce or augment the collection of relations in £ (equivalently, in L) to subsets or supersets of R. 
Intuitively, these operations do not affect the universe of the structure involved. Definition 1.11 is 
adapted from Exercise 1.1 in [25]. 

Definition 1.11. Let A (.4, L) be a relational structure of type £ = (R) and let A' = (A, L') 
be a relational structure of type £' (R'). If R <;;; 1<..' and L is the restriction of L' to R, then A 
is said to be a reduct of A'to R. Dually, A' is then called an augmentation of A to R'. We write 
A A' if A is a reduct of A'to R (equivalently, if A' is an augmentation of A to R'). 

Example 1.12. In a software development environment, the decorator pattern described in [52] is an 
example of both augmentation and reduct formation. With this pattern, behaviour can be added to (the 
forward translation. augmentation) or withdrawn from (the backward t.ranslation, reduct formation) a 
class dynamically. 
---------

Definition 1.13. Let A and B be relational structures of type 12A and LB respectively. If there 
exists a structure B' of type 12A such that A ~A B' and B' B then we write simply A ~ B. 

Intuiti\'ely, we may expect that the reduct relation between two structures is not affected by 
embeddings. 
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8 CHAPTER 1. ABSTRACT DATA TYPES 

Proposition 1.14. Let A (A,L) and B = (B,L) be relational struct7Lres of type L (n), and 
let A' (A, £I) be a relational structure of type L' = (n') with A' A. Further, let f : A -t B 
be an embedding. Then f embeds A' in Band (/(A),L') is a reduct of (/(A),L) to n'. 

Proof. Let f : A -t B be an embedding. Then for any a, b E A we have 

VR E n.[aRAb {:} f(a)RB f(b)] 

:::} VR E n'.[aRAb {:} f(a)RB f(b)] 

:::} VR E n'.[aRA' b {:} f(a)RB f(b)] 

:::} f embeds A' in B 

(by Definition 1.9) 

(since n' <;;; n) 
(since A' '5:L A) 

(by Definition 1.9) 

That (/(.4),£1) is a reduct of (f(A),L) to n' follows directly from Definition 1.11, which then 
gives us the result, as required. 0 

To summarise, the translation between structures with smaller or larger cardinality allows us to 
deal ,I;ith situations in which the domain of an attribute is restricted or augmented. The ability to 
translate between structures that are reducts of each other in turn allows us to add or withdraw 
behaviour from an ADT. In the next section, we look at ways of combining existing structures to 
build larger, more complex ones. Together with changes to the cardinality of .4 and L in (A, L) 
these combinations of structures then enable us to meet Requirement R3. 

1.3.2 Combinations of Relational Structures 

To combine two or more relational structures to form a more complex structure, we resort to an 
operation known as the direct product. This operation allows the structures to cater for class 
composition and aggregation, thus meeting Requirement R3. As in Section 1.3.1, it is important 
to ensure that relations in the component (input) structures are preserved in the product structure. 

The direct product may be defined as follows. Again, Definition 1.15 is adapted from [25]. 

Definition 1.15. Let L = (n) be a language of relational structures and let I be an index set. 
Given a non-empty indexed family Qlh = {Ad iEl of structures of type L, define the direct product 
to be the structure A = (A, L) of type L whose universe A is the set Ai, and where for each 
R E n and for any a,b E ii, 

aRAb if and only if for all i E I, a(i)RA'b(i) 

where a(i) denotes the i-th component of the tuple a. Each structure Ai in the family Qlh is called 
a component structure. 

We illustrate this definition in Example 1.16, first showing how two partially ordered sets (which we 
cover in more detail in Chapter 3, Section 3.2.1) are combined under the direct product to produce 
a third partially ordered set. We then show how the usual conditions of comparison required by 
the order in the new partially ordered set are identical to the conditions required for the order to 
be valid in the direct product. 

Example 1.16. It is common to combine partially ordered sets by means of direct products. Suppose 
that we have as component structures two partially ordered sets AJ (DJ,:SJ) and A2 = (D2' The 
direct product is then 

A= (D, 
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1.3. SIMPLER A.ND AfORE COMPLEX DATA TYPES 9 

For a,b E D, where a = (al,a2) and b 
component-wise orderings, i.e. 

(bl,bz ), the order :<:: is commonly defined in terms of the 

a :<:: b if and only if al :<::1 bl and a2 :<::2 bz 

from which we recognise precisely the requirement presented in Definition 1.15. 

Definition 1.15 ensures that, for a non-empty indexed family 2l." = {A;}iEI of structures of type 
L, the direct product is also a structure of type L since it defines relations over its universe 
A DiE! Ai in terms of relations present in its component structures. That is, for each R in R 
there is a corresponding relation RA in the direct product A that is defined in terms of the relations 
RAi of the component structures in 2l.h . For there to be such a corresponding relation in A, the 
definition of the direct product requires that the component structures are all structures of the 
same type L, i.e. that the component structures are homogeneous (hence the subscript h in 2l. h ) in 
that the Li contain the same set of relation symbols. With class aggregation and composition this 
is seldom the case, since, as shown in the discussion following Example l.1. the classes illvolved 
usually have different attributes and methods. 

We thus need to adapt the direct product to cater for component structures that are not all of 
the same language t.ype, i.e. structures that are heterogeneous because they do not all contain the 
same set L of relation symbols. Once we have made the adaptations, we are in a position to study 
the relation between the component structures and the product structure, and also to study the 
effect of the product construction on the relations in each component structure. As in Section 
1.3.1, it is important to study these effects to ensure that we do not introduce any misbehaviour 
into the new structure. 

To adapt the direct product to cater for heterogeneous st.ructures, we proceed as follows. We take a 
family of heterogeneous structures and augment their respective language types to have a common 
set of relations. From this augmented language, we derive a new family of homogeneous structures 
of which the structures in the original heterogeneous family are - naturally - reducts. We then 
redefine the genera.lised direct. product in terms of these new augmented structures and in such a 
way that the original homogeneous case given by Definition 1.15 is then just a special instance. 

For the definit.ions to follow, let 2l. = {Ai (Ai, L;)hu be an indexed family of heterogeneous 
structures, each with its own language type Li = (Rd and where I is an index set. 

Definition 1.17. For an indexed family 2l. of heterogeneous structures, the augmented language 
L~ of ~l is given by L~ = (R~) where R; = UiE1 R i · 

For some structure Ai E 2l. of type Li (R;), a specific relation R E R~ may not be present in Ri . 

In this case we consider the structure of the relation to be undefined and hence take RAi = Ai X Ai 
if R ¢ R i . This definition of RAi as the "universal relation" [25] amounts to a condition in which 
any value in Ai is related to every other possible value in Ai, a situation that is also termed chaos 
(compare [124, p49]) and is usually taken to denote arbitrary behaviour on the part of the method 
represented by RAi. 

Definition 1.18. For a set A, the universal relation is the relation V A = .4 x A. 

Definition 1.19. For an indexed family 2l. of heterogeneous structures, for each i E I the structure 
At = (Ai, Li) of type L;, in which for each R E R;, 

is called the augmented structure of Ai. 

if RERi 
if R¢Ri 
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10 CHA.PTER 1. A.BSTRA .. CT DA.TA TYPES 

We may now form the generalised direct product from these augmented structures. 

Definition 1.20. For the indexed family 2[ of heterogeneous structures, let Ai be the augmented 
structure of Ai for eachi E I, and let 2[" = {At} iEi denote the family of these augmented 
structures. Then the generalised direct product of 2[ is a structure of type .c~ that given by the 
direct product of the family 2[1-. 

Remark 1.21. The direct product of Definition 1.15 and the generalised direct product of Def
inition 1.20 coincide when the family 2[ {Ad iEI of component structures is homogeneous. In 
this case, for each family member Ai) the structures Ai and At are identicaL so that the direct 
product of the augmented structures {Ai}iEI, i.e. the generalised direct product, yields the same 
structure as the direct product of the family {A;}iEI. 

The presence of an attribute or method amongst the list of attributes and methods of an ADT is 
of greater significance than its order within the list. The generalised direct product caters for this 
independence of order by Theorem 1.22 (please see [25, Theorem 7.9, pS9]). In this theorem, we 
state the result for the direct product, but because a family of heterogeneous structures can be 
augmented to a family of homogeneous structures by virtue of Definition 1.19, the result applies 
equally to the generalised direct product. 

Theorem 1.22. If Ai, A2 and A3 are str'uctures of type .c (R), then 

i) Ai X Az ::: A2 x Ai under' the isomorphism f((al , az)) = ,ad. 

ii) Ai x (A2 x A 3 ) ::: Al x A2 X A3 under' the isomorphism g((ail (a2,a3))) = (ai,a2,a3)' 

Proof. Since f((al,a2)) = (a:./,ad, it follows that f is bijectiYe. Let a.b E Al x A 2 • and suppose 
that a:::: (aI, (2) and b = (bl , bz). Letting A = Al X A2 and B Az x AI, we have 

VR E R.[aRAb {::} aIRA1b1 and a2RA2b2] 

{::} VR E R.[aRAb {::} a2RA2 b2 and a1RA1bd 

{::} VR E R.[aRAb {::} f(a)RB f(b)] 

(by Definition 1.15, applied to A) 

(by Definition 1.15, applied to B) 

Thus, from Definition 1.8, f is an isomorphism from A to B, i.e. Al x A:l ::: A:! x AI' The proof 
that 9 is an isomorphism follows in similar fashion to give us the result, as required. 0 

We illustrate some of the preceding definitions by means of Example 1.23. In this example, we first 
define a family of heterogeneous structures. rrom this family we derive the augmented language, 
and then show how the corresponding augmented structures and the generalised direct product are 
derived. Finally, \,'e demonstrate how the relations in the generalised direct product are applied 
to the points in its universe. 

Example 1.23. Let £1 ({:S],=I}) and £2 
be structures, respectively, of type £1 and £2, with 

A 

B 

(A,{:s~,=~}) 
(B, {:S~}) 

( {:S 2 }) be two languages. Let A and B 

and 

The family 2l of heterogeneous structures then comprises the structures A and B. The augmented language 
is £;i; == (Rl U R2) = ({:S1, ,:Sz}), and the augmented structures of A and Bare 

A+ (.4,Li) 

(.4, {:S~ , =~ , :S~}) where:Sf' = \' A 

B+ (B,L{) 

(B,{:s~,=~,:s~}) where \'Band:S~= VB 
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1.3. SI1HPLER A.ND MORE COMPLEX DATA TYPES 11 

The generalised direct product is the structure C (,4 x B, {'Sf, . 'Sf} ). in which for two elements 
a,b E C with a = (al,a2) and b = (b 1 ,b2 ) we have 

a 'Sf b {:} al 'Sf' b j and az 'S~ b2 

a =f b {:} al =f' b1 and az b2 

tt 'Sf b {:} al b1 and az b2 

~ote the form of these three conditions. For example, consider 

a 'Sf b {:} ttl 'Sf' b1 and a2 'S~ b2 

By construction, a2 'S? b2 , is always true. The truth of the right hand side thus depends only on the 
truth of al 'S~ b1 This suggests that the behaviour of 'Sf is determined by the structure A whence the 
relation originated, that this behaviour is preserved ill the product structure C, and that moreover it is 
independent of the structure B. This is precisely the behaviour we desired, and as we shall see in Example 
1.34, matches what happens when classes are aggregated to form a new class. 

The generalised direct product enables the structures to support class aggregation, since methods 
and attributes present in classes represented by the component structures are combined into a 
single product structure. The product structure then contains all of the attributes and all of the 
methods in the component structures. In practice, it may not be required or even desirable to 
aggregate all of the methods of a class into a product structure. In this case we may substitute 
the corresponding component structure with a suitably restricted reduct. The construction of the 
generalised direct product then proceeds as before. 

As with the earlier translations between structures, we need to determine the effect of the gener
alised direct product construction on the attributes and behaviour represented by the component 
structures. In the next section, we examine the relationship bet\veen the generalised direct product 
and the component structures from which it is formed. 

1.3.3 Translations between Relational Structures 

We wish to study the relation between a product structure and its component structures to ensure 
that the construction process described in the preceding section does not introduce any anomalies 
into the final structure. The construction process itself, as illustrated in Example 1.23, provides 
an important clue as to the nature of this relation, and hence to the effect on the component 
structures. In fact, it turns out that a given member of t.he family of component structures is 
isomorphic to a quotient structure (which we will define shortly) of a reduct of the generalised 
direct product. 

\Ve may argue this claim informally as follows: 

As before, let 2t = {Ai = (Ai, Li)}iEI be an indexed family of heterogeneous structures, each with 
its own language type Li (Ri) where I is an index set, and let A = (A, L) be the corresponding 
generalised direct product of 2t. Suppose we want to investigate the relation between Ai and A. 
First, to ensure that we can extract Ai from A we form a reduct A' of A to R i , so that AI and 
Ai are both of the same language. We further expect that relations in Ai involve only attribute 
values in its universe Thus we may take t'\vo members a, b E A as equivalent, i.e. a b, if 
a(i) = b(i), since then a and b are indistinguishable to the relations in A" \Ve thus derive a 
quotient structure A'l:::: based on this equivalence relation. Intuith'ely therL (al ::::)RA/:::'(bl if 
and only if a( i)RAi b( i) in Ai. So the quotient of the reduct of the product structure is isomorphic 
to Ai. 
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We may formalise the preceding argument by means of the following definitions and results. Def
initions 1.24, 1.25, 1.26, 1.27, 1.29, Proposition 1.28 and Theorem 1.30 are adapted, respectively, 
from Definitions 6.1, 6.7, 5.2, 6.9, 6.11, Theorem 6.10 and Theorem 6.12 in [25]. 

Definition 1.24. Let A and B be two structures of type C = (1(.). A map f : A -+ B is a 
11Omomorphism from A to B if, for all a, b E .4 and for each R E 1(., 

aRAb implies f(a)R B f(b) 

As in the case of isomorphisms and embeddings, we will say "f : A -+ B is a homomorphism" to 
express that f : A -+ B is a homomorphism from A to B. 

Definition 1.25. Let A and B be two relational structures of type C and let f : A -+ B be a 
homomorphism. The kernel of f, denoted as ker(f) , is the relation over A defined by 

ker(f) {(a, b) E .'12 I f(a) = f(b)} 

It follows trivially that ker(f) is an equivalence relation [55] on A, the universe of A. The equiva
lence classes that are induced on A by ker(f) are exactly the sets alf where x,y E alf if and only 
if f(x) = f(y) = f(a). The set of equivalence classes into which f partitions A under ker(f) is 
denoted as Alf. \Ve use the equivalence relation ker(f) to derive a quotient structure from A. 

Definition 1.26. Let A and B be two relational structures of type C and let f : A -+ B be a 
homomorphism from A to B. The quotient structure of A by f, denoted as Alf, is a structure of 
type C with universe Alf and where for each R E 1(. and any alf, blf E Alf, 

(a If) RAil (blf) if and only if there exist x E alf and y E blf such that xRAy 

Given the structures A and B and a homomorphism f : A -+ B, we see from Definitions 1.24 and 
1.26 that if a relation RA holds between a, bE A, then a similar relation holds between f(a) and 
f(b) in B, and also between alf and blf in Alf. We may thus that morphisms also exist 
between A and Alf and between Alf and B. 

We begin with the morphism between A and Alf. The fUIlction that maps an element of A to its 
corresponding equivalence class is termed the natural map. 

Definition 1.27. Let A and B be two relational structures of type C and let f : A -+ B be a 
homomorphism from A to B. The natural map, VI : A -+ Alf is defined by vI(a) = alf. 

Proposition 1.28. Let A and B be two relational str'uctures of type C and let f : A -+ B be a 
homomorphism. Then the natural map VI is a surjective homomorphism from A to the qnotient 
Alf of A by f· 

Proof. Let f : A -+ B be a homomorphism and let V I be the corresponding natural map. We first 
note that 

Va E A.[a E alfl :::} Valf E AIf.3b E A.[vI(b) = alfl 

¢:} v I is surjective 

For the quotient structure of A by f, for any a, b E "~ we have 

Va, bE A.[aRAb :::} (alf) RAil (blf)] 

:::} Va,b E A.[aRAb:::} vI(a)RAllvl(b) 

:::} VI is a homomorphism from A to Alf 

Hence VI is a surjective homomorphism from A to Alf, which 

(by Definition 1.26) 

(from definition of vI) 

us the result as required. 0 
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1.3. SIMPLER. .4.ND MORE COMPLEX DATA Tl'PES 13 

Definition 1.29. The natural homomorphism from a structure to a quotient of the structure is 
given by the natural map. 

Theorem 1.30. Let A and B be two relational structures of type £. and let f : A -+ B be a 
homomorphism from A onto B. Then there exists an isomorphism h from A/f to B determined 
by f = h 0 v where v is the natural homomorphism from A to A/f. 

Proof. For f, v and h as above we have 

f h 0 v {:} Va E A.[J(a) = h 0 v(a) ::::: h(a/f)] 

But then, 

f is surjective 

{:} Vb E B.::3a E A.[J(a) = b] 

{:} Vb E B.::3a E A.[h(a/f) = b] (from (1.1)) 

(1.1) 

=} Vb E B.::3a/f E A/f.[h(a/f) = b] 

{:} h is surjective 

(since vf(a) = a/f and vf is surjective) 

But h is also injective, since for any a, b E A (and hence a/!, b/f E A/f), 

a/f = b/f {:} (a, b) E ker(f) 

{:} f(a) f(b) 

{:} h(a/f) h(b/f) 

Thus h is bijective. Finally, for any a, b E A we have 

(by Definition 1.25) 

(from (1.1) above) 

aRAb =} f(a)R B f(b) (by Definition 1.24) 

=} h(a/f)RBh(a/f) (from (1.1) above) (1.2) 

aRAb =} (a/f)RAlf (b/f) (by Definition 1.26) (1.3) 

(1.2) and (1.3) =} (aRAb =} (h(a/f)RBh(b/f)) and ((a/f)RAif(b/f))) 

from which it follows that h is a homomorphism. Thus h is an isomorphism. \vhich gives us the 
result, as required. 0 

To relate these results to the generalised direct product, we introduce the projection map, 1f;. For 
the definition and result to follow, we once again let 2l = {Ai (Ai ,L;)}iE1 be an indexed family 
of heterogeneous structures, each with its own language type £.i (n,) and where I is an index 
set. Definition 1.31 is adapted from Definition 7.2 in [25]. 

Definition 1.31. Let A = IliE! Ai be the generalised direct product of the family 2L The map 
1f, : TIiEl -+ Ai defined by 1fi(a) = a(i) is called the projection map on the i-th coordinate of 

TI'EI A" 

Usually 1f; is simply called a projection map. Intuitively, 

{ 1fi(a) I a E II Ad 
.EI 

which is just the universe A" 

The projection map 1f; establishes a relationship between the product structure A and a component 
structure Ai. It is able to extract from A precisely the members of A" To ensure that no anomalies 
are introduced by the generalised direct product construction, we now Heed to show that a given 
component structure Ai is recoverable from the product structure A. The ability to recover Ai 
from A gives us the result for which we argued informally at the beginning of this section. 
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14 CHAPTER 1. ABSTR4CT DATA TYPES 

Theorem 1.32. Let A = TIiE! Ai be the generalised direct product of the family Q(, and let AI be 
the reduct of A to Ri for some i I. Then A' /Tf; ::::: Ai. 

Proof. .From Theorem 1.30, it suffices to show that 7ri is a surjective homomorphism when restricted 
to A'. Surjectivity of 7r i follows directly from Definition 1.31. Furthermore, by construction of the 
generalised direct product, for any a, b E A we have 

VR E R; .[aRAb?:? Vk I.[a(k)RAkb(k)l] 

=> VR E R;.[aRAb?:? Vk E I.[a(k)RAkb(k)]] 

=> VR E RdaRA'b?:? Vk E I.[a(k)RAkb(k)]) 

=> VR E R,.[aRA'b?:? a(i)RAib(i)]) 
A' A· => V R E Ri.[aR b?:? 7ri(a)R '7ri(b)] 

(by Definition 1.20) 

(since Ri <;:.; R~) 

(since AI SoL A) 

(since i E 1) 

(since a(i) = 7ri(a) for any a E A) 

from which it follows that 7ri is a homomorphism from AI to Ai. Thus, by Theorem 1.30 there 
exists an isomorphism h from AI f7r; to Ai, which gives us the result, as required. 0 

Remark 1.33. In Theorem 1.32, it is necessary to use a reduct of the product structure, for 
the homomorphic condition (aRA'b implies f(a)RAif(b)) is otherwise not satisfied for all of the 
relations of the (augmented) language of A. 

Example 1.34 provides a programming example that shows how the generalised direct product can 
be applied to a collection of classes. In this example, we introduce nvo C++ classes and 
show the corresponding relational structure of each. We then apply the generalised direct product 
construction to the relational structures to derive a third structure. \Ve then show the relation 
between this product structure and a third class that represents an aggregate of the two classes. 

From the product structure we are able to show and explain the behaviour of the component 
structures and classes in terms of the methods and attributes of the derived class. \Ve show how 
an equivalence relation is induced on the product structure, and thereby illustrate the reduct and 
quotient operations that are required to recover the original component classes from the derived 
class. 

Example 1.34. Consider the two C++ classes shown below. 

class CMyClassl 
{ 

int flndex; 

public: 

}: 

II Details of constructors omitted ... 
void Adjust (int InitValue) 
{ 

} 

if (1 < InitValue) 
flndex = InitValue - 1; 

else 
flndex = 0; 

_property int Index {read flndex}; 

class CMyClass2 
{ 

int fType: 
void SetType (int IType) 
{ 

fType 100 * IType; 

public: 
II Details of constructors omitted ... 
_property int Type {read = fType, write = SetType}; 

}: 

The relational structures for CMyClassl and CMyClass2 are AJ (Z, {RAdju,d) and A2 = (Z, {RSetType}), 
so that Q\ = {A;}iE{J,2}' As in Example 1.23, the augmented language £~ is gi\'en by 

( { RAdjus< , RSet Type} ) 
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1.3. SIMPLER A..ND AfORE COMPLEX DATA TYPES 15 

and the augmented structures of Al and A2 are, respectively 

Ai (Z, (Z, {R~dlust' R~;Type}) 

where R~:TYP. Z x Z, and 

(Z, L~) 

where R~}ust = Z X Z. The generalised direct product is then the structure 

A (Z x z, {R;;djuSl. Rs;,tType}) 

where for two points a, bE A with a (flndexl' fType l ) and b (flndex2 fType 2) we have for example that 

aRtdjustb if and only if flndexlR~lusJlndex2 and fTypelR~djustfType2 

which, because R~just = Z X Z, simplifies to 

aR;;dju5tb if and only if flndexlR~dju5Jlndex2 

This means that the behaviour of the method Adjust in A is the same as in the component structure Al 
whence the method originated. Compare the structure A to the C++ class CMyClass3 shown below, which 
combines CMyClassl and CMyClass2. 

class CMyClass3 
{ 

int flndex; 
int fType; 
void SetType (int IType) {fType = 100 * IType;} 

public: 
II Derails of constructors omitted ... 
void Adjust (int InitValue) 
{ 

if (1 < InitValue) 
flndex InitValue l' 

}; 

else 
flndex = 0; 

} 
_property int Index 
_property int Type 

Class Lsage: 

CMyCiassl MyClassl; 
CMyClass2 MyClass2; 
CMyClass3 MyClass3; 

{read 
{read 

flndex }; 
fT ype, write = Set Type}; 

MyClassl.Adjust (3); II £Index = 2 
MyCiassl.Adjust (7); II £Index = 6 

MyClass2.Type 
MyCiass2.Type 

3; II £Type 300 
12: II £Type 1200 

MyClass3.Adjust (4); II £Index 3, fType 0 
MyClass3.Type = 7; II £IIldex = 3, £Type 700 
MyClass3.Type = 2; II £Index = 3, £Type 200 
MyClass3.Adjust (3); II £Index = 2, tType = 200 
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16 CH.4PTER 1. .4BSTRA.CT DA.T.4 TYPES 

Xotice that the behaviour of the method Adjust is unaffected by the combination process, similarly for the 
method Set Type. This can be seen from the final four statements 

MyClass3.Adjust (4); 
MyClass3.Type 7; 
MyClass3.Type 2; 
MyClass3.Adjust (3); 

which show that setting either of fType and flndex leaves the value of the other unaffected. In fact, in the 
case of Adjust we may expect that any pair (a, b) E Z x Z in which a has some fixed value will result in a 
new pair (max(O, a-I), b). This is exactly the equivalence of tuples induced on A by the projection map 
11"1. That Adjust is unaffected by the aggregation can also be seen from the fact that the quotient by 1.1 of 
the reduct of A to £ I is isomorphic to AI. 

The direct product as defined in Definition 1.15 will cater for class aggregation, as portrayed in 
Example 1.34. With a slight modification, it can be made to cater for class composition as well. 
In this case, we simply treat the elements in the universe of an aggregated structure produced by 
the (generalised) direct product as if they were indecomposable points. For example, suppose that 
we have four structures A, B, C and D of type C, and that these are aggregated by direct product 
into a structure Q. The aggregated structure thus has universe 

Q {(a,b,c,d) I a E A,b E B,c E C,d ED} 

Suppose that we wish to form a new structure P by composing Q with another aggregated structure 
QI which has universe QI = {(x,y, I x E X,y E Y,z E Z}. We then take the new composed 
structure P to have the universe 

p {(a,b,c,d,(x,y,z)) I a E Ab E c E C,d E D.(x,y,z) E QI} 

The relation symbols in CQ' may then be merged by union with those of CQ to yield the language 
of P as before. The composition of the structures then produces a structure similar to that created 
by disjoint union, as described in [11]. 

Remark 1.35. It is technically inaccurate to say that the generalised direct product can represent 
class composition, for it does not allow for scope resolution. Under scope resolution, the relations 
of QI still belong to QI in the composed structure P, as they would when one class is used as a 
member of another. Instead, here the relations in QI are merged with all of the existing relations ill 
Q. The modifications to the generalised direct product that \ve have suggested here will, however, 
suffice for the analysis that we will need to carry out on the structures in the sense that 

i) the universe accurately reflects the new state of affairs in the new, composed structure 

ii) the methods of the component structure QI are available from any point in the universe of 
the target aggregated structure. 

To summarise, in this and the preceding section, we examined Requiremellt R3. We showed that 
the generalised direct product is a structure that can cater for both operations. By examining 
the effect of the construction procedure on the component structures we also showed that the 
behaviour of the component structures is preserved in the product structure. In the next section, 
V>le examine the instantiation of an ADT from a given relational structure. This is the final aspect 
of the representation that we study in this chapter. 
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1.4. INSTANTIATION OF ABSTRACT DATA TYPES 17 

1.4 Instantiation of Abstract Data Types 

In this section, we study the instantiation of an ADT from a relational structure. We show 
that the generalised direct product introduced in Section 1.3.2 can also be represented as a many
sorted relational structure (cf. many-sorted algebras as presented in [126]) and use the many-sorted 
representation format to show how the ADT is instantiated from the relational structure. 

To formulate the instantiation procedure, we start with a family of heterogeneous structures and 
provide a mechanism of naming the universe of each structure. We then extend the idea of the type 
of a universe, as described at the end of Section 1.2, to define a sort, and provide a mechanism of 
relating a universe to a sort. Finally, we provide a mechanism to name the relations in a structure. 
These three mechanisms allow us to derive a signature with which to instantiate an ADT. 

For the definitions to follow, let Ql = {Ai = (Ai, Li)};EJ be an indexed family of heterogeneous 
structures, where I is an index set. 

Definition 1.36. Let Names be a set of distinct names such that INamesl 2: IQlI. The injective 
function NameA : Ql ---+ Names, defined as NameA(Ai) = Namei for 'i E I, names the universe Ai of 
the structure Ai. 

We stated in Section 1.2 that the universe A of a relational structure (A., L) is typically a simple, 
indecomposable type such as the real numbers. We can also extend the idea of a type to form a 
sort. 

Definition 1.37. For a relational structure A = (A, L), the combination (Type, Domain) of the 
type and domain of the universe A of A is known as the sort, S, of A. The set of all possible sorts 
is denoted as Sorts. 

To relate the universe A. to its corresponding sort, we use the function Sort. 

Definition 1.38. The function Sort: Ql ---+ Sorts, defined as Sort(Ai) = Si, determines for 
each structure Ai the sort Si corresponding to the universe Ai, wherei E I. For each Name 
in {NameA(A;) I Ai E Ql}, Sort' = Sort 0 NameA -I returns the sort S of the universe called IlJame. 

Remark 1.39. We may expect that the function Sort of Definition 1.38 is many-to-one, since in 
general, there will be many universes that correspond to the same type and hence to the same sort. 
We thus also expect that Sort determines an equivalence relation on A that is given by ker(Sort). 
The converse function Sort~ : Sort ---+ P(Ql) returns all the universes that correspond to a given 
sort. Note that, for two distinct sorts Sand S', it is always the case that Sort~(S)nSort~(S') = 0; 
in practice, if this were not so we would get compiler errors. 

The name Name; of the universe Ai has the same role as the name of a variable in a programming 
language. The type Typei of the variable Namei is usually given in the form of a variable declaration 
and may refer to a built-in or user-defined type. The domain Domaini of the type Type i is then 
determined by the computer representation of Type;. 

We illustrate these ideas in Example 1.40 below. In this example, \ve provide a user-defined type 
and then derive the name, type and domain of each variable in the user defined type. We also 
show how the computer representation for each type used affects the domain of the type. 

Example 1.40. Consider the user-defined type CMyClass shown below. In it, we have aggregated two 
structures Al of type 121 = (RJ) and A2 of type 122 = (R2), where RI = {RSetRow} and R2 = {RsetGroup}. 
For the user-defined type shown, NameA(A I ) = fRow and NameA(A2 ) = fGroup. 
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18 CHAPTER 1. A.BSTRACT DATA TYPES 

Further. the sorts of AI and A2 are 

Sort(A!) 

Sort(A2 ) 

Sort' (fRow) (unsigned int,Zn [0,65565]) 

Sort' (fGroup) (unsigned char, Z n [0,255]) 

Kote that the domains of the variables are determined by the maximum range of values that can be 
represented by these types, even though there is no theoretical (upper) limit to the values of the variables. 
Here we have assumed an 8 bit byte-size, and that integers are represented as 2 byte words while characters 
are represented as bytes. The domain of the combination is 

(unsigned int) x (unsigned char) = n [0,65565]) x n [0.255)) 

However. for the user defined type CMyClass, each variabl!~ is restricted in terms of the values it may 
assume. Thus for CMyCiass, the domain is 

(Z n [10,50]) x (Z n [25,30]) 

class CMyClass 
{ 

unsigned int fRow; 
unsigned char fGroup; 

void SetRow (unsigned int IRow); 
void SetGroup (unsigned int IGroup); 

public: 
_property unsigned int Row = {read = fRow, write = SetRow}; 
_property unsigned char Group = {read = fGroup, write = SetGroup}; 

}; 

void CMyClass::SetRow (unsigned int IRow) 
{ 

} 

if ((IRow < 10) II (IRow > 50)) 
throw EMCError ("Invalid Row specified."); 

else 
fRow IRow; 

void CMyClass::SetGroup (unsigned int IGroup) 
{ 

} 

if ((IGroup < 25) II (IGroup > 30)) 
throw EMCError ("Invalid Group specified."); 

else 
fGroup IGroup; 

Definition 1.41. A list of sorts is a set 2':m c;::; Names(2l). 

\Ve call 2':m a list of sorts even though it is a list of names because, implicitly, we may retrieve the 
sort corresponding to each name in 2':", with the function Sore of Definition 1.38. 

We may nmv specify the universe of a product structure as a list of the sorts of its component 
structures. for a structure A we denote as Am its corresponding many-sorted structure and we 
write Am = ,L), where Lm is the list of the sorts of the component structures used to form 
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1.4. INST.4NTJATION OF ABSTRACT DAT.4 TYPES 19 

A. We then take the universe Am of the many-sorted structure Am to be the Cartesian product 
of the domains of each universe specified in Lm. But then, 

IT Sort' (Name).Domain 
NameEEm 

IT Names -1 (Name) 

A 

where A = (A.,L) is the relational structure corresponding to Am and Sort'(Name).Domain is the 
domain component of the sort returned by Sort' (Name). Thus the list Lm of sorts gives rise to 
the same universe as in A. Since L is the same in Am as in A, we see that Am does indeed 
represent the same structure as A. Henceforth we may use the representations interchangeably; 
which format is a matter of technical convenience. For example, the universe 

P {(a,b,c,d,(x,y,z))laEA,bEB,cEC,dED,(x,y,Z)EQ'} 

of the structure P (P, L) may be expressed more compactly as = {A, B, D, Q'}; from this 
list of sorts we understand the universe to be 

P = A x B x C x D X Q' 

The notation A (Lm, L) allows us to express a product structure as a many-sorted structure. 
The functions and notation introduced in Definitions 1.36, 1.37, 1.38 and 1.41 allow us to translate 
between the conventional format introduced in Definition 1.15 and the ne,,.. many-sorted format 
introduced in this section. 

Finally, to name the relations in a structure A = (A, L), we use the fUllction NameL. 

Definition 1.42. Let A be a structure of type .c = (R). The function NameL : 21 x R -+ Names 
defined by NamedA, R) = NameL associates with each relation R in R a name NameL in Names 
that is determined by the structure A. 

Definitions 1.36, 1.38 and 1.42 now allow us to define a signature. A signature is simply an 
assignment of names to the sorts and relations of a many-sorted structure, thereby instantiating 
an ADT from it. Let ADT denote the set of all ADTs. 

Definition 1.43. A signature is a tuple Sig = (Sort', Named. To instantiate an ADT from a 
many-sorted structure Am we apply a signature to it with the function Gen : 21 x Sig -+ ADT. 

We illustrate Definition 1.43 in Example 1.44 below, with which we also conclude the work of this 
chapter. In the example, we supply a many-sorted relational structure and apply a signature to it 
to instantiate an ADT. 

Example 1.44. Let 2t = {AI, A 2 } be a family of heterogeneous structures. Let 

NameA = {(AI 10), (Az, Temperature)} 

so that I:m = {IO, Temperature}. Suppose that Al is a structure of type LI 
structure of type L2 = (R.2), and further that LI = {RI} and Lz = {R2}. Let 

NameL = {«Al,RI), Assign), «A2, R 2 ), Convert)} 

Take Sort' to be such that 

(R. l ) and that A2 is a 

Sort' = {(IO, (1'1, 1'1 n [0,65535])), (Temperature, lR n [O,100]))} 
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20 CHAPTER 1. ABSTRACT DATA TYPES 

From Em we have the many-sorted structure 

Am = (Em, Lm) = ({ID, Temperature}, {Rl, R 2 }} 

Then Gen(Am, Sig) = ({ID, Temperature}, {Assign, Convert}). 

Summary 

In this chapter we concentrated on developing a formal definition and representation for an ADT. 
\Ve started with a simple design example to show the kind of information that we would need to 
capture in the representation as well as the types of operations that the representation would need 
to support. Based on the design example, we formulated the three primary requirements 

[RI] The mathematical representation must provide representations of the attributes 
and methods of the ADT 

[R2] The mathematical representation must cater for restrictions of the domains of 
attributes in the ADT 

[R3] The mathematical representation must cater for composition and aggregation of 
ADTs 

and in the remainder of the chapter, we showed how the selected representation supported these 
requirements. 

~dore specifically, in Section 1.2 we introduced algebraic and relational structures and defined a 
language for describing them. By using the universe of the structure to represent the attributes 
of an ADT, and the fundamental operations or relations to represent the methods of the ADT, 
we showed that the structures met Requirement RI. We also showed that an algebraic structure 
would not cater for non-determinism (compare [88] and also [22]) since the output of a fundamental 
operation is always single-valued, and hence deterministic. Consequently, we discarded algebraic 
structures in favour of relational structures. In particular, we chose to use relational structures in 
\vhich the relations were at most binary. 

Because it is common in software development to use existing ADTs to derive other ADTs, in 
Section 1.3 \ve examined some of the ways in which we could use relational structures to derive 
other relational structures. We started by looking at translations between a given structure and 
simpler versions of it, for example, in which the universe is more restricted, or in which there are 
fe\ver relations. We found that, when restricting the universe of a structure, a subuniverse rather 
than a substructure is required if the behaviour of the original structure is to be preserved, albeit 
in restricted form. Similarly, we showed that we could translate to a larger universe by means of 
embeddings. Finally we showed that we could add or withdraw behaviour by means of translations 
behveen reducts. Because the operations we discussed allowed us to restrict or augment the domain 
of an attribute, or to add behaviour to or withdraw behaviour from an ADT, we were able to claim 
that the relational structures could meet Requirement R2. 

Once we had met Requirement R2, we examined ways in which relational structures could be 
combined to form more complex structures. We defined the direct product, and then extended it to 
cater for more heterogeneous structures with the generalised direct product. We then examined the 
effect of the direct product construction on the component structures, and showed that behaviour 
of a component structure is preserved in the product structure. Further, we showed that a given 
component structure, or at least an isomorphic copy of it, could be recovered from the product 
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structure. This preservation of behaviour allowed us to meet Requirement R3. We then provided 
an example of a C++ class that showed exactly how the generalised direct product could be used 
in practice. 

Finally, in Section 1.4 we showed how an ADT can be instantiated from a given relational structure. 
To instantiate an ADT, we first defined the concept of a sort, and ·were then able to represent a given 
structure as a many-sorted structure. \Ve also defined the required functions and sets to allow us 
to translate between these representations, and were further able to show that the representations 
were equivalent in the sense that both yield the same universe. \Ye then used the many-sorted 
representation to instantiate the ADT from the relational structure. 

In this chapter, we focussed on the structural aspects of the ADT representation. In the next 
chapter, we \vill examine the relations of the relational structure in more detail to formalise the 
behavioural aspects of the representation. 
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Introd uction 

Chapter 2 

l\1ETHODS OF AN ABSTRACT DATA TYPE 

See fi"rst that the design is wise and just: that ascer
tained, pursue it resolutely; do not jar one repulse 
jor>cgo the pUTpose that you resolved to eflect. -i 

VFilliam SIlakespeare 

An ADT is defined to accomplish some predetermined task. The task is usually described in terms 
of a pre-condition that must exist before the task is carried out and a post-condition that must 
exist once the task is accomplished [126, 13,61]. Usually, a user of the ADT (the client) requires a 
service (task) to be performed such that the post-condition is achieved. The ADT agrees to provide 
the service to the client, and guarantees the post-condition on the proviso that the pre-condition, 
which it determines, is met. 

Each ADT offers a repertoire of services to its clients. Each client in turn \vill have a variety of 
ADTs at its disposal. To achieve a given task, a client may choose to use several of these ADTs, 
delegating to each one responsibility for a given action and coordinating their activities to ensure 
that the task is achieved. To coordinate these activities, the client may require the actions to be 
rendered in a given sequence, thus composing the methods offered by each ADT into a program of 
actions. The client may also need to involve the attributes of the ADTs, for example, to guide an 
ADT in the completion of its delegated task. 

To ensure that the attribute usage and programs of actions and are valid, the syntactic and semantic 
aspects of each ADT need to be supplied. The syntactic aspect stipulates the constructions that are 
possible with the attributes and methods of the ADT. The semantic aspect provides the meaning 
of each attribute by defining its role in the ADT, its set of permissible values and, where required, 
the meaning of each allowed value. It also defines the meaning of each construct by specifying 
the pre- and post-conditions associated with each construct. Together, the syntactic and semantic 
definitions form a specification of the ADT, and it is against this specification that \ve can determine 
and define correctness and equivalence. 

In this chapter, we wish to formulate exactly what we Inean by equivalence and correctness as 
these relate to methods and compositions of methods. Our task is therefore 

To define the notions of correctness and equivalence of operation of a method, and to 
formulate the conditions that determine correct and equiralent execution of a method 
or program of methods of an .4DT. 

We conduct our study of these notions on the relational structures \vith which we chose to represent 
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24 CHAPTER 2. AIETHODS OF A.N ABSTRilCT DA.TA TYPE 

the ADT. Further, because we study the execution of methods by the ADT, our attention is 
directed at its behaviour rather than its structure. The behaviour of an ADT is captured by its 
list of methods, which in turn is represented, in a way that we will make precise in this chapter, 
by the set of relations in the relational structure that corresponds to the ADT. 

To accomplish our task, we begin by studying a set of methods and establishing the conditions 
required for them to be correct. We then describe a collection of constructive operations with 
which to compose more complex methods and programs of methods, and adapt the formulation 
of correctness to cater for the new, more complex methods and programs. Finally, we study 
equivalence between simple and complex methods, and between programs of methods. 

Chapter Guide: 

Section 2.1: Correctness of a Method. In Section 1.2 of Chapter 1. we claimed that a rela
tional structure A = (A, L) was able to represent the attributes and methods of an ADT. 
At that point we assumed that the behaviour of a method could be captured by a relation 
in L but did not indicate how this would be done. In this section, we provide the definitions 
and results required for a relation to capture this behaviour. The definitions and results also 
enable us to define a basic method, from which we are able to formulate an initial notion 
of correctness. \Ve then provide a selection of constructive operations that can be used to 
compose more complex methods out of basic ones, and adapt the formulation of correctness 
accordingly. The constructive operations define composed methods inductively, which then 
allows us to determine the correctness of an arbitrarily complex method. 

Section 2.2: Equivalence between Methods. Here we use the results of Section 2.1 to derive 
the requirements for equivalence between methods, \Ve start with the notion of correctness 
formulated in Section 2.1 and show that one method may be substituted for another if both 
are correct with respect to the same given specification. Put into a more general setting, 
substitutability allows us to define equivalence of two arbitrarily complex methods in terms 
of a common set of specifications that both methods satisfy. Vv'e also shmv that. for a given 
set of methods, the notion of equivalence induces an equivalence relation OIl the set. Wp 
exploit this relation in Section 2.3, Finally, we shmv that equivalencp is preserved under the 
constructive operations that we defined in Section 2.1. 

Section 2.3 : Correctness, Equivalence and Program Templates. In Section 2.2 we show
ed that equivalence between arbitrarily complex methods allowed us to define an equivalence 
relation on a given set of methods. This equivalence relation in turn allows llS to define a 
program template, Program templates allow us to build a large collection of methods that 
are both correct and equivalent. Tvloreover, the templates allow us to build this collection of 
methods simply and efficiently. The technique on \vhich our theory is based is suggestive of 
the policies described by Alexandrescu in [3]. 

Section 2.4: Constructing an Abstract Data Type. In this section, we show how correct
ness and equivalence are preserved under the constructive operations described in Chapter 1. 
The preservation of equivalence and correctness allows us to construct a relational structure, 
and hence an ADT, to specification. We also briefly discuss the effects on correctness of the 
operations on relational structures that were presented in Chapter 1. 

2.1 Correctness of a Method 

In sofhvare development, a class defines a data type that encapsulates an abstraction of a given 
concept or entity. To use the class, it is necessary to declare an instance of it. Once declared, the 
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2.1. CORRECTNESS OF A METHOD 25 

methods of the class are used to operate on the instance, changing its public and private variables 
until their new values indicate that a given task has been accomplished. 

For the purpose of software design, a class is usually represented as an ADT. To show how the 
relational structure (il, L) is able to capture the behaviour of a method of an ADT, we therefore 
begin by describing an instance of a relational structure. This description allows us to introduce 
the notion of the state of an instance. A method acts on an instance and causes it to undergo 
a state transition, and because a state transition may be viewed as a relation between states, we 
exploit this property to represent the method as a relation. We then show how a relation R E L 
captures the behaviour of the method, which in turn allows us to define what is meant by the term 
"basic method" . 

From a basic method we then formulate an initial notion of correctness. Once this is done, w{' 
introduce a selection of constructive operations by which more complex methods can be derived. 
These operations are based on those from propositional dynamic logic [48, 11 J, and provide a syntax 
for the constructions that are possible with the methods of the ADT. The operations are defined 
inductively and therefore allow us to determine the correctness of an arbitrarily complex method. 

2.1.1 Classes, Instances and State Transitions 

In software development, a class is taken to define all of its possible instances by its allowable 
attribute values (please see [30] for further information). The instances share the methods of the 
class, and may be individuated by means of their attribute values (compare [101]). Intuitively, the 
set of possible instances is in one-to-one correspondence with the universe of the class, which is 
just the set of points in the Cartesian product of the domains corresponding to each attribute. 

For definiteness, consider the class CMyClass3, defined in Example 1.34 of Chapter 1. This class 
had two attributes, flndex and fType, both of type integer. The set of possible instances, as shown 
in the example, corresponded to the universe Z x Z of the class, with each point in the universe 
representing an instance on CMyClass3. 

The methods of a class operate on the attributes of the class, and will usually change their values. 
For example, we saw in Example 1.34 that the method Adjust, when invoked \vith a parameter 
\"alue of 7, changed the value of MyClassl.lndex from 2 to 6. It would be inconvenient in the best of 
circumstances to think of MyCiassl with its new value of flndex as representing a new instance of 
CMyCiass. Rather, we take it to be the same class instance, just with new values. This view may 
be better understood by thinking of the attribute values as representing the state of the instance, 
and hence regarding the universe of the class as its state space. 

Informally then, a given method m of a class, for us represented by an ADT, will operate on the 
attributes of an instance T of the ADT, altering their values and thus causing T to change state. 
Intuitively, the state of the instance when the method is invoked is called the initial or input state, 
and the state of the instance when the method has completed is called the final or output state. 
The method is thought of as inducing a relation Rm on the state space A of the ADT in the sense 
that for two states a, b E A, aRmb if and only if it is possible that should the instance be in state 
a when method m is invoked, it will be in state b when m terminates (compare [22, pp62-66]). 
The relation Rm then becomes a means of attributing a semantics to the method. The instance is 
said to undergo a state transition from state a to state b under the method m. and we denote the 
transition as T : a ~ b or simply as a b if the instance T is understood. 

The preceding discussion is somewhat idealised. Certainly, any transition a b may be viewed 
as (an element of) a relation R ~ A x "4 over the state space A of the ADT. By collecting these 
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state transitions in the relation R, we can use R to represent m. The converse, however. is not 
true. That given some relation R over A, it is not true in general that R represents a method. 
For example. for some a E .4, it may be the case that R(a) 0. If R represented a method m, 
then this case would mean that from the input a, m produces no output. Such an occurrence is 
considered a "miracle" - one that we would wish to avoid [61, 22]. It may also be that if m is 
started from state a, it fails to terminate; for example, it may become trapped in an infinite loop. 
If a itself represents such a state of non-termination for m, it should not be possible for m to reach 
a state of termination from a. If any relation v,ere allowed to represent a method, then such a 
state transition would certainly be possible. 

It is thus clear that if we are to represent methods as relations, we will need to place restrictions 
on the ordered pairs that the relation may comprise. In the next section, we examine these restric
tions in more detail. More specifically, we start by examining different types of non-terminating 
behaviour of a method, and then formulate the restrictions on a relation that are required to cater 
for the possibility of non-termination. 

2.1.2 Non-determinism, non-initiation and non-termination of a Method 

In the discussion of Section 2.1.1 we made the assumption that when started at a state fl, a given 
method m would always terminate at a state b. In practice this is not always the case, and there 
are many reasons why m might not terminate at state b. For the purpose of this dissertation, we 
examine just three, viz. non-determinism [22], non-initiation and non-termination [88]. 

N on-determinism. Suppose that the method m induces the relation Rm on the state space 
as described informally in Section 2.1.1. If, for a state a E .4, Rm(a) is always a singleton, m 
is said to be deterministic. Otherwise, m is non-deterministic. ~on-determinism thus arises 
where choice is involved, i.e. from one input state, more than one output state is possible. 
In software development, non-determinism is often a requirement, and we chose to model a 
method m as a relation Rm for this reason (see Section 1.2 in Chapter 1). 

Where the possibility of choice exists, there is also the possibility of the failure of the method. 
For the purpose of this dissertation, we capture this in the possibility of non-termination or 
non-initiation of the method m, as described below. \Ve may take two views of the possibility 
of failure, viz. angelic and demonic non-determinism [22]. \Vith angelic non-determinism, we 
take the view that given a choice of success or failure, something good will always happen, 
i.e. the method will always succeed. With demonic non-determinism, we take the opposite 
view that something bad will always happen, i.e. the method ahvays fails. 

Non-initiation. A progran1 may fail to start because anyone of its required initial conditions is 
not met. For example, a crucial configuration file may be missing, a password may have been 
typed incorrectly, or a database connection may not be a\'ailable. In Chapter 3 we describe a 
situation where a particular condition may be required to have a specified truth value before 
a method may execute, but where the verification that the condition has the specified truth 
value is not possible. In this case, the method never gets to a point where it can execute. 
This failure to begin we term non-initiation. 

Non-termination. Non-termination of a method occurs when the method fails to reach a desired 
or designated output state. This may be because the method aborted. or because the method 
diverged (e.g. it became trapped in an infinite loop). Non-initiation may be viewed as a 
special case of non-termination, because, when m is started in a state at which an initial 
condition is not met, it fails to terminate at a desired output state. 
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2.1. CORRECTNESS OF A. METHOD 27 

We follow a convention established by Gordon Plotkin (please see [22) for further information) and 
capture non-termination and non-initiation as a special state, JL, which we append to the universe 
A. of the ADT to which m belongs. We denote the new state space as AJl: and understand this to 
mean the set AU {JL} of states. 

The value JL is not a state in the sense in which we have understood the term thus far, viz. as 
corresponding to a point in the universe .4 and distinguishable by its attribute values, because 
unlike the states in JL embodies a behavioural component a well. For technical convenience 
we treat JL as if it were a state because doing so allows us to give a concrete representation for 
abortive behaviour of a method m from a given state a. 

Suppose now that we have a relation R ~ AJL X AJL . For R to represent a method, Vie require it to 
satisfy the following conditions. 

[CI] For all a E , R(a) -::j:. 0. 

[C2] For all a E R( a) is either finite or equal to 

[C3] For all a E , if JL E R(a) then R(a) = AI:... 

[C4] JL E R(JL). 

These conditions correspond to Definition 3.1 in [22], and the authors name a relation that satisfies 
the conditions an execution relation. 

Definition 2.1. Let R ~ x riJL be a binary relation over a state space AlL. Then R is called 
an execution relation if it satisfies Conditions CI-C4. 

If R is an execution relation that represents a method m, then Conditions CI-C4 may be under
stood as follows. 

Condition CI requires that R is a total relation, so that for no initial state is it the case that 
there are no final states. Thus the method m must be able to execute from any initial state. 

Condition C2 is a common definition of bounded-nondeterminism [Ill], since it stipulates that, 
for every state from which m is guaranteed to terminate, there is at most a finite set of 
possible final states. Here, finiteness does not refer to the countability of the set of output 
states. Rather, it is taken to mean that the output set is a proper subset of the state space A 
(the original universe of the ADT; compare [22)). Failure of a method is then equated to the 
possibility that any state in the state space could result, a situation that \ve take to represent 
arbitrary behaviour on the part of m (compare the discussion following Definition 1.17 in 
Chapter 1). We therefore capture the failure of the method by stating that the output is the 
entire state space, i.e. Rm(a) = AJL. 

Condition C3 is a mathematical formulation of demonic non-determinism, and states that if it 
is possible for the method m to fail from state a, then it will always fail. 

Condition C4 precludes the possibility that, if the method m is started in a state of non
termination, it should "miraculously" terminate at a desired final state. From Condition 
C3 it follows that R( JL) AJL. 

~on-termination of a method is usually viewed as an undesirable property (see [22]); an exception to 
this view occurs in embedded controller software, where operating instructions for a given hardware 
device are usually encased in an infinite loop of the form while (true){ ... }. In this dissertation, we 
adopt the view that, unless otherwise stated, non-termination is undesirable. 
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Remark 2.2. It is common to distinguish between partial and total correctness [61J. Suppose 
that for a method m to terminate at a state that satisfies a condition ¢. it is necessary to start at a 
state that satisfies a condition Then, under partial correctness, if m begins in a state satisfying 
'liJ, and if m terminates. it will do so in a state that satisfies ¢. Under total correctness, if m begins 
in a state that satisfies it is guaranteed to terminate at a state that satisfies ¢. Implicitly, by 
treating non-termination as an undesirable property, we impose the condition of total correctness 
on m, in that we look for states from which it is guaranteed to terminate and take the required 
precautions to ensure that it is only started from these states. 

Conditions Cl - C4 restrict us to a particular class of methods that can be represented as execution 
relations. j'vIore specifically, 

Condition Cl excludes the "miraculous" methods described earlier for which no output state 
results from certain input states. In our setting, miraculous methods are represented by partial 
relations over 

Condition C2 restricts us to work with finitely non-deterministic methods in that if a method 
terminates from a state a E .4, then it does so in only finitely many possible output states, 
i.e. the output set is a proper subset of the state space. By treating non-termination as 
undesirable, we see then that this condition captures total correctness as described in Remark 
2.2: If it is possible that m does not terminate from a, we take R(a) to be . whereas if m 
is guaranteed to terminate, it will do so in only finitely many output states. 

Condition C4 entails that a method, as represented by an execution relation, is at most .sem'i
.strict (strictness would require that R(JL) JL rather than JL E R(JL)). This last condition 
may be interpreted as indicating that, if execution is begun in a state of non-termination, 
then non-termination is always possible; in conjullction with Condition C3, Hon-termination 
is then inevitable. 

Remark 2.3. The conditions we have presented here are but one possible such formulation. \Vith 
slight modifications, we may introduce more subtle behaviour in the class of methods that we may 
represent. For example, the finite-cofinite model presented in [22, pp82-83J (compare in particular 
Definition 3.20 in that work) allows us to escape the constraint of total correctness and also of 
finite (bounded) non-determinism. The simple restrictions we have presented will, however, suffice 
for the work that we will need to do in this dissertation, and we will not pursue these alternative 
formula tions. 

:-;ow that we have defined the conditions that a relation R should satisfy if it is to represent a 
method and have also catered for the failure of such a method, we can formulate the notions of 
correctness and equivalence. \Ve begin by describing in more detail how an execution relation can 
represent a method, and from there we define a basic method. 

2.1.3 Relational Structures and Basic Methods 

In Chapter 1, we claimed that a relational structure A (A, L) was able to represent the attributes 
and methods of an ADT (please see Section 1.2); at that point, \ve assumed that the behaviour of 
a method was represented by a relation in L, but did not indicate how this would be done. Recall 
from Section 2.1.1 that a method m is thought of as inducing a relation Rm on the state space 
A..l of an ADT in the sense that for a, b E .4.l' aRmb if and only if, when started in state a the 
method m terminates in state b, i.e. if and only if a b. The idea that a method causes an 
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2.1. CORRECTNESS OF it METHOD 29 

instance to undergo a state transition allows us to formalise how the relations in L represent the 
behaviour of the methods in an ADT. In effect, a relation Rm may be taken to capture the method 
m if it comprises exactly the same state transitions as m. \Ve now extend this idea to include the 
possibility of non-termination of m, and construct the relation Rm as follows. 

Definition 2.4. Let (AJL, L) be a relational structure of type £ and let T be an instance of 
the ADT Gen(Am, Sig) under the signature Sig. Let m be a method of the ADT, and let Rm E L 
be such that i'JameR(AJL,Rm ) = m. We say that Rm captures m if and only if it is the case that, 
for all a, bE AJL , 

T : a b if and only if aRmb 

For the work that we need to complete in this dissertation, we will take as default methods that 
are totally correct and that exhibit bounded non-determinism. Furthermore, the universe AJL is 
understood to be the source of the states used as inputs to and produced as outputs from m. 

Consider now the states in AJL for which m is guaranteed to terminate. and let 

{( a, b) E .4 x A I a b} (2.1) 

By definition, the range ran Xm of Xm is finite. Further, since for states in the domain dorn Xm 
of X m, m is guaranteed to terminate, we have that JL rt. dorn Xm and JL rt. ran Xm. Next we let 

Vi 
'~m {(a,b) E AJL x (2.2) 

For a E dorn (X~). there is no guarantee of termination, so the output is effectively the entire 
state space AJL (compare this to the definition of RA, as the universal relation Ai x Ai in Definition 
1.19). From Xm and X~ it now follows trivially that 

dornXm U dornX~ 

dornXm n dornX~ 

ranXm U ran X~ 

0 
AJL 

(2.3) 

(2.4) 

(2.5) 

Proposition 2.5. Let m be a totally correct, boundedly non-deterministic method, and let Xm and 
X~ be defined as above. Let Rm = Xm U X~. Then 

i) Rm captures m 

ii) Rm is an execution relation. 

Proof. That Rm captures m follows directly from the definitions of Xm and X~ in (2.1) and (2.2) 
above. For (ii), it suffices to show that Rm satisfies Conditions CI ~C4. 

[CI] From (2.1) and (2.2) above, we have 

Va E .[3b E ran Xm.[aRmb] or 3b E ran X~.[aRmbll 

¢:;. Va E E ran Xm U ran X~.[aRmbJ 

¢:;. Va E E AJlAaRmb] 

¢:;. Va E .4JL.[Rm(a) i=- 0] 

Hence Rm satisfies Condition Cl. 

(set theory) 

(by (2.3» 
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30 CHAPTER 2. METHODS OF AN ABSTRACT DATA TYPE 

[C2] From (2.3) and (2.4) we have 

(2.3) and (2.4) ¢} Va E AJI...[a E dorn Xm or a E dorn X~] (set theory) 

¢} Va E AJI...[Rm(a) ~ ran Xm or Rm(a) ~ ran X~] 

¢} Va E AJI...[Rm(a) is finite or Rm(a) = AJI..] 

Hence Rm satisfies Condition C2. 

[C3] For any a E AJI.., 

JL E Rm(a) ¢} a rf. dorn Xm 

¢} a E dorn X~ 

¢} Rm(a) = AJI.. 

Hence Rm satisfies Condition C3. 

[C4] From (2.1), we have 

JL rf. dorn Xm ¢} JL E dorn X~ 

¢} Rm(JL) = AJI.. 

¢} JL E Rm(JL) 

Hence Rm satisfies Condition C4. 

(by (2.1)) 

(by (2.3) and (2.4)) 

(by (2.2)) 

(by (2.3) and (2.4)) 

(by (2.2)) 

Since Rm satisfies all 4 of the required conditions, it is an execution relation. \vhich gives us the 
result as required. 0 

'Ve may expect that the method m will, in general, take the state a through a number of trans
formations before terminating at state b. That is, a transition a ~ b generally comprises many 
smaller transitions. For this dissertation, an execution step that takes a state a back to itself is 
also regarded as a transition, so that a method will consist of at least one transition. Intuitively 
then, a transition that comprises n steps involves n + 1 states and may thus be represented by 
a relation of arity n + 1. A method of a single step is then taken to be indecomposable since it 
cannot be broken down into smaller steps. This property gives rise to the idea of a basic method. 

Definition 2.6. Let m be a method. If for any a, bE AJI.. it is the case that 

and there does not exist a state c E AJI.. or methods ml and m2 such that 

then m is called a basic method. We represent a basic method m as a binary relation Rm = XmUX~, 
so that Rm captures m and is an execution relation. 

l'\ow that we have defined what is meant by a basic method and also catered for the failure of 
such a method, we can proceed to formulate the notions of correctness and equivalence for basic 
methods. 
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2.1. CORREC'LlVESS OF A METHOD 

skip 
abort 
a:= b 

min 
B-'tm 

if BI -'t md ... ~Bn -'t mn fi 

if B -'t m~D -'t n fi 
if B -'t m~B -'t n fi 

if B -'t m~B -'t skip fi 

~o action is performed 
The method aborts from the current state 
Assignment; the value of the variable a is replaced by 
that of the expression b 
Method composition. Do m first, then n 
Guarded command. If B is true, do m 
Non-deterministic choice. Some true guard B, is chosen 
and the corresponding m, is executed. 
if B then do m else if D then do n 
if B then do m else do n 
if B then do m 

Table 2.1: A summary of the guarded command language. 

2.1.4 Correctness of a Basic Method 

31 

In the introduction to this chapter, we stated that the semantic aspect of an ADT defines the 
meaning of a given syntactic construct by specifying the pre- and post-conditions associated with 
that construct. Typically, in deciding how to implement a method, we start from the post-condition 
and work backwards until we reach a point at which can stipulate a pre-condition that must exist if 
the post-condition is to be guaranteed. The process of deriving the pre-condition is often iterative, 
and usually imolves a progressive refinement of both the pre- and post-condition until a final, 
provably correct solution is reached. 

In [61]' Gries demonstrates several techniques for deriving the pre-condition from the post-condition. 
We present one such case in Example 2.7 below, which is adapted from an example in [61, p172]. 
The method that is derived is formulated in g11arded command language [42], a summary of which 
is presented in Table 2.1. 

Example 2.7. Suppose that we are required, for two input integers x and y, to store in a third integer 
z the larger of x and y. Let m be a method that is able to complete this action. \Vhen m terminates, we 
want z max(x, y). This is the case when the condition 

<f; z?x/\z?y/\(z=xVz=y) 

is met, so we take <f; as our post-condition. The second conjunct (z x V z y) in dJ contains the 
propositions z x and z y, so a'>signment of x or y to z is a possible means of achieving <f;. 

Consider z := x. Then 

9 x?x/\x?y/\(x=xVz=y) 

true /\ x? y /\ (true V z y) 

x?y 

Thus, if x ? y then z := X will reach a state that satisfies $. Similarly, for z := y, we get the condition 
y ? x. 

If either x ? y or y ? x therefore, we have a means of achieving the post-condition <f;. We take as a 
pre-condition 1/J x? y V y ? x (for Z this is a tautology), and as m we have (using guarded command 
language [42]) 
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32 CHAPTER 2. A;[ETHODS OF AN A.BSTRACT DA.T.4 TYPE 

if x 2: y ...... z := x 
~ y 2: x ...... z := y 
fi 

Remark 2.8. In Example 2.7, we take as our source of input states the set y) E Z x Z}. 
For x, y E Z, it is always the case that x < y V x = y V x > y, hence all of Z x Z satisfies the 
pre-condition V) x ~ Y V Y ~ x. Because x, y E z E Z also, and under the method m, an input 
(x, y) is related to an output z if and only if z ~ x 1\ z ~ Y 1\ (z ::::: X V Z ::::: y), i.e. 

Rm { (( x, y), z) E (Z x Z) x Z I (x ~ y V Y ~ x) 1\ z ~ x 1\ z ~ Y 1\ (z ::::: X V Z y) } 

We see from Example 2.7 and Remark 2.8 that the pre-condition -l/J and post-condition ¢ correspond 
to sets of states. In fact, we may view these conditions as predicates on the state space AI.' That 
is, we regard l/J and ¢ as functions from to {true, false} (compare [36, pp4-5]). The set of 
predicates on the state space AJ.. we denote as !P(AJ..). For some predicate :p E IP'(AJ..), we have 
:p(AJ..) ::::: {a E AJ.. I :pta) ::::: true}, which for convenience we will denote as {:pl. 

Remark 2.9. \Ve may treat a predicate ¢ E IP'{AJ..) as representing a property, i.e. the set {¢} 
of states in which ¢ is true (compare [22, p73]). If we adopt this view of predicates as properties, 
then it is not hard to show that conjunction, disjunction and negation of predicateSIPl and~)2 
correspond, respectively, to intersection, union and relative complement of } and {IP2}, and we 
\"ill not do this here. Further, if :p(AjtJ ~ :p'(AJ..) , we take :p' to be logically weaker than :p in 
that the property :p' is true at least of the states in {:p}. Thus, since {Jill} n {7h} ~ {l/Jl} and 
{Jild ~ {1,&d U {l/J2}, it follows that conjunction of two conditions corresponds to a strengthening 
of either one in the sense of producing a smaller, more restricted set of states. Correspondingly, 
disjunction of two conditions may be seen as a weakening of either condition. 

With the denotation of :p( AJ..) as the set of states {:p}, \\le may use the familiar Hoare triple format 
[42, 61, 22] and denote the method m as the expression {1,&} m {¢ }. We take this expression to 
capture the total correctness condition (compare Remark 2.2), i.e. {1,&}m{¢} obtains if and only if 
whenever m is started at any state in {11)} it is guaranteed to terminate at a state in {¢}. 

Definition 2.10. For ¢ E IP'(AJ..) , we take (1,&, ¢) to be a specification for a method m. If 
{Jil} m { ¢} obtains, then m is totally correct with respect to the specification ¢)) and we say 
that m satisfies (1,&, ¢). 

Informally, a given basic method m is correct with respect to a specification (IP, ¢) if it satisfies 
the specification. However, it may be the case that amongst the possible output states of m there 
may be none that satisfy the post-condition ¢. Alternatively, to satisfy the post-condition, m may 
impose a pre-condition that none of the states in {1,&} satisfy. In both of these cases, the method 
is ineligible as a candidate solution, and so should be disregarded. 

'Ve will use these ideas in the next section, where we examine correctness of more complex methods. 
There, we first show how more complex methods may be constructed from basic methods, and then 
proceed to formulate the required conditions for correctness. 

2.1.5 Composition of Basic Methods into Complex Methods 

Basic methods are rarely used in isolation. Csually they are grouped together to accomplish a 
task within the framework of a larger system of methods. In this dissertation \ve use a subset of 
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2.1. CORRECTNESS OF A. METHOD 33 

the constructive operations (constructors) provided by propositional dynamic logic (PDL) [48] to 
combine basic methods into more complex methods. PDL is an important variant of modal logic 
[11] that allows us to reason about transitions between states. It provides a syntax with which to 
compose methods of arbitrary complexity out of simpler, basic methods by applying a repertoire 
of constructors inductively. We present the constructors below for reference. These definitions are 
taken from [11], but reformulated here in terms of methods instead of PDL programs. 

Definition 2.11. Let m and n be any hvo methods, and let ¢ be a well-formed formula of propo
sitionallogic. Then 

i) m U n is a method 

ii) m; n is a method 

iii) m* is a method 

iv) ¢? is a method 

Remark 2.12. In [11] and [48] the formula ¢ of Definition 2.11 is permitted to be a modal logic 
formula whose satisfaction is determined by satisfaction of propositions or formulae at other related 
states in the state space A. In the present discussion, we will not need the modalities defined in 
[11], and a well-formed formula of propositional logic will suffice. 

The intuitions behind each of these constructors are as follows: 

The constructor U (also often denoted as u) represents non-deterministic choice, so that either 
m or n is executed. 

The constructor; represents composition. In the new method, first m is executed, then n. 

The constructor * represents iteration, in which case the method m is simply executed repeat
edly for a finite (possibly zero) number of times. 

The constructor? represents a conditional test, so that the method continues if the formula ¢ 
holds at the current state, otherwise it aborts. 

As part of program development, it is common to test whether conditions hold at different points 
in the code by means of assertions [61]. The PDL constructor? fulfils this role, i.e. it serves as 
an assertion that allows the program execution to continue if the condition ¢ holds at the test 
point, otherwise it forces the execution to abort. From this point of view, we will not treat it as a 
method, and so will no longer include it in our analysis of correctness. 

Because we represent methods as binary relations over states in A Jl , it is important to express these 
constructors in terms of the relations induced by the arguments to each constructor. Expressing the 
constructors in terms of these relations also provides a semantics for each constructor. Definition 
2.13 is adapted from [11]. 

Definition 2.13. Let X be a set, and let R be a binary relation over X. Then 

R W n{RI I RI is a reflexive, transitive binary relation on X and R ~ RI} 

is called the reflexive transiti-!!e closure of R and is the smallest reflexive, transitive relation on X 
to contain R. 
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Remark 2.14. A more intuitive formulation of the reflexive transitive closure may be derived from 
what is presented in [36, Exercise 1.29, p31]: Let X be a set. For a binary relation R ~ X x X, 
the reflexive transitive closure R* is defined by 

i) xR"y if and only if 3n E N.[3xo, Xl,"" Xn E X.[x = XORXIR .. . RX n y]] 

ii) .TR*y if and only if 371 E N.[3xo, Xl, ... ,:1:n E X.[x = XORXI R . .. R~:n = 

As we shall see from Definition 2.15, the reflexive transitive closure is used to provide a semantics 
for iteration. Informally, we may see this as follows: Suppose that, having started at state a, 
method m is invoked for some n iterations, and that a state b is the result. Then there must exist 
a sequence of state transitions 

a = ao an = b 

which translates into the first part of alternative formulation presented above if we consider a 
binary relation Rm that captures m. Reflexivity, as in the second part of the formulation, is 
required because, under iteration, the properties of an input state may be invariant under the 
action of the method m. 

Definition 2.15 is adapted from [11]. 

Definition 2.15. For the PDL constructors U , ; and *, and for two methods m and n, we have 
that 

Rmun = Rm U Rn 

Rm;n Rm 0 Rn 

Rm o (Rmr", the reflexive transitive closure of Rm 

Remark 2.16. Given Definitions 2.11 and 2.15, we may interpret a basic method as one that 
is not the result of applying a PDL constructor, and thus cannot be decomposed into simpler 
constituent methods (compare this to Definition 2.6). The inductive clauses of Definition 2.11 also 
allow us to interpret a complex method in terms of the semantics of its constituent basic methods. 
For example, since Rmun Rm U R n , the semantics of m U n may be determined by considering 
the combined semantics of either method; depending on which one executes, the semantics is given 
either by Rm or Rn. In this sense, the PDL constructors are compositional: the semantics of 
the output of a constructor is determined by that of the inputs to the constructor (please see 
the chapter on "Denotational Semantics" in [1], and also [124, 106] for further information on 
compositionality) . 

For two methods m and n, we do not wish to introduce anomalies with the PDL eonstructors. 
For example, if m aborts when started at a state a, we would not want m; n not to abort from 
state a. It is therefore important that satisfaction of Conditions C1-C4 is preserved by the PDL 
constructors. 

Theorem 2.17. Let m and n be two methods that are captu.red by the execution relations Rm and 
Rn- Then 

i) Rmun Rm U Rnis an execution relation. 

ii) Rm:n = Rm 0 Rn i$ an exec1ttion relation. 

R m* (Rm)* is an execution relation. 
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2.1. CORRECTNESS OF A lvfETHOD 35 

Proof. It suffices to show that each of the above relations satisfies Conditions CI-C4. ror the 
proofs below 1 we assume that Rm , Rn ~ A.l X A.l. 

i) Rmun Rm URn· 

Since Rml Rn ~ Rm U Rnl we have 

\/a, bE .4JL.[b E Rm(a) :::} bE (Rm U Rn)(a)] 

\/a,b E AJL.[b E Rn(a):::} b E (Rm U Rn)(a)] 

and 
(2.6) 

Furthermore, both Rm and Rn are execution relations, so by Condition C2 we have 

\/0 E 

\/a E 

.[Rm(a) C A or Rm(a) 

.[Rn(a) C A or Rn(a) 

[CI] From Condition CI and (2.6) we then have 

and 
(2.7) 

\/0 E AJL.[Rm(a) :j:. 0 and Rn(a) :j:. 0] {:::? \/a E AJL.[(Rm U Rn)(a) :j:. 0J 
{:::? \/a E .4JL.[Rmun (a) :j:. 0] 

Hence Rmun satisfies Condition Cl. 

[C2] It follows from set theory that 

(2.6) and (2.7) :::} \/a E AIL.[(Rm U RnHa) C A or (Rm U Rn)(a) = 
{:::? \/a E AJl.[Rmun(a) C A or Rmun(a) = AJL] 

Hence Rmun satisfies Condition C2. 

[C3j By Condition C3, for any a E AJL we have that 

JL E Rm(a) or JL E Rn(a) {:::? JL E (Rm U Rn)(a) 

{:::? JL E Rmun(a) 

(from (2.6)) 

(2.8) 

Since Rm and Rn are execution relations, by Condition C3 \\le also have for any 
a E that 

JL E Rm(a) or JL E Rn(a):::} Rm(a) = AJl or Rn(a) AJl 

{:::? (Rm U Rn)(a) = AJL 

{:::? Rmun(a) lh 
(2.8) and (2.9):::} (JL E Rmun(a) :::} Rmun(a) = 

Hence Rmun satisfies Condition C3. 

[C4J By Condition C4, 

JL E Rm(JL) and JL E Rn(JL) :::} JL E (Rm URn) 

{:::? JL E Rmun(JL) 

Hence Rmun satisfies Condition C4. 

ii) Rm;n = Rm 0 Rn. 

(from (2.6)) 

(2.9) 

(from (2.6)) 
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[CI] Since Rm and Rn are execution relations, by Condition CI we have 

Va E AJL.[Rm(a) f= 0 and Rn(a) f= 0] 

:::} Va E AJL.Vb E Rm(a).[Rn(b) f= 0J 
:::} Va E .[(Rm 0 Rn)(a) f= 0J 
:::} Va E AJL.[Rm;n(a) f= 0] 

Hence Rm;n satisfies Condition Cl. 

(since Rm(a) <;:.: A.IJ 
(composition of relations) 

[C2] Since Rm and Rn are execution relations, for any a E AJL we have that 

(Rn(a) c A or Rn(a) AJL) :::} Vb E Rm(a).[Rn(b) C .4 or Rn(b) = AJLl 

Va E AJL.[(Rm 0 Rn)(a) C A or (Rm 0 Rn)(a) AJL] 

¢} Va E AJL.[Rm;n(a) C A or Rm;n(a) AJL] 

Hence Rm;n satisfies Condition C2. 

[C3] For any a E we also have 

JL E Rm;n(a) 

:::} JL E (Rm 0 Rn )( a ) 

:3b E Rm(a).[JL E Rn(b)] 

:::} :3b E Rm(a).[Rn(b) ihJ 
(Rm 0 Rn)(a) = 

:::} Rm;n(a) = A.JL 

Hence Rm;n satisfies Condition C3. 

[C4] Since Rm and Rn are execution relations, 

(composition of relations) 

(since Rm and Rn are execution relations) 

JL E Rm(JL) = A..J.. and JL E Rm(JL) = 

:::} :3b E Rm(JL).[Rn(b) AJLJ 

:::} (Rm 0 Rn)( JL) = 
:::} JL E (Rm 0 Rn)(JL) 

:::} JL E Rm;n(JL) 

Hence Rm;n satisfies Condition C4. 

iii) Rm o = (Rm)*. 

(composition of relations) 

(since JL E AJL) 

\Ve proceed by induction. For n 0 iterations, (Rm)O corresponds to the program skip in 
guarded command language. We may model this as the identity relation 

RId = {(a, a) E AJL x AJL} 

and will follow a convention established in [22, p69] to take RId to be an execution relation 
(note that C3 is not satisfied - JL E RJL but RId(JL) {JL} f= AJL). 

For n 1 iteration, (Rm)l RId 0 R m, which by the preceding result is an execution 
relation. Suppose now that the result holds for n iterations, i.e. (Rm)n is an execution 
relation. Then at the (n + 1)-th iteration, (Rm)n+l = (Rm)n 0 Rm. But since (Rm)n and Rm 
are execution relations, so is (Rm)11 0 Rm by the preceding result, and hence so is (Rm)n+l. 
Thus R m* (Rm)* is an execution relation. 
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2.1. CORRECTNESS OF A METHOD 37 

Each of the above relations is therefore an execution relation, as required. o 

Theorem 2.17 shows that satisfaction of conditions C1-C4 is unaffected by the PDL constructors, 
i.e. if the inputs to a constructor are execution relations, then so is the output of the constructor. 
In particular, because the set of execution relations is closed under the PDL constructors, the 
important properties of methods that we described in the discussion following Definition 2.1 are 
preserved. In the next section, we proceed to formulate the conditions under which a method 
composed out of such execution relations behaves correctly. 

2.1.6 Correctness of a Complex Method 

In this section, we assume that we have been given a post-condition <Pc and two methods m and 
n out of which we aim to compose a new method me using one of the PDL constructors ;, U or ' . 
. Following Example 2.7, our goal in each analysis is to derive the pre-condition 1/;c for me given a 
PDL constructor. The possible constructions are considered inductively, which then allows us to 
assess the correctness of an arbitrarily complex method. 

The following definition, adapted from [22], will assist us with the derivation of the pre-condition. 

Definition 2.18. Let R ~ A x B be a binary relation between members of the sets A and B. 

i) For C ~ A we let It(C) 

ii) For C ~ B we let R(C) 

{b E B I 3c E C.[cRb]} 

{a E A 13c E C.[aRc]} 

The operator It is commonly called the upper power operator, while R is called the lower power 
operator or Peirce product (see [22, p29]). For a given element a E A, It produces the set of images 

of a under R, while for b E B, Ii produces the set of inverse images of b under R. The operator R 
has the alternative interpretation, when written in infix notation as R: C, of {a E A I R(a) ~ C}. 
This is an idea that we will also exploit in Chapter 3 (see, in particular, Sections :3.2.3 and 3.2.4). 

Correctness of me = m U n 

Suppose that the specifications for m and n are, respectively, (1/Jm,<Pm) and ('~Jn,<Pn), so that we 
have {1/Jm}m{<Pm} and {1Pn}n{<Pn}. Now, for m U neither m or n executes. For m to terminate at 

a state in {<Pc}, we need to start at a state in {ljJm} n R m ({ <Pe})' which we take to represent the 
pre-condition ~~. Similarly, for n to terminate at a state in {¢c}, we need to start at a state in 

{1Pn} n R n ({ <Pc}) , which we take to represent the pre-condition 'IjJ~. Hence for m Unto terminate 
at a state in <Pc, we need to invoke me from states in {1jJ~} n { 'IjJ~}. That the new pre-condition 
is 1/Jc 1P~ !\lP~. 

\Ve illustrate the derivation of a pre-condition for me in Example 2.19. In this example, we 
combine two existing, correct methods to form a third method, and then use similar techniques as 
in Example 2.7 to derive the new pre-condition. 

Example 2.19. Consider the methods m and n, where, when presented with two numbers a, b E Itt m 
returns their product z ab, while n returns their quotient z alb, with z E Itt 
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38 CHAPTER 2. METHODS OF AN ABSTRACT DATA TYPE 

\eVe start with m. The method m has worked correctly precisely when z ab, so we take as post-condition 
<Pm = (z = ab). There is no restriction on the values of a and b, so we take as pre-condition 1/Jm true. In 
this case, the input state space is simply lR x lR. 

In contrast, the method n has worked correctly precisely when z alb, so we take <Pn (z a/b). To 
avoid a divide-by-zero error, we take as pre-condition 1/)n (b =1= 0). In this case, the input state space is 
R x (lR \ {O}). 

Suppose now that we require a program that (non-deterministically) computes either the sum or the 
quotient, but such that the outcome is never negative. Intuitively, this program has the post-condition 
<pc=(z=abVz a/b)/\z?:.O. 

For z = ab, to ensure that z ?:. 0, we require m to start from states in 

{(a, b) E lR x lR I (a < 0/\ b < 0) V (a ?:. 0/\ b ?:. O)} n lR x lR 

{(a, b) E lR X lR I (a < 0/\ b < 0) V (a?:. 0/\ b ?:. O)} 

This gives us the new pre-condition 1/J~ for m. 

Similarly, to ensure that alb?:. 0 we require n to start from states in 

{( a, b) E R x lR I (a < 0 /\ b < 0) V (a ?:. 0 /\ b ?:. O)} n lR x (R \ {O}) 

{(a, b) E lR x lR I (a < 0/\ b < 0) V (a ?:. 0/\ b > O)} 

which gives us the new pre-condition 1i)~ for n. 

To ensure that the composition me m Undoes not abort, we need to ensure that we only present to me 
states that are common to both m and n. We thus take as our pre-condition 'Pc = /\ lj!~ which represents 
the set {(a, b) E lR x lR I (a < 0/\ b < 0) V (a ?:. 0/\ b > On. 

Remark 2.20. It may be the case that {~~} = 0, for example. In this case, there is no state 
from which m can be started so as to terminate with rPc true. Thus, even if {~n} =F 0, we cannot 
guarantee correct operat.ion of mc: On t.hose occasions \vhere n executes, me will terminat.e with 
¢Ie true, but whenever m executes there is the possibility that me will abort. Subject to demonic 
non-determinism, we must assume that me always aborts. It may also be the case that the pre
condition We ~~ A ~~ is empty. For example, suppose that in Example 2.19 m was the method 
z := -abo Then there would be no states in ~e that would make the post-condition true all of the 
time, because a state for which rPe is true after m \vould make rPe false after n. In this case, the 
composition will also not satisfy the specification because there are no starting states for \vhich its 
operation can be guaranteed correct. 

Correctness of me = m; n 

As before, we have the specifications (1Pm, rPm) and ('00' rPn) for m and n respectively, so that 
{¢'m}m{<pm} and {~n}n{<Pn}. For n to terminate at a state in {rPc}, we need to start at a state 

in {'¢o} n It ({ rPe} ), which we take to represent the pre-condition tI,~. For the composition me to 
\vork correctly, we require that m terminate at a state in {'¢~}. Thus, we require m to start at a 

state in {vim} n Rm( {'lj,~}), which we take to represent the pre-condition w~. This pre-condition is 
then the pre-condition for the composition me as well. 

We illustrate the derivation of a pre-condition for me in Example 2.21. In this example, we 
combine two existing, correct methods to form a third method, and then use similar techniques 
as in Example 2.7 to derive the new pre-condition. To simplify the derivation, however, we have 
written out only the required conditions, rather than the full set notation. 
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2.1. CORRECTNESS OF .4 METHOD 39 

Example 2.21. Consider the methods m and n, with m the method z := ah for a, h, z E JR., and n the 
method z := In(x) for x, z E lR. 

As before It'm true and rPm = (z ab). For n we have 7j;n = (l: > 0) and rPn = (z = In(x)), Suppose that 
we required a method to compute the natural logarithm of the product of two numbers, and that we chose 
to re-use the methods m and n by sequentially composing them as m; n (we now take m to be the method 
x :== ah), 

For this to work, we need to ensure that the outputs of m always lie in the set of permissible input states 
of n, Thus we need to ensure that ab > O. The new post-condition for m is thus ¢;" (z ab) A (z > 0), 
To achieve this post-condition we strengthen the pre-condition to 7j;~ = (a < 0 A b < 0) V (a > 0 A b > 0), 
which is then the pre-condition for the composed method m; n. 

Correctness of me = m* 

As before, we have a specification (¢m, rPm) for the method m, so that {1,6m}m{ 9m}. Suppose that 
me terminates in 0 iterations. Then we must have the condition tPo = ..,1/Jm A rPe, i.e. the post
condition is already satisfied. For one iteration, we have the pre-condition 1/;1 which corresponds to 
the set Rm({ Oe}) n {tPm}. For two iterations, we have for tP2 the set Rm(Rm({ ¢c}) n {¢m}) n {Jj!m} 
which is just the set Rm({tPt}) n {7j;m}. For n iterations, we can show similarly that is the 

set R m ({ 1Pn-d) n {¢m}. Thus, if me is to terminate at a state in <Pe in n or fewer iterations, we 
have the pre-condition tP;, =1,60 VI/;n) where and represent the sets of states just described 
(compare this result with [61, pp138-143]). 

Note that for 1 or more iterations, the conditionl/;m is true before and after execution of the loop, 
i. e. it is invariant [61, 36] under the iteration. Such a condition is usually called a 'loop invariant'. In 
Example 2.22 we demonstrate the derivation of a loop invariant for a method required to compute 
the sum of a specified number of terms. This example is adapted from an example in [61, p179]. 
In the example we will not, however, derive or show the loop termination conditions. 

Example 2.22. Suppose that we are required, for a given input n E N and an array b[O : r], r > n of 
integers, to compute the sum of the fIrst n values in b. The pre- and post-conditions are then simply 

1/! = (n 2: 0) 
i=n-l 

1; (8 = L b[i]) 
t'=O 

\Ve maintain a running total 8 and a loop counter i, These are initialised as i, 8 :== 0,0, and the running 
total is maintained by the method m which consists of the statement s := s + b[i]. The post-condition is 
exactly achieved when, after n-l iterations, 8 = E:~~-l b[i] , Since the number of iterations is variable (n 
is an input), we suppose that termination is possible at any iteration, We need the post-condition to be 
true before and after each iteration, and thus choose as the loop-invariant the condition 

J=i-1 

1jJ' O::;i<nAs L b[j] 
)=0 

On the basis of the discussion and results presented in this section, we can now inductively compose 
more complex methods out of basic methods. We may then also regard the newly formed method 
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as a basic method and allow it to participate in further inductive compositions until we have built 
exactly the method or task implementation we were after originally. Provided that at each stage of 
the composition process the appropriate restrictions on the input and output states are observed, 
the composed method can be guaranteed to be correct. 

In software development, it is often necessary to repair or upgrade existing software. For example, 
a particular company may have developed a suite of components that is being used in an existing 
application. Is it possible to substitute their latest version in the existing code without disruption, 
i.e. transparently, or will changes to the code be required? Is it possible to substitute a similar 
suite of components from a different vendor? How would we know that such a substitution does 
not introduce any bugs into the application? 

As an attempt to answer some of these questions, we now proceed to study some of the conditions 
under which such a substitution may be made. In Section 2.2 we study some of the requirements 
for two methods to be equivalent and hence substitutable, and in Section 2.3 we study how a family 
of equivalent methods may be created in a style that is reminiscent of the policies described by 
Alexandrescu in [3]. 

2.2 Equivalence between Methods 

Suppose that we have a specification ('~), ¢) and that to satisfy this specification we consider as 
candidates the methods m and n. Without loss of generality we start with m, given that similar 
reasoning applies to n. To terminate at a state such that ¢ obtains, we need to start m at a 

state in Nm} == R m ({ ¢} ). We then Ileed to adjust '1jJ to 1/;1, \vhere {IPI} ~ Nm}. The weakest 
pre-condition that satisfies this condition is, as expected, N} n { 'I/)m}; naturally, if {'IjJ} n {~}m} 0 
then m will not meet the specification, for there is then no state from which m can be started in 
order to terminate with ¢ true. 

If we have an existing method ml that meets the specification (1/;, (p) and wish to substitute m or 
n for it, then if any of these adjustments to the specification are needed, the substitution is not be 
transparent. Intuitively, a transparent substitutioIl is possible in the special case where 

{1/;} c R m ( { ¢ }) == {1/;m} and 

{1/;} C Rn({¢}) == {1/;o} 

and where 

{¢m} Rm({1/;m}) ~ {¢} and 

{ ¢o} R 0 ( {1/;o }) ~ {¢} 

which we may simplify to {1/;} ~ {1/;m} n {1/;n} and {¢n} U {¢o} ~ {¢}. If such a transparent 
substitution is possible for m and n, we may take m and n as being equivalent to each other (and 
to ml). 

\Ve may formalise the preceding discussion to define what we mean by equivalence. 

Definition 2.23. Let m and n be methods that satisfy the specifications ('¢m,¢m) and (1/;n,¢n) 
respectively. We take m and n to be substitutable with respect to the specification (1jI, ¢) if and 
only if {'IjJ} ~ {0m} n {'¢n} and {¢m} U {¢n} ~ {¢}. If m and n are substitutable with respect to 

¢), we write m ::::(l/J,.p) n, or simply m :::: n if (1/;,4» is understood. 
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Remark 2.24. Definition 2.23 may also be expressed thus: Two methods m and n are substi
tutable, denoted as m ~ n, if and only if, for a given specification C~', tp). both {1,iJ} m {¢} and 
{'1;0}n{¢} hold. 

We use the formulation of Definition 2.23 in Example 2.25. In this example, we show how a new 
method may be substituted for an existing method. 

----- .. ---.. ---.----- -----.. ---.. 

Example 2.25. In Example 2.21 we needed to calculate In(ab), and used concatenation of the two 
methods m {x := ab} and n = {z := In(x)} to achieve this. As post-condition we had 9c (z = In(ab)) 
from which we derived 1./Jc = (a < 0 A b < 0) V (a> 0 A b > 0). 

The method m' = {z := In(lal) + In(lbl)} has post-condition 1/ (z In(labl)), so that {.p'} = {.p}. Its 
pre-condition is 0' (a # 0) A (b # 0), so that {1,b} <;: {Wi}. Thus, m' may be substituted transparently 
for m, and by Definition 2.23 and Remark 2.24, m' ::::: m. 

In preparation for the work we need to complete in Section 2.3, we now wish to put substitutability 
between methods into a more general setting. 

Let M be a set of methods. Let r denote a set of specifications, ".;ith typical element ¢). Let 
Spec: M -t P(r), defined as Spec(m) = fI, be a function that takes a method m onto the set of 
specifications that it satisfies. 

Definition 2.26. Let m, n E M be two methods. We say that m is equivalent to n if and only if 
Spec(m) = Spec(n). We define a relation ~ over M such that m n if and only if m is equivalent 
to n. 

Remark 2.27. In a restricted sense, this equivalence is derived from a notion of refinement 
between methods. vVe may take n as refining m, denoted as m r;;;;; n if n is more specific than m in 
the sense of meeting fewer specifications and hence being of less general applicability than m. In 
this case Spec(n) ~ Spec(m). Equivalence arises when Spec(n) ~ Spec(m) and Spec(m) ~ Spec(n), 
i.e. Spec(n) Spec(m), in which case we have m r;;;;; nand n r;;;;; m. If we consider M to carry the 
partial order r;;;;;, then m r;;;;; nand n m means that m n, \vhich here we interpret as m ~ n. 

It follows readily from Definition 2.26 that the relation ~ between methods is an equivalence 
relation on M, so we state this result without proof. 

Proposition 2.28. Let IV1 be the set of all possible methods. The relation ~ between methods is 
an equ.ivalence relation on M. 

Proposition 2.29. The relation ~ is preserved u.nder the PDL const1"uctors. 

Proof. We show only that this is the case for the constructor U, because the proofs for the remaining 
constructors follow similarly. Suppose that we have four methods m, m', nand n', with m m' 
and n ~ n'. For preservation of equivalence, we require (m U n) ~ (m' U n) ~ (m U n') :::: (m' U n'). 
Consider the case m U n ~ m' Un. We have {'If;} (m Un) { rjJ}, and since either morn is executed, we 
also have {'If;}m{rjJ} and {'If;}n{¢}. But since m ~ m', we have {'If;}m'{d>}, so that {1jJ}(m' U n){di} 
holds. The remaining three cases for this constructor may be shmm identically. 0 

Supported by Definition 2.26, Proposition 2.28 and Proposition 2.29, \,'e may now ignore the 
internal structure of a complex method m and treat it as a basic method. This allows us to compose 
more complex programs of methods and also to formulate a more general notion of equivalence 
between these complex programs, which is what we now study. 
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42 CHAPTER 2. METHODS OF AN A.BSTRA.CT DATA TYPE 

2.3 Correctness, Equivalence and Program Templates 

\Ve can exploit correctness and equivalence of methods, as determined in Definition 2.26 and 
Proposition 2.28, to build a large family of programs of methods that are correct and equivalent. 
We exploit Proposition 2.29 to formulate a procedure for building the members of this family. The 
technique that we use is suggestive of the policies described by Alexandrescu ([3]). 

Example 2.30 illustrates what we are attempting to achieve. In this example, we compose a complex 
program me of methods out of some existing methods, and then build two additional methods that 
are equivalent to me. 

Example 2.30. Consider the methods m and n, and let me = m; n. 

Suppose that we have additional methods m' and n', with m' 3" m and n' 3" n. Then, because m' 3" m, 
substitution of m' for m is transparent to me. By Proposition 2.29, we therefore have 

mc=(m;n) (m';n)3"(m';n') (m;n') 

We can readily translate this into a programming example. Suppose that we have a function object A 
defined as 

template <class M, class N> 
class A 

public: 

}; 

II Details of constructors omitted ... 
void operator () 0 
{ 

} 

M (); 
N (); 

Assuming that the classes M and N implement operator () as well, class A implements a composed method 
me = m; n. 

Suppose now that we have function objects MI , M2, NJ and N2 , where the M, satisfy lbm and <pm) and the 
N, satisfylj1n and <po. Then, provided the Mi and Ni can be concatenated as described in Section 2.1.6, the 
function objects A <MI, NI>, A <MI, N2>, A <M 2, NI > and A <M2, N2> will all implement the required 
composition me and furthermore, will all be equivalent. 

Remark 2.31. From Example 2.30, we see that 

i) the implementation of class A as a template in the preceding example is intentional. The 
sequence Mj ; N j of actions is abstracted as a sequence M; N of action sites, which we may 
regard as a program template. Any two actions m and n may be inserted into the template at 
the sites M and N; the composition will succeed if m and n can be concatenated as described 
in Section 2.1.6. Furthermore, if m :::: Ml and n :::: Nj then also m; n :::: Mj : Nj . 

ii) informally, the program template described is an equivalence that operates at two levels. To 
see this, consider again the sequence M1 ; Nl of actions. Let ~ and v represent two action 
(equivalently, program) sites. At the first level of equivalence, the program template Ll; v 
abstracts all possible programs of t.he form m; n. Now suppose that we have a set of methods 
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2.3. CORRECTNESS, EQUIY.4.LENCE AND PROGRAM. TEMPL4.TES 43 

M and consider its quotient by =='. At the second level of equivalence we may insert into the 
sites Ll and V any of the equivalence classes in M I==' (provided the members of the class can 
be concatenated) to get a program template of the form m/=='; n/-==. We may then substitute 
any member of m/-== and n/-== to construct a set of programs, all of which will be equivalent 
to m:n. 

\Ve now proceed to formulate the ideas described in Example 2.30 and Remark 2.31. Our central 
idea is the notion of a program template, which we define below. We then represent the set of 
complex methods that can be generated from a set of simpler methods as an algebra, and define a 
corresponding algebra for program templates. It turns out that these algebras are isomorphic to 
each other, so for eadl complex method there is a corresponding program template. \Ve then show 
that a program template can be decomposed into its constituent parts, and this decomposition 
allows us to build a large family of equivalent methods easily. 

We presuppose a finite set M of methods, with M {ml' ... , m n }. The methods in M may be basic 
or complex, but we impose on M the condition that the mi are distinct, i.e. each md-== contains 
no members apart from mi. The set M of all complex methods that can be generated from M we 
represent as the algebra M (M, {u, ; , * }). 
Definition 2.32. For a method m, we define its program template as the structure IT! = (m, m/-==). 
The interpretation of IT! is given by m or any other member of m/==', and we say that IT! represents 
m if IT! = (m, m/=='). A program is instantiated from IT! by replacing m with any member of m/-==. 
The instantiated program is then also an interpretation of IT!. For two templates m and m', we 
take IT! m' if and only if m ==' m'. 

We use an interpretation function to project from a program template its interpretation. Let M 
be a set of distinct methods as before, and let MT = {m I m EM} be the corresponding set of 
program templates. 

Definition 2.33. A function HT : MT -t M, where HT(IT!) = m and m is the interpretation of IT!, 
is called an interpretation fUIlction. 

Corollary 2.34 is an immediate consequence of Definition 2.33. 

It follows triyially that if HT(m) == HT(rr), then HT{IT!) -== HT(rr) and hence m rr. \Ve exploit 
this property in the next two results. Let MT = (MT, {U,;, *}) denote the set of all program 
templates that can be generated from MT by using the PDL constructors. To provide semantics 
for the resulting compositions, we use the following results. 

Theorem 2.35. The interpretation function HTis an isomorphism from MT to M. 

Pmoj. By Corollary 2.34 we have that HT is one-to-one. From the definition of MT it follows that 
HT is also onto. Now consider the construction IT! U rr. From IT! U rr we instantiate a program m U n 
and take this to be its interpretation by Definition 2.32. That is, 

mUn 

HT{m) U HT(rr) 

The proofs that HT(m;rr) == HT(IT!); HT(rr) and HT(m*) = (HT(m)*) follow similarly. Thus HT is an 
isomorphism from MT to M, as required. 0 
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44 CHAPTER 2. METHODS OF AN A.BSTRACT DATA TYPE 

Corollary 2.36. A program template may be decomposed into its eonstit'uent parts, i.e. 

ii) m; n = m; n. 

iii) m* = (mt. 

Proof. Let HT be an interpretation function from MT to M as before. For m Un we have that 

mUn 

HT(m) U HT(n) 

= HT (!.!l U n) 

from which by Corollary 2.34, it follows that m U n 
fashion to give us the result, as required. 

(by Definition 2.32) 

(by Theorem 2.35) 

!.!l U n. The remaining cases follow in similar 
o 

Now consider a set M' = {mi}iEJ of methods, which is such that 

i) M' ~ M 

ii) for all i E I, md=== E M'/=== if and only if mi E M 

The second condition listed above enforces that the equivalence classes of M'/=== are in bijective 
correspondence with the methods in M. From each equivalence class m/=== in M' /===, we now form 
the program template (m, m/===), and let MT = {(m, m/===) I m/===E M' /===}. Now let v : M' -+ MT 
be the function that takes a method m in M' onto the program template !.!l = (m, m/===) in MT. 
Noting that v serves the same role as the natural map (see Definition 1.27), from Theorem 1.30 
we now have the following easy result. 

Corollary 2.37. The function f = HT 0 v is a homomorphism from M' to M. 

From Theorem 2.35 and its two Corollaries 2.36 and 2.37, we see that for each method in M, 
there is a corresponding program template in MT. Thus for every composition that we can apply 
to members of M, there is a matching operation that we can apply to the templates in MT . \Ve 
can therefore abstract the details of the method in M by its corresponding program template in 
M T. The "natural map" II from M' to MT supplies, via inverse images, the set of methods in M' 
that serve as interpretations of the program templates in MT . The natural map, isomorphism and 
homomorphism presented in the preceding results link all three structures together by showing, 
for example, that a given (complex) method in M' has a corresponding equivalent method in M 
that is constructed from methods in M, and that the member of M' has a corresponding program 
template whose interpretation is the same member of M. The links established in this way provide 
us with the techniques that we require to construct the family of equivalent methods that was 
mentioned earlier. 

Remark 2.38. The abstraction from methods to program templates also allows us to focus more on 
the intended meaning of the method, rather than its implementation. The use of program templates 
also forces conformity to an interface (see [52]) rather than to a given task implementation, and 
thus gives us the freedom to choose either at compile- or run time ho\',: a task requirement is to be 
satisfied. Consequently, we have a greater degree of freedom with regard to the implementation of 
an ADT than is normally attainable by conventional means such as generalisation-specialisation 
techniques [30]. This effect is exactly as suggested by Alexandrescu in [3] and by the authors of 
[52J. 
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In Example 2.39 we show how a family of equivalent methods can be generated from a program 
template. 

Example 2.39. Consider the sets M, M' and MT defined in the preceding discussion. Suppose that we 
choose an element me = m U n from M. 

The program template in MT that corresponds to me is m U n = !!! Un. As before!!! = (m, m/'='!) and 
n (n,n/'='!). We let = {ml, ... ,mk} {mdiElm and = {nl, ... ,m r } {nihEin for convenience, 
and take m[l, k] and n[l, rJ to be two arrays of methods such that m[i] = m, and n[j] = nJ . 

We may then interpret the program template as a program m U n, so that the function 

G : 1m X In -> M' 

defined as G( i, j) m[i] U n[j] instantiates a program from the set of methods in M' (equivalently, G selects 
a member of M'). The new method m[i] U n[j] is equivalent to the original method m U n. The number of 
possible equivalent methods that G can instantiate is IImlllnl. 

In Example 2.39, we use program templates to show how a simple form designer can support 
multiple look-and-feel interfaces for the Linux, MacOS and Windows operating systems. We show 
how forms designed by a user can be re-drawn with any of the supported look-and-feel interfaces. 
This example is based on a case study described in [52]. 

Example 2.40. We wish to support look-and-feel interfaces for Linux, l\IacOS and ·Windows. For this 
purpose, we have a simple form designer which provides a restricted palette of components that we can use 
on the forms we design. This palette offers a form component, a button, a checkbox, a textbox, a memo 
and a simple panel onto which any of the preceding components, with the exclusion of the form, may be 
dropped. 

In this example, we are interested in rendering the form, so we focus on the drawing ability of each 
component. This we abstract as a single method, Draw which accepts the parameters x, y, Height and 
Width. These parameters tell the method to draw the component at the coordinates (x, y) and to make 
it Height pixels high and Width pixels wide. The post-condition for Draw is that the component is drawn 
on the client canvas, which for simplicity we assume is globally accessible. The pre-condition is thus that 
(x, y, Height, Width) are all known and initialised. 

Each of the Draw methods is equivalent, since each satisfies the specified post-condition given the pre
condition. However, each component embeds a different implementation because of differences in appear
ance. Further, because of the equivalence, we can achieve a measure of flexibility quite easily through 
simply switching between components: Each component has a uniform protocol and identical semantics, 
so that, barring component type information, the form designer does not need to know auything about 
the specifics of each component. Substitution and use of the components provided by the palette are thus 
transparent to the form designer. 

For each look-and-feel standard we create a factory that produces the specified components for the selected 
standard. Supporting a given look-and-feel thus resolves to choosing the appropriate factory at run-time 
(see [52]; also compare [3, Chapter 9]). Thus we achieve even more flexibility not only are we able to 

draw different components, we can now also draw them in different styles. 

Finally, to capture the structure of the form that the user has designed, we make use of the composite 
design pattern structure described in [52]. The application owns all of the forms that the user will create, 
so it is at the root of the composite structure. Each time a form is created, we create a composite node 
and add that to the root node. Then, whenever a component is dropped onto the form, we create a node 
for it, saving its coordinates and size, and adding it to the node corresponding to the current form. If 
the component is not a panel, we create a simple node (leaf), otherwise we create a composite node and 
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46 CHAPTER 2. I",fETHODS OF AN A.BSTRACT DATA TYPE 

add that to the current form instead. Then when components are dropped onto the panel. we add the 
corresponding nodes to the panel node. In this way, we can build up a recursive structure to represent the 
forms in the application. 

Suppose now that we wish to apply a different look-and-feel to anyone or all of the forms. All we would 
need to do is locate the node corresponding to the selected form, and apply the desired look-and-feel to 
it. This amounts to a traversal of the nodes owned by the selected form. For each node type encountered 
in this form, we obtain an instance of the component from the component factory corresponding to the 
desired look-and-feel, and let it draw itself on the client canvas using the coordinate and size values saved 
in the node. 

\Ve observe that the composite structure pattern used to represent the form structure corresponds to a 
type of program composition. Since the nodes may occur in an entirely arbitrary sequence as decided by 
the user, the Draw methods are not invoked in a fixed sequence. Further, the composite structure serves 
as a "program template", in which each node serves as a site into which the required member, such a:5 
a button, text box or memo component from any of the factories, may be inserted and its Draw method 
invoked when rendering the final form. 

Suppose that we have the sets M, M' and MT and the corresponding algebras M, M' and M~, 
defined as described earlier in this section. Suppose also that we have a set r of tasks that we 
can accomplish by means of the methods in M (or equally, by the methods in M'). Rather than 
transport a large collection of these methods, we wish to combine them into a single relational 
structure that corresponds to a ADT. This ADT then represents our abstraction of an agent 
that is able to complete the set of tasks for us. In the next section, we conclude our study of the 
behaviour of an ADT by examining the process of composing an ADT from a given set of methods 
such as M'. 

2.4 Constructing an Abstract Data Type 

In this section, we exploit the work of Section 1.4 to 'wrap' a given method m in a relational struc
ture Am. Once we have encapsulated the method in a relational structure, we use the generalised 
direct product to construct the ADT. 

Suppose that we have a method m that satisfies a specification (1jJ, <b). As shown in Examples 
2.19, 2.21 and 2.22, the method m will usually require input parameters. We may collect these 
parameters as a list :E in of sorts (recall Definition 1.41). Similarly, the output parameters may be 
collected in the list :Eout of sorts. We take :E :E in U :E out = {SdiEJ and as described in Section 
1.4, we construct the state space A for the method as the Cartesian product of the domains of 
each sort named by :E, i.e. 

A II Sort'(Name).Domain 
NameEE 

where, as in Section 1.4, Sort'(Name).Domain is the domain component of the sort returned by 
Sort'(Name). 

To account for the possibility of non-termination, we add the state JL to A to get the state space 
Ai A U {JL}. We let Rm be an execution relation over that captures m, which then allows 
us to model m as the relational structure Am = (AJL, {Rm}). We may repeat this process for each 
method m E M to get the family 21M = {Am}mEM of heterogeneous structures. The final ADT 
then emerges as the generalised direct product of the family 21M . 
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Suppose that, for some m E M, .4' is a subuniverse of Am, and let and ¢' be such that {vi} and 
{cpl} are the restrictions, respectively, of {lP} and {¢} to A'. Since {1j!'} ~ {1;'!} and {cp'} ~ {¢}, a 
subuniverse imposes a strengthening of both the pre- and post-conditions in the specification (1f;, ¢). 
This strengthening is in accordance with the "Law of Monotonicity" , \\Thich \ve use in Section 3.2.4 
and which is presented in [61] and [22]. This law requires that if X' <:;: X then Rm(X') <:;: Rm(X), 
and in Chapter 3 we show that this is a property of execution relations as well. 

Likewise, we could view an embedding of Am in a structure with a universe of larger cardinality 
as a weakening of the post-condition ¢: We have the same set of input states leading to the same 
set of output states, however, the output states are contained in a larger set of states, which by 
Remark 2.9 represents a logically weaker property. 

Reduct formation and augmentation represent addition or withdrawal of behaviour from an AOT. 
These operations do not, however, represent a modification of the existing behaviour of the AOT 
such as the pre-condition strengthening or post-condition weakening that we have just seen. 

Recall that the generalised direct product was designed to preserve the structure of relations present 
in its component structures, and thus will preserve the behaviour of each of the methods that we 
aggregate into the new product structure. In particular, it will preserve satisfaction by a method 
of its specification. We may also use an ADT constructed by the generalised direct product in 
larger data types, via composition. A program of methods is then simply a sequence of invocations 
of methods of AOTs constructed in this way. 

Summary 

In this chapter we continued the work begun in Chapter 1. Specifically, our goal was to define the 
notions of correctness and equivalence of operation of a method, and to formulate the conditions 
that determine correct and equivalent execution of a method or program of methods of an AOT. 
\Ve therefore studied the execution of methods by the AOT, and concentrated on behavioural 
rather than structural aspects of the AOT. 

We built towards our account by starting with the programming notions of classes and class 
instances. These notions allowed us to define what v,'e would come to mean by the state of a 
class instance, and subsequently by a state transition. The state transitions in turn enabled us to 
represent a method as a binary relation over the state space or universe of the class. 

We then proceeded to show that although a collection of state transitions could be represented 
as a binary relation, the converse was not the case. That is, not all binary relations over the 
state space represented sets of state transitions. In particular, we described how unless certain 
restrictions were imposed on the binary relations, different types of anomalous behaviour would 
be admitted into the method. We then outlined some of the types of anomalous and also correct 
behaviour in which we were interested, and formulated four restrictions that would allow a binary 
relation to capture the anomalies and correct behaviour in a formal and controlled manner. \Ve 
then introduced execution relations as special relations that satisfied the four restrictions. 

We then exploited the execution relations and the idea of state transitions to formulate ho\',; a 
relation could represent a method. More specifically, we showed that if a method was tot.ally 
correct and exhibited bounded non-determinism, then if the relation satisfied certain conditions, 
it \'.'ould represent the method and also be an execution relation. Finally, from execution relations 
and state transitions, we also defined what we meant by a basic method. 

The definition of a basic method was then used to formulate the conditions for correct operation. 
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48 CHAPTER 2. METHODS OF AN ABSTRACT D.4TA. TYPE 

We presented a collection of constructive operations, and proceeded to extend the notion of cor
rectness that was formulated for a basic method to the new, more complex methods that could be 
produced by the constructive operations. We then discussed equivalence between methods, and 
described the important concept of a program template, showing how the program template could 
be used both to abstract and to instantiate a family of equivalent methods. 

Finally, we described how an ADT could be constructed to satisfy a giyen specification. We 
achieved this by developing each method separately, encapsulating each method in a relational 
structure, and then combining the relational structures into a single structure via the generalised 
direct product. Along the way, we were careful to ensure that non-determinism present in the 
method was preserved in its corresponding relational structure. 

In formulating the correctness conditions presented in this chapter, we have made the assumption 
that a state can be observed to satisfy a given pre-condition 7/J. In the next chapter we will examine 
the states of the ADT in more detail, and in particular, we will see that such an observation is not 
necessarily possible. 
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Introduction 

Chapter 3 

ATTRIBUTES OF AN ABSTRACT DATA TYPE 

There IS a theory which states thai if ever anybody 
discovers exactly what the Universe is for and why it 
is here, it l1J1:U instantly disappear and be replaced by 
something even more bizarre and inexplicable, There 
is another theory which states that this has already 
happened, -1 

- Douglas Adams 

In Chapter 1, we used a relational structure to represent an abstract data type, and shmved in 
some detail how to derive simpler or more complex relational structures from other relational 
structures. The constructive operations that we formulated enabled us to build and represent 
ADTs of arbitrary complexity. Moreover, we carefully ensured that these operations did not 
introduce any anomalies into their output in the sense that properties of the input structures were 
preserved in the output structure. In the case of the generalised direct product, we also provided 
some machinery with which to recover (an isomorphic copy of) a given input structure. 

We examined the relations in the relational structure in more depth in Chapter 2, showing first 
how these relations could capture a method of an ADT. We then imposed restrictions on the 
relations to ensure that, when a method is represented as a relation, artifacts such as a miraculous 
recovery from a non-terminating state are not permitted by the relation. In effect, the methods 
were represented as a special class of relations called execution relations. \Ve then reasoned about 
the correctness of a method that is represented as an execution relation, requiring total rather 
than partial correctness to derive the necessary correctness conditions. The premise from which 
each condition was derived was represented as a Hoare triple [69, 42, 61], so that for a method m 
to terminate in a state that satisfied a post-condition ¢, it needed to be invoked from a state that 
satisfied a pre-condition'lj;. 

To derive the correctness conditions, we made the implicit assumption that the truth or falsity of 
the conditions ¢ or 1/J could always be determined for a state 8. In certain situations, however, it 
may not be possible to establish the truth or falsity of a given condition. For example, suppose that 
we have two programs that query and update a shared database table. Informally, the programs 
enter a deadlock situation when either is waiting on the other to complete a transaction against 
the database. In this setting, it is simple to refute an assertion such as "The programs never enter 
deadlock" , for all we would need is to observe a state in which a deadlock does in fact occur. In 
contrast, such an assertion cannot be verified, for that would require us to monitor the programs 
for all time to say whether, during the period of observation, a deadlock situation was reached or 
not. The truth of the assertion is thus not observable, in a sense that \ve will later need to make 
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Domains Relational 
Structures 

Topologies 

-----. Rm -.------...... rm 

I I 
~m •• -----------...... gm -----+-. 'l/Jm 

of a method 

inpnt states, 

Figure 3,1: A translation schematic for the relational, domain-theoretic and topological represen
tations of an abstract data type, 

more precise, within a finite time, i, e. it is not finitely observable, 

If such an assertion were specified as a pre-condition to a method, then the method would never 
be able to start, since it would never get to a point where the truth of the condition is established 
(compare this to the non-initiation condition described in Section 2,1.2), In this chapter, we wish 
to address this problem. Our task is thus 

To build a formalism with which to represent observations, 

More specifically, we wish to use the representation to reason about what it means for an observa
tion to be finite, and whether, if at all, such finite observations may be used as approximations to 
non-finite observations, 

To accomplish this task, we abstract out of the problem the relations in the relational structure 
and focus instead on the states in its universe, \Ve represent the universe of a relational structure 
as a special type of ordered structure called a domain. The domain allows us to reason about the 
finite observations that it represents, and further enables us to capture a non-finite observation 
as the limit of the finite observations that approximate it, We also introduce domain morphisms, 
which are special maps between domains that interact with the order on each domain and that 
can be used to construct a map as the limit of its finite approximations, These maps can then be 
used to emulate execution relations, and thus, for methods, they provide a representation that can 
be used in situations that require finite or non-finite observations. 

\\'e then apply a topology to the domain. The topology allows us to characterise sets of states 
in the universe, and hence to represent the properties that we use to define a specification, with 
the basis sets of the topology. The order borne by the domain determines the topology, so the 
characterisation of the sets of states is related to the order as welL To represent methods, we 
introduce a special class of relations called program relations, A program relation interacts both 
with the order carried by the domain and the structure imposed on the domain by the topology. 
As with domain morphisms, these relations thus allow us to capture methods with pre- or post
conditions that would require non-finite observations. 

To ensure that the work we completed in Chapters 1 and 2 is not invalidated, we show that an 
execution relation is a special type of program relation, and that program relations can capture 
richer, more powerful non-deterministic behaviour than execution relations. That the properties 
of execution relations are refined by program relations. We conclude our formulation by showing 
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how domain morphisms can be modelled by program relations. Figure 3.1 shmvs what we aim to 
achieve. 

In Figure 3.1, Rm is the execution relation corresponding to a method m, while gm is a map called 
a pre-condition operator, which we will define in this chapter. The symbols hm and ¢m are the 
representations of Rm and gm in a domain-theoretic setting, while rm and put Rm and gm into 
a topological setting. Similar formulations of translations between different semantic models have 
been accomplished in [22], and we will not develop our theory in nearly as much detail as presented 
in that work. Furthermore, we focus mainly on the translation bet,,'!een relational structures and 
domains, and cover the translation between relational structures and topologies as a case study 
rather than presenting a formal theory. 

Chapter Guide: 

Section 3.1: Finite and Non-finite Observations. In this section, we describe what we mean 
by a finite or non-finite observation. We describe two types of classification, the first relating 
to whether it is possible to make the specified observation, and the second relating to the 
presence or absence of information in the observation. l\Iuch of the work presented here is 
based on discussion in [127J and [22], and the outcome is a classification scheme that is similar 
to what is presented in [22J. The classification scheme is used as a guide to the domain that 
we construct in Section 3.2, and also to the topological characterisations presented in Section 
3.3. 

Section 3.2: A Domain-Theoretic Approach to Observations. In this section, we intro
duce domains as special types of ordered structures. We provide some relevant background 
theory, and pay particular attention to the notion of finite elements and how other elements 
in the domain may be expressed in terms of these finite elements. We also introduce map
pings between domains, and show how a map may be represented as the limit of its finite 
approximations. 

Section 3.3: A Topological Approach to Observations. Given a domain that represents the 
universe of a relational structure, we may then also apply a topology to it. In this sec
tion, we show that to support finite and non-finite observations we require a topological 
space that is compact and has a special order-related separation property called total order
disconnectedness. We then use the topology to describe types of sets of states within the 
domain, showing how each type supports a particular class of observation. \Ve also build on 
the topological characterisation to introduce program relations as special relations that in
teract with the order as well as the topological structure. In this way we are able to represent 
methods of an ADT within a topological setting. 

3.1 Finite and Non-finite Observations 

In the introduction to this chapter, we provided an example of a pre-condition and showed in
formally that while it. could be refuted, it could not be verified. We proferred the example as a 
condition that was not finitely observable, in the sense that any method requiring the pre-condition 
to be verified would not be able to do so in a finite time and hence never be able to start. In this 
section, \ve wish to describe, for the purpose of this chapter, what we mean for a condition to be 
finitely observable. We present two forms of classification, one relating to the observability of a 
condition, and another that relates to the presence or absence of information. 

For this dissertation, we follow a convention established in [127] in that we treat observations as 
neutral entities, standing apart from truth or falsity. The facts contained in an observation can 
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then be used to affirm or refute a given property. For us, making an observation thus amounts to 
no more than recording the facts of an observation. We further require that this be possible within 
a finite amount of time, so that each observation is always finite. 

Consider the statement 

cp "All swans are white" 

To refute ¢, all we need do is observe one swan that is not white. We thus have a finite number 
(one) of observations to make in order to refute cp. Because it is possible to do this within a finite 
amount of time, we say that I/> is refutable. We cannot verify 1/>, however, for to do that we would 
need to have observed all possible swans, past, present and future, to check that each one was 
white. Such a process entails an infinite number of observations, which we cannot complete \vithin 
a finite amount of time. The statement I/> can thus not be verified. 

In contrast, the statement 

1/J "At least 5 people are taller than 1.80m" 

is verifiable, since now we need only find 5 people who are taller than L8m. Verification thus 
ilwolves a finite number of observations, and can complete within a finite amount of time. By 
similar reasoning as above, the statement 1)) is not refutable. 

Now consider the statement 

ip "Of the group G. k, land m know that 

This statement is verifiable and refutable, since for both actions, all we need do is determine 
whether k, I and m know that 1/>. A statement such as ip is said to be observable. 

\Ve may put these descriptions into a more programmatic setting. Suppose that we have an abstract 
data type represented as a relational structure 

A (A,L) (II Ai,L) 
iEl 

where I is a countable set. Effectively, a state s of the universe A is then described by countably 
many variables. For convenience let us denote this as 

F {tI;} iEi {VI, V2, ... } 

We stated in Chapter 2 that a given method will act on the attributes of an instance of an ADT, 
changing their values and causing the instance to undergo a state change (see Section 2.1.1). In 
the present context, we may see the method as acting on the variables in F, and \ve test whether it 
has operated correctly by requiring certain properties to be true of the variables when the method 
terminates. Such a test resolves to checking whether the variables in some given subset of V have 
specified or (more weakly) just known values. For each variable in 1" such a test constitutes a finite 
observation, since it can be completed in a finite amount of time. 

For definiteness, suppose that we have a method m which is some form of initialisation routine for 
the ADT. Suppose also that, on termination of m, we require the program environment to be in a 
state 8 in which the property 

¢ "Every variable in V has known value" 

is true. Suppose first that I/> is not true of s. Then we will find this to be the case in a finite amount 
of time, since our inspection of the variables in 11 stops with the first variable that does not have a 
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3.1. FINITE AND NON-FINITE OBSERVATIONS 53 

known value. Thus the property 4; is refutable. If rjJ is true of s, we will not be able to verify that 
this is so, since that would require us to inspect all of the variables in F, and since V comprises 
infinitely many variables, we cannot complete the required inspections in a finite amount of time. 

Suppose instead that we require the property 

4;' "At least n variables have known value" 

for some finite n, to hold of a state s on termination of m. To verify that 4;' holds of state s, we 
need only find n variables in V, all of which have known values. Hence if rjJ' holds of state s, we 
will find this to be the case in a finite amount of time. To refute 4;', we would need to establish 

, i.e. that in state s there are at most n - 1 variables in If that have known value. To verify 
.4;', however. we would need to inspect of all the variables in V, in which case our observation will 
not complete in a finite amount of time. Hence .4;' is not verifiable, i.e. 4;' is not refutable. 

Now let I' be a non-empty finite subset of I, and let jTl {vihEI' s;:; 1'. Then a property such as 

4;" "All variables in 1'" have known value" 

is refutable and verifiable in a finite time, since for both actions we have only to inspect the finite 
collection of variables in If'. 

'Ve see thus that, with regard to finite observability of a property. three cases emerge. 

verifiable properties - in this case, there exists a finite number of observations, the facts con
tained in which can be used to show that a given property holds of a given entity. 

refutable properties - in this case, there exists a finite number of observations, the facts con
tained in ,vhieh can be used to show that a given property does not hold of a given entity. 

observable properties in this case, the property is both verifiable and refutable. 

A given property is then finitely observable if it can be verified, refuted or observed within a finite 
amount of time. 

Remark 3.1. In [22], the authors describe these cases as applied to programs, so that finite sets 
of program variables replace finite sets of observations. Thus, for example, a property is "verifiable 
if there exists some finite set of program variables such that, whenever it is true that the property 
holds of a state, this fact can be established by inspection of these variables". A similar discussion 
of finitely observable properties is also presented in [127]. In that work, the author discusses 
observations that are affirmative and refutative. Informally. a property is affirmative if it is true 
precisely in those circumstances when it can be observed to be true, while it is refutative if it is 
false in precisely those circumstances when it can be observed to be false. In terms of what we 
have presented here, affirmative properties are verifiable, while refutative properties correspond to 
the refutable properties we have described. 

Suppose now that we have a set B of n library books, arranged in a list L according to their 
publication dates; for simplicity assume that none of the dates coincide. Informally, we could view 
the order in the list as representing the property "is older than", so that books further down in 
the list (closer to the tail of the list) have this property more strongly than those that are higher 
up (closer to the head of the list). Suppose we have a set BI s;:; B of books corresponding to 
the property "~!Iore than 3 years old". To find these books we could inspect L. find the first such 
book, and know that all the books from that point onward in the list would have the property. The 
property B' is called a positive property, since it asserts the presence of the information "More than 
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Property 

verifiable 
verifiable positive 
verifiable negative 
observable 
observable positive 
observable negative 
refutable 
refutable positive 
refutable negative 

Example 

some variable has known value 
at least one variable has known value 
at most one variable has known value 
variable Vi has known value 
at least the first variable has known value 
at most the first variable has known value 
every variable has known value 
at least count ably many variables have known value 

many variables have known value 

Table 3.1: A classification scheme for finitely observable properties 

3 years old", in that if a given book in the list has the property, t.hen so does any book further 
dow-n in the list. Intuitively, the complement B" = B\B' of this propert.y is called a negative 
property, since it asserts the absence of the information "~lore than 3 years old" in the sense that 
if a given book has the property BII, then so does any book that is higher up in the list. 

The classification of properties according to whether they assert the presence or absence of infor
mation may thus be summarised as follows: 

positive properties these properties assert the presence of information in a state in the sense 
that if a given state s has the property, then so does one that contains more information 
than .5. 

negative properties - these properties assert the absence of information in a state in that if a 
given state s has the property, then so does one that contains less information than s. 

The two classification schemes are independent, and together give rise to a nine-fold classification 
of properties. Table 3.1 is based on a similar table in [22, pl72], and shows the nine classifications 
together \vith examples of each class of property. 

In the remainder of this chapter, we will concern ourseh'es \\'ith the derivation of mathematical 
structures that allow us to deal with observations as classified by the scheme shown in Table 3.1. 
The first such structure that we will derive is a domain. 

3.2 A Domain-Theoretic Approach to Observations 

In this section, we provide the theory required to construct a domain. A domain is a special type 
of ordered set in which each element is the supremum of its 'finite' approximations [36], so we start 
our account with simple ordered sets, and from there progress to directed sets. Directed sets allow 
us to formulate a complete partial order, which is exactly the pre-cursor we require to formulate 
a domain. Once we have formulated a domain, we find representations in terms of the domain of 
the types of properties classified in Section 3.1. The order borne by the domain is fundamental 
to the representations that we derive, \Ve then introduce domain morphisms as special types of 
maps between domains. These maps interact with the order borne by the domain, and thus are 
well-suited to act on the representations that we have derived for the classes of observation. Our 
intention is to use these domain morphisms to model methods that act on the universe of a relational 
structure. \Ve have already modelled these methods as execution relations, so to ensure that the 
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3.2. A. DOAL4IN-THEORETIC APPROACH TO OBSERVATIONS 55 

work accomplished in Chapters 1 and 2 is not wasted, we establish a framework whereby one 
representation format may be translated into and recovered from the other. Finally, we illustrate 
how these morphisms can operate in conjunction with the different types of observation described 
in Section 3. L 

3.2.1 Structural Foundations of Domains 

We begin with some of the theory required to formulate a domain. Many of the definitions and 
results presented in this section are reproduced from [36], and here we present them in terms of 
what is ultimately required to define a domain. 

yIany of the properties of a domain rest on the ability to order the elements of its underlying set. 
The notion of order is thus fundamental to a domain. 

Definition 3.2. Let P be a set, and let R t; P x P be a binary relation over P. Then 

i) R is reflexive if, for all x E P, (X,X) E R. 

ii) R is symmetric if, for all :r,y E P, (x,y) E R implies (y,x) E R. 

iii) R is anti-symmetric if, for all x,y E P, (x,y) E Rand (y,3:) E R imply that x = y. 

iv) R is transitive if, for all x,y,z E P, (x,y) E Rand (y,z) E R imply (x,z) E R. 

A binary relation that is reflexive, anti-symmetric and transitive is called a partial order, usually 
denoted as ~. A set carrying a partial order is called a partially ordered set or poset, an example 
of which was shown in Example 1.16. On any set, is an order, the discrete order. The discrete 
order is often formulated as a partial order where x ~ y if and only if x = y. For the work that 
we cover in this chapter, we will use only partial orders. If the order on a set is not mentioned 
explicitly, it may be taken to be a partial order ~. For brevity, we will on occasion say "Let P be 
an ordered set" and by this mean the ordered set (P, ~). 

For a poset P it is possible that, for some x, yEP, neither x ~ y nor y ~ Xi in this case we 
write simply x II y and say that x and yare incomparable. A special case is obtained if all of the 
elements in P are comparable. 

Definition 3.3. Let P be an ordered set. If, for all x, yEP we have either x ~ y or y ~ :r, Pis 
called a chain. The ordered set P is an antichain if x ~ y in P only if x = y. 

The discrete order can thus be used to convert any set to an antichain. 

Given an order ~ on a set P, it is natural to investigate whether the elements of Po as ordered by 
~, can be 'fixed' between a start- and an end-point. 

Definition 3.4. Let P be an ordered set. Then P has a bottom element 1., called bottom. if there 
exists 1. E P sllch that for all x E P, 1. ~ x. 

Remark 3.5. For an ordered set P with bottom 1., a common interpretation of 1. is that is 
represents the least informative element of P. For example, if P is a set of strings over an alphabet 
S that is ordered such that s ~ t if s is a prefix (initial substring) of t, then we might take 1. 
to be the empty string, since the empty string is always a prefix of any non-empty string. By 
antisymmetry of ~, 1. is unique when it exists, for if, say, 1.' is another bottom element, then by 
definition 1. ~ 1.' and also 1.' ~ hence 1. 1.'. We may define top, T dually; this element is 
also unique in P when it exists. It is common to denote bottom and top respectively as 0 and 1. 
When a bottom 0 or top 1 is adjoined to an ordered set P, we denote this as POor P 1. 
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:\lany properties of domains rely on the existence of a bottom element. Since our domains are 
constructed from ordered sets, it is important for the ordered set that underlies the domain to 
have a bottom. If an ordered set does not have a bottom element, it can always be converted to 
one that does. The process of converting a bottom-less ordered set to one with a bottom is called 
lifting. 

To lift a set S, we do the following: 

[L 1 J If S carries an order, we simply form the set S J.. = S u { -.l} by adjoining a bottom 
element to S. We then extend the order on S to account for the adjoined bottom 
by taking 5 to mean that, for x, yES, 

x 5 y if and only if x = -.l or ;1: 5 y in S 

[L2] If S does not carry an order, we first convert S to an antichain S by applying the 
discrete order to it. We then form = S U {-.l} and define the order 5 on S J.. 
exactly as before. 

Remark 3.6. An ordered set that arises from an antichain to which a bottom has been adjoined 
is usually called fiat. 

For an ordered set P, we have that if -.l E P then -.l 5 x for all x E P, and dually for T. The top 
and bottom elements thus serve as "boundaries" for the members of P, since if T E P, then for 
all x E P, -.l 5 x 5 T. Given a subset S of P we may then ask whether such boundaries exist for 
S as well. In this regard, an important concept is that of an up- or down-set. 

Definition 3.7. Let P be an ordered set and Q C;;; P, Then 

i) Q is a down-set if, whenever x E Q, yEP and y 5 x, then y E Q. 

ii) Q is an up-set if, whenever x E Q, yEP and x 5 y, then y E Q. 

Remark 3.8. Informally, a down-set (an up-set) is a set that is 'closed under going down (up)'. 
For Q C;;; P, we form the down-set tQ or up-set tQ according to the formulae 

tQ 
tQ 
.Lx = 

{y E P I 3x E Q.[y 5 xl} 

{y E P I 3x E Q.[x 5 y]} 
{y E Ply 5 x} 

tx {y E P I x 5 y} 

Up-sets are also called (order) filters. When the order 5 on P is mentioned explicitly, the notation 
tx may be taken as an abbreviation for the up-set tQ where Q {x}. If no order exists on P, we 
apply the subset inclusion order C;;; to P(P) and take t{x} to mean the set {Y E P(P) I {x} C;;; Y}. 
A filter tx in an ordered set P that arises from a singleton set {x} is also called a principal filter. 
The dual notions for down-sets are (01'der) ideal and pr'incipal ideal. 

The following results, although trivial, are useful. 

Lemma 3.9. Let P be an or'der'ed set and let U, V C;;; P. Then 

i) V C;;; tV. 
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ii) tU UUEU tu. 

iii) tU n tV and tU u tV are both up-sets. 

Proof. i) That U c:;:; tU follows directly from the definition of tU given in Remark 3.8. 

ii) From Remark 3.8, 

tU = {x E P I 3u E U.[u ::; xl} 

U{xEPlu::;x} 
uEU 

U tu 
uEU 

Thus we have the result as required. 

iii) For tU n tF, take any y E tU n tV. Then, 

Y E tU n tV and y ::; yl 

=} (3u E U.[u ::; y] and 3v E V.[v ::; y]) and y ::; yl 

=} E U.[u ::; yl] and 3v E V.[v ::; ylJ) 

=} y' and yl EtV 
=} y' EtU n tV 

(set theory) 

(by Remark 3.8) 

(transitivity of 

(by Remark 3.8) 

(set theory) 

57 

Hence, by Definition 3.7, tU n tV is an up-set. That tU u lV is an up-set follows directly 
from the definition of tU given by Remark 3.8. 

This gives us the result, as required. o 

A dual result may be developed for down-sets, and we will not do this here. 

In Example 3.10 we illustrate how up- and down-sets could be used. In this example, we provide 
a flat ordered set NJ-, and then show how certain elements in NL may be isolated with up- and 
down-sets. We also relate the sets of isolated elements to the methods of Chapter 2, showing how 
up- and down-sets may be applied in practice. 

Example 3.10. Consider the flat ordered set N.L Nu {..L}, as shown. 

o 1 2 ... n 

~ 
We have then, for example, that 

i) t{2} = {2}, 

ii) .).{a} {..L,a}, 

iii) for X = {3,4,5,6, 7}, J..\" = {..L,3,4,5,6, 7} = XU {..L} X.L and .j..\" {:c E N I;r < 3 or x> 7}. 

iv) t{..L}=N.L 
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Suppose that the value that is output from a program lies in N.L, and let 1. signify that the value of the 
output is unknown. Then for x E 1'1, the up-set tx means that the output has the known and specific 
value x. A down-set always includes 1. and hence signifies that the output is either one of a known set of 
values or possibly it is unknown. The complement of a down-set such as .j,..\" means that the output takes 
on one of several known values. Finally, we see that t{J.} N.L, which, from Section 2.1.2, we may take 
to represent arbitrary behaviour; in this case, the output value could be any value in 1'1 1 . 

From up- and down-sets. we have the related notion of upper- and lower bounds of a set. 

Definition 3.11. Let P be an ordered set and let 5 ~ P. An element x E P is an upper bound 
of 5 if s S; x for all s E 5. The set of all upper bounds of 5 is denoted as 5 u , 'i. e. 

SU {x E P I Vs E S.[s S; xl} 

A lower bo'und is defined dually, and we have 

SI {x E P I Vs E S.[x S; s]} 

Since S; is transitive, S" is always an up-set and SI is always a down-set. From this we have the 
notion of least upper bound and greatest lower bound. 

Definition 3.12. Let P be an ordered set and let 5 ~ P. Then x E P is the least upper bound 
of S if x E SU and for all yES", x S; y. 

As with the top and bottom elements, a transitivity argument can be used to show that the least 
upper bound of S is unique if it exists. The greatest lower bound may be defined dually. The least 
upper bound and greatest lower bound are commonly called supremum and infimum respectively. 
It is common to denote the supremum and infimum of a set S simply as sup Sand inf 5. 

Definition 3.13. Let P be an ordered set, with x, yEP. The join of x and y is sup{x, y} when it 
exists, and is denoted as x V y. The meet of x and y is inf {x, y} when it exists, and is denoted as 
x 1\ y. If x S; y, \ve take x = x 1\ y and x V y y. For a set S ~ P, we take the join of S, denoted 
V S, to be supS when it exists. Dually, we take the meet of 5, denoted 1\ 5, to be inf 5 when it 
exists. 

Definition 3.14. Let P be a non-empty ordered set. 

i) If x V y and x 1\ y exist for all x, yEP, then P is called a lattice. 

ii) If V 5 and 1\ S exist for all 5 ~ P then P is called a complete lattice. 

Remark 3.15. A complete lattice must have a top and a bottom element. For a non-empty 
ordered set P, if P has no top element, then P" = 0 and so V P does not exist. Similarly. if 
there is no bottom element, then pi 0 and 1\ P does not exist. Dually we may argue that since 
0" = P, V 0 exists only if P has a bottom in which case V 0 = 1\ P 1.; similarly 01 = P, so that 
1\ 0 = V P T whenever P has a top element. 

Lemma 3.16 and Theorem 3.17 are taken from [36] (see Lemma 2.30 and Theorem 2.31, p47, in 
that work). In [36], some details of the proofs were left to the reader, so for completeness we supply 
proofs together with the outstanding details. 

Lemma 3.16. Let P be an ordered set such that 1\ S exists in P for every non-empty subset 5 
of P. Then V S exists in P for every subset S of P which has an upper bound in P; indeed, 
V 5 1\ 5". 
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Proof. Let S ~ P be such that S has an upper bound in P. Then su 1- 0. Since su ~ P, 1\ su 
exists in P. Let a = 1\ Suo Then, by Definition 3.12 

a = 1\ su =} 'Vs E S.[s :S a] and 'Vu E SU.[a :S 11] 

=} a=VS 

which gives us the result as required. D 

Theorem 3.17. Let P be a non-empty ordered set. Then the following are equivalent: 

i) P is a complete lattice. 

ii) 1\ S exists in P for every subset S of P. 

iii) P has a top element, T, and 1\ S exists in P for every non-empty subset S of P. 

Proof. That (i) implies (ii) follows directly from the definition of a complete lattice given in Def
inition 3.14. If 1\ S exists in P for every subset S of P, then 1\ 0 also exists. But this is the case 
only if P has a top element, T. Thus (ii) implies (iii). To see that (iii) implies (i), consider that 
T E P and 1\ S exists for every non-empty subset S of P together imply that 1\ S exists for any 
subset S of P. But also, 

T E P =} T E SU for any S ~ P 

=} SU 1- 0 for any S ~ P 

=} V S exists for any S ~ P 

(by Definition 3.4) 

(by Lemma 3.16) 

Hence, by Definition 3.14, P is a complete lattice, which gives us the result as required. D 

l'deets and joins of x, yEP may exist under certain conditions only. If, for any x, yEP x Vy exists 
but not necessarily x 1\ y, then P is called a join-semilattice. Similarly, P is a meet-semilattice if 
x 1\ y exists but not necessarily x V y. 

In addition to joins of elements in P, we also have directed sets on which we may form directed 
joins. 

Definition 3.18. Let S be a non-empty subset of an ordered set P. Then S is said to be directed 
if and only if for every finite subset F of S, there exists a z E S with z E FU. 

If S is a directed set for which V S exists, we denote this element as US rather than V S to 
indicate that the supremum is found as a directed join. 

Remark 3.19. Suppose that X is a set, and that D = {Ai};EI ~ P(X). 'Ve observe that D is 
directed (under ~) if and only if, given Ail' ... ,Ai" in D, there exists some k E I such that for all 
j = 1, ... ,n, Ai; ~ ih (equivalently, U{Aij I j = 1, ... ,n} ~ Ad. It follows that ifD is directed 
and Y = {Yl, ... ,Yn} is a finite subset of UiEI Ai, then there exists Ak E D such that Y ~ Ak . 

In Definition 3.14 we described a complete lattice to be an ordered set P in which (undirected) 
joins exist for all subsets S of P. If P is such that U D exists for every directed subset D of P, we 
have an analogous structure called a complete partial order, or CPO. Following [36, p149], 

Definition 3.20. Let P be an ordered set. If P has a bottom element ..1 and for every directed 
subset D of P the directed join U D exists, then P is a complete partial order. 
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We saw earlier that in certain situations, an ordered set may be at most a meet- or join semilat
tice. An analogous situation exists for complete partial orders. In this case, we get a complete 
semilattice. To decide whether a CPO is a complete semilattice, we first need to ensure that the 
conditions required for the necessary joins to exist are met by the CPO. 

Definition 3.21. Let S be a non-empty subset of an ordered set P. Then S is said to be consistent 
if, for every finite subset F of S. there exists z E P such that z E FU. 

Remark 3.22. A directed set is always consistent. For a directed set D to be consistent, every 
finite subset F of D must have an upper bound in D (compare this to Definition 3.18). For 
consistency, the notion is weaker, in that an upper bound in P suffices. 

Definition 3.23. Let P be an ordered set. Then P is consistently complete if and only if V S 
exists in P for every consistent set 5 in P. 

Recall from Remark 3.5 that we use the notation P 1 to reflect that a top 1 is adjoined to the 
ordered set P. 

Lemma 3.24. Let P be a CPO. Then the following are equivalent: 

i) P is consistently complete 

ii) V 5 exists whenever 5 U f 0 

iii) 1\ 5 exists whenever 5 f 0 

iv) Pel is a complete lattice 

Pr·oof. That (i) implies (ii) follows directly from Definition 3.23. To see that (ii) implies (iii), note 
that 5 u f 0 implies that V 5 exists. Further 

5 f 0 ::::} (51)U f 0 (by Definition 3.11) 

::::} V 51 exists (by hypothesis (iill 

::::} 3a E (51)u:Vu E (51)tt.[a;:; u] (by Definition 3.12) 

::::} 3a E (51)tt.Vs E 5.[a ;:; s] (since 5 S;; (51)U) 

::::} 1\ 5 exists (by Definition 3.12) 

That (iii) implies (iv) follows from Theorem 3.17, given that 1\ 0 = 1 and hence exists in P ffi l. 
Finally, to see that (iv) implies (i), 

P 1 is a complete lattice 

::::} 1\ S exists for all non-empty 5 S;; P EB 1 

1\ S exists for all non-empty S S;; P 

::::} V 5 exists for every non-empty S S;; P 

that has an upper bound in P 

::::} V S exists for every consistent subset 8 of P 

::::} P is consistently complete 

This gives us the result as required. 

(by Definition 3.14) 

(set theory) 

(by Lemma 3.16) 

(by Definition 3.21) 

(by Definition 3.23) 

o 

Definition 3.25. Let P be a CPO. If P satisfies the equivalent conditions of Lemma 3.24, then 
P is called a complete semilattice. 
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An important notion of the theory of domains is that certain elements in the domain are considered 
to be finite. These elements may then be used to approximate other elements in the domain in 
such a way that a given element in the domain can be expressed as the limit of the finite elements 
by which it is approximated. 

Definition 3.26. Let P be a CPO and let k E P. Then k is called finite in P if, for every directed 
set D in P, 

k :S U D :::} k:S d for some d E D 

The set of finite elements of P is denoted as J(P). 

If P is a complete lattice, we have the additional notion of compactness. An element k E P is 
called compact if, for every subset S of P, 

k :S V S :::} k:S V T for some finite subset T of S 

The set of compact elements of P is denoted as Sl(P). The following theorem, again from [36], 
shows that in the special case of a complete lattice, the finite and compact elements coincide. 
For Lemma 3.27, the proof that Sl(P) = J(P) is supplied in [36], so we show only the proof that 
k V IE J(P) whenever k, IE J(P). 

Lemma 3.27. Let P be a complete lattice. Then Sl(P) = J(P) and further, k V I E J(P) whenever' 
k,1 E J(P). 

Proof. For k, I E J(P), suppose k, I :S U D, where D is a directed subset of P. By Definition 3.26, 
k :S d and I :S d' for d, d' ED. Since D is directed, dv d' exists and is in D. Furthermore, k :S dV d' 
and I :S d V d', from which it follows that k V I :S d V d'. Hence, by Definition 3.26 k V I E J(P) 
also, which gives us the result as required. D 

Definition 3.28. Let P be a CPO, with finite elements given by J(P). For each x E P, let 
Dx = {k E J(P) I k:S x}. If, for each x E P we have x = UDx, then J(P) is called a basis for 
P. The CPO P is then said to be algebraic, and if the basis of P is countable, then P is called 
countably algebraic (w-algebraic). 

Algebraicity of a CPO is an important requirement in the construction of a domain. This property 
allows us to extract from the CPO a skeletal set of elements from which the remaining elements 
can be recovered as suprema of directed sets. We will exploit this property in Section 3.2.4 to 
construct a map between two domains that is able to support finite and non-finite observations. 

Definition 3.29. Let P be a complete semilattice. Then, if for all x E P we have 

then P is called an algebraic semilattice or domain. 

For a domain (P, :S), it is common to denote as Dx the set {k E J(P) I k :S x}, where x E P. Then 
we may write simply x = U Dx for the algebraicity condition expressed in Definition 3.29. The 
notation (P,:S) that we use for the domain should not be confused with that for a partial order, 
however, and we will indicate explicitly that (P,:S) is a domain to specify that (P,:S) is a partial 
order with all of the properties of an algebraic semilattice. As with partial orders, for brevity we 
will also on occasion say "Let P be a domain" and by this mean the algebraic semilattice (P, :s). 

Now that we have defined a domain to be an algebraic semilattice, let us examine how it relates 
to the classification scheme presented in Section 3.1. 
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3.2.2 Domains and Observations 

In this section, we wish to find domain-theoretic representations of the properties identified by the 
classification scheme presented in Section 3.1. :vlany of the techniques we will apply in Section 
3.2.4 rely fundamentally on the order borne by the domain, so we \vill want the representations 
to be expressed in terms of the order as well. As in Chapter 1, we start with simple elements and 
build towards the final representation. 

Let (D, be a domain. Consider the up-set ta for some a E J'(D), and suppose that ta represents 
a property 4;. Then for b,c ED and b:::: c, if b Eta then also c Eta, by Definition 3.7. Hence 4;(b) 
and ¢(c) obtain, i.e. if b has the property dJ, then so does any c E D that contains more information 
than b as determined by the order:::: on D. Thus 4; is a positive property, in this case represented 
by the singleton up-set ta. 

We generalise this discussion to find a representation for up-sets that may arise from any XED, 
thus including the non-finite elements of D. 

Proposition 3.30. Let (D, be a domain. Then 101' any xED we have 

tx n{tklkEJ'(D) andk::::x} 

Proof. We have 

Vx, y E D.[x :::: y =} Vk E J'(D).[k :::: x =} k :::: y]] 

¢} Vx,y E D.[x :::: y =} Vk E J'(D).[k :::: x =} y E tk]] 

¢} Vx,y E D.[y E tx =} Y E n{tk IkE J'(D) and k:::: x}] 

¢} Vx E D.[tx ~ n{tk IkE J'(D) and k:::: x}] 

(transitivity of ::::) 

(by Definition 3.7) 

(by Definition 3.7; set theory) 

Recalling that for any xED, Dx {k E J'(D) I k :::: x}, for the reverse inclusion we have 

Vx,y D.[Vk E J'(D).[k :::: x =} k :::: y] =} Dx ~ Dy] (order theory) 

¢} Vx,y E D.[Vk E J'(D).[k:::: x k:::: y] =} UDx :::: UDyl (order theory and D is algebraic) 

¢} Vx,y E D.[Vk E J'(D).[k:::: x=} k:::: y] =} x:::: yl (by Definition 3.29) 

¢} Vx E D.[n{tk IkE J'(D) and k:::: x} ~ tx] 

Thus tx n{tk IkE J'(D) and k :::: x}, which gives us the result as required. o 

Based on Proposition 3.30 it is not necessary to distinguish between finite and non-finite elements 
of the domain when forming positive properties. 

By Lemma 3.9, the intersection or union of two up-sets is again an up-set. We can therefore build 
more complex positive properties by combining singleton up-sets via set union or intersection, and 
the result is again a positive property. Finally, because a down-set can be represented as the 
complement relative to D of an up-set [36], dual results exist for down-sets, and we may therefore 
take these sets to represent negative properties. 

Definition 3.31. Let (D, be a domain. The set tQ, where Q ~ D, is a positive property. The 
set -IV for some Q' ~ D is a negative property. 

Implicit in the preceding argument is that membership of a singleton up- or dovm-set is readily 
established via the order ::s on D. In this sense, singleton up- and down-sets represent finite 
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3.2. A DOMAIN-THEORETIC APPROACH TO OBSERVATIONS 63 

observations as described in Section 3.1. Thus if Q is a finite, possibly empty subset of D, denoted 
Q cs D, then membership of tQ or tQ can be determined by a finite set of observations. 

It now remains to discuss sets of the form tU n tv and tU u ,i. e. intersections and unions of 

up-sets with down-sets. We first note that tU u tV = n t F, so in fact we need only concern 
ourselves with sets of the form tUntv. In particular, we consider the case where U, F D. Recall 
from Lemma 3.9 that tU = UUEU tu, so that membership of tU can be determined by a finite 
set of observations. Similarly, membership of tF and hence of n t\' can be determined by a 
finite set of observations. It follows that membership of tU n , where U,1/ cs D, can be refuted 
or verified on the basis of a set of finite observations, and hence that sets of this form represent 
observable properties. 

Now consider an arbitrary union Q of these observable properties, and suppose that d E D is a 
member of Q (i.e. d has the property Q). Then there is at least one set of the form tU n tF s:;;; Q 
that contains d. Thus if d E Q we will find this to be the case in a finite amount of time, i.e. we 
can verify that d has the property Q. To refute that d has the property Q, however, we need to 

show that d is not in any of the possibly infinitely many observable properties that Q comprises. 
Thus it is not possible to refute that d has the property Q. We therefore take an arbitrary union 
of observable properties to represent a verifiable property. 

Similarly, for d to be a member of an arbitrary intersection Q' of observable properties, we would 
need to show that d is a member of everyone of the possibly infinitely many observable properties 
that Q' comprises. Thus we cannot verify that d has the property Q'. In contrast, if we are able 
to show that d is not a member of one of the observable properties, we can refute that d has the 
property Q'. Thus arbitrary intersections of observable properties represent refutable properties. 

Definition 3.32. Let (D,:S;) be a domain, and let U, l/ cs D. Let J be an index set such that for 
each i E J, Ui, l~ cs D. Then 

i) A set of the form Q n tF represents an observable property. 

ii) An arbitrary union Q = UiE! t Ui n tV; of observable properties represents a verifiable 
property. 

iii) An arbitrary intersection Q = n.El tUi n tl~ of observable properties represents a refutable 
property. 

Continuing the notation used in Definition 3.32, let {Bi}iEl, where for each i E J, Bi =tUi n tV;. 
That each Bi is an observable property. Letting Qp =tUiEI B i , we see first that Qp is a positive 
property, since it is an up-set. Furthermore, it is verifiable but not refutable by the argument 
preceding Definition 3.32, for Qp tUiE! Bi UiEI tBi' Thus a property of the form tUiEJ Bi is 
a verifiable positive property. Taking complements gives us tUiEI B; = niEI 

This set is an arbitrary intersection of down-sets, which we recognise to be a refu.table negative 
property. 

Similarly, Qn =tniEl Bi is a refutable positive property, while tniEI Bi UiEl tBi is a 

verifiable negative property. Finally, properties of the form t(tU n tl') and t(tU n lV) represent, 
respectively, observable positive and observable negative properties. 

We summarise these representations in Definition 3.33 below. The final classification scheme is 
presented in Table 3.2, which uses the notation first established in Definition 3.32 and continued 
in Definition 3.33. 

Definition 3.33. Let (D, be a domain, and let U, V cs D. Let J be an index set such that for 
each i E I, u" li cs D. Then 
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In the table shown below, we let (D, be a domain, for which V, F (S D. \Ve 
also take I to be an index set, where for each i E I, Vi, ,~ (S D. 

Property Set Representation Form 

verifiable UiEl tVi n tV; 

verifiable positive t(UiEl tV; n tV;) 

verifiable negative l(niEl tVi n 

observable tV n 

obsel'vable positive t(tV n tV) 

observable negative t(tV n 

refutable niEl tV; n tv"; 

refutable positive 

refutable negative 

Table 3.2: Domain-theoretic representations of the property classifications for finitely observable 
properties 

i) A set of the form Q =t(UiEI tUi n tvi) represents a verifiable positive property. 

ii) A set of the form Q = t(niEI tUi n represents a verifiable negative property 

iii) A set of the form Q =t(tU n tV) represents an obsen'able positire property 

iv) A set of the form Q t(tU n tV) represents an observable negative property 

v) A set of the form Q =t(niEI tUi n tFi) represents a refutable positive property. 

vi) A set of the form Q = t(UiEI tUi n represents a refutable negative property. 

\Ve see thus that, given the universe of a relational structure, a domain imposes a structure 
that permits representation of finite and non-finite observations, and that the order borne by the 
domain is fundamental to the representation. \Ve now \vish to introduce execution relations into 
this setting, i.e. we wish to find a representation of a method for cases where the universe (state 
space) is represented as a domain. \Ve would furthermore like to characterise the sets of states 
that are related by the method with the representations presented in Table 3.2, so we expect that 
the representation of the method will interact with the order on the domain as \"el1. 

We therefore introduce domain morphisms, which are special maps between domains that interact 
with the order on each domain, and that can be used to construct a map as the limit of its finite 
approximations. These maps can then be used to emulate a method in a setting that requires 
finite or non-finite observations. To ensure that the work we have covered in Chapters 1 and 2 
is applicable to the new setting, we also show that a domain morphism can be translated into an 
execution relation under certain conditions. To effect the translation, we first define a 'go-between' 
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3.2. A. DOMAIN-THEORETIC APPROACH TO OBSERVATIONS 65 

called a pre-condition operator. From a domain morphism we derive a predicate morphism, and 
then show that a "translation triangle" exists between execution relations, pre-condition operators 
and predicate morphisms, i. e. that each representation is translatable into and recoverable from 
the other two. 

\Ve begin, in the next section, with the pre-condition operator. 

3.2.3 The Pre-condition Operator 

\Ve now wish to formulate a relation between states in such a way as to support finite and non
finite observations. For now, we abstract out the "structure" of each relation and instead focus 
on the properties of relations that constitute reasonable behaviour for a method of an ADT. It is 
by no means our purpose to provide a comprehensive account of what might constitute reasonable 
behaviour for a method. Rather, we settle for a small number of foundational principles and 
examine how, subject to these principles, we may formulate a method as a relation between sets 
of states. 

The principles we will espouse have been encountered in different guises in Chapter 2, and in this 
section we will make them explicit. We will not yet show how the method supports finite and non
finite observations, as our task is to only define the pre-cursory machinery for that requirement. 
We begin by enumerating the principles for reasonable behaviour that we will adopt, and then use 
them to formulate a pre-condition operator. We define what it means for such an operator to be 
well-behaved, and then show that a well-behaved pre-condition operator can be derived from an 
execution relation and conversely that an execution relation can be recovered from a well-behaved 
pre-condition operator. 

As before, we take a predicate to represent a set of states in a state space SJL. As we saw in 
Chapter 2, \ve may combine predicates by set intersection and union to form other predicates. For 
a method to well-behaved, it needs to relate these predicates in such a way that the combinations of 
predicates that represent the method output are somehow reflected in the predicate that represents 
the method input. For example, if a method satisfies the specifications (1,61,<pd and (1,62, <P2), then 
to terminate with <P1 1\ <P2 true, it should be sufficient to invoke the method from a state at which 
1,61 1\ 1,62 is true. 

It is important to be able to reason about the input states, given a set of output states. To this 
end we introduce, for a collection M of methods and a state space SJL = S U {JL}, an operator 
wp : M x P(S) -+ P(S) defined as 

wp(m, <p) {s I from input s the method m will terminate in a state in which <P is true} 

This definition reflects the total correctness view of a method. The operator wp is called the 
weakest pre-condition predicate transformer [42] because it can be thought of as transforming a 
predicate {s I <P is true of s} to another that is represented by wp( m, <p). By definition, wp takes a 
set of states that does not contain JL onto another such set. 

Recalling the work we completed in Section 2.1.6, correctness of a method m was determined with 
respect to a specification (1,6m, <Pm): Given such a specification we wished to derive a method m 
that would satisfy the specification in that if started from a state in Wm it would terminate at a 
state in <Pm. In the current setting, we have a method m and a post-condition <Pm; the operator wp 
nmv produces for us the pre-condition 1,6m such that m is correct \vith respect to ('ljJm, <Pm). 

The operator wp is "method neutral" in that its definition makes no assumptions about the nature 
or structure of m. Thus, for example, there is no implication of demonic non-determinism; instead 
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the operator reflects things exactly as they stand: For a method m to terminate at a state in which 
iJ) is true, it should be invoked from a state in wp(m, 1;). This neutrality allows us to present in an 
unbiased setting the conditions that we will require a method to meet to be "well-behaved". 

Definition 3.34. Let m be a method. Then m is well-behaved if, for predicates Q 1, Q2, 

[BI] m satisfies the total correctness condition (see Remark 2.2). 

[B2] m does not permit 'miracles', i.e. wp(m, 0) = 0. 

[B3] m permits distributivity over conjunctions of post-conditions, i.e. 

[B4] m permits semi-distributivity over disjunctions of post-conditions, i.e. 

[B5] For every proper, non-empty ~-directed set of predicates, m permits universal 
disjunction, i.e. for a state space S, the set {QdiE! is directed under ~ and 
UiEI Qi ~ S, and 

wp(m, U Qi) = U wp(m, Q;) 
iEI iEI 

Conditions BI and B2 are familiar from Chapter 2 and correspond respectively to conditions 
C2 and CI for execution relations. Condition B3 has been explained earlier in this Section. 
Condition B4 is a disjunctive analogue of Condition B3. In this condition, equality applies only 
if m is deterministic (see [22, p78]). Condition B5 voices the requirement that the operator wp 
should be continuous. A function is generally taken to be continuous if it preserves limits [36, 
p177]. In our case, the limit is modelled as the join of a directed set, so for Qi,Qj E {Q;}iE/, 
we may take Qj as representing more information than Qi if Qi ~ Qj. Informally, we would not 
wish the operator to discard the extra information gratuitously; the continuity requirement thus 
enforces that "more information in implies more information out". Continuity, as expressed by 
Condition B5, is an important idea that we will exploit in Section 3.2.4 when we introduce domain 
morphisms. Note that a more comprehensive list of "healthiness conditions" is presented in [61], 
and also in [22] as an 'algebra of weakest pre-conditions'. 

Remark 3.35. A ready consequence of \vell-behavedness of a method m is that m permits pre
condition strengthening and post-condition weakening. This property follows directly from the 
(informal) definition of wp given earlier. For if wp(m, Q) = P then for s E P we have Rm(s} ~ Q, 
where Rm is the execution relation corresponding to m. If Q ~ Q', then by transitivity of ~, 
Rm(s) ~ Q' also, so that m permits post-condition weakening. Similarly, if for s E P we have 
Rm(s) ~ Q, then for s E pI ~ P we also have Rm(s) ~ Q, so that m permits pre-condition 
strengthening. 

Recall that we chose to model a method m as an execution relation Rm over a state space SJ!.., 
which was the universe of the relational structure (A, L). For these execution relations, in order 
to ensure that they captured the non-deterministic behaviour we were after, we imposed some 
restrictions on possible pairings of states that may be in the relation. These were presented as the 
conditions CI~C4 in Section 2.1.2, and are reiterated here for reference: 
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[CI] For all s E S..l, Rm(s) ¥- 0. 

[C2] For all s E S..l, Rm(s) is either finite or equal to S..l. 

[C3] For all s E S..l, if JL E Rm(s) then Rm(s) = S..l. 

[C4] JL E Rm(JL). 

\Ve may derive a pre-condition operator from an execution relation. To do so, we presuppose a 
state space S..l and a collection M of methods that corresponds to a set {Rm}mEM of execution 
relations that is indexed by M. Definition 3.36 follows Definition 3.7 in [22, p77]. 

Definition 3.36. For each execution relation Rm ~ S..l X S..l, \yhere m E M, the pre-condition 
operator gm : P(S..l) --t P(S..l) is given by 

Remark 3.37. The pre-condition operator bears a strong resemblance to the lmyer power operator 
of Definition 2.18. In fact, it is the lower power operator expressed as a function rather than a 
relation. 

For a method m to be well-behaved, we need to show that gm satisfies the healthiness conditions 
presented in Definition 3.34. We claim that for an execution relation R m , the pre-condition operator 
gm is well-behaved. In the results to follow, some of the properties of the pre-condition operator 
are recorded. We use these properties to substantiate our claim. In the presentation of the results, 
we presuppose a method m together with an execution relation Rm. 

Lemma 3.38. For each m E M, jar all Q ~ S, gm(Q) ~ S. 

Proof. By Condition C4, 

JL E Rm =* 3t E S..l.[JLRmt and t rt Q] 

¢:} .'tIt E S..l.[JLRmt =* t E Q] 

=* JL rt gm(Q) 

This gives us the result as required. 

(take t = JL) 

(PropCal) 

D 

This lemma shows that a predicate Q that does not contain JL is mapped by gm to a predicate gm (Q) 
that also does not contain JL. If we therefore restrict the notion of a predicate to sets that do not 
contain JL, i.e. to subsets of S rather than of S..l, then gm satisfies the total correctness condition 
as required by Condition Bl. In fact, in this case the definition of gm provided by Definition 3.36 
coincides with the (informal) definition of the weakest pre-condition predicate transformer given 
earlier. 

Lemma 3.39. For each m E M, gm(0) = 0. 

Proof. Since Rm is an execution relation, by Condition CI we have 

'tis E S..l.[Rm(s) ¥- 0] 
¢:} 'tis E S..l.3t E S..l.[sRmt and t rt 0] 
¢:} 'tis E S..l .• 'tIt E S..l.[sRmt =* t E 0] 

¢:} 'tis E S..l'[s rt gm(0)] 

¢:} gm(0) = 0 

This gives us the result as required. 

(by Definition 3.36) 

D 
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Hence 9m satisfies B2. 

Lemma 3.40. For every non-empty indexed set of predicates {QdiE!' 9m is universally conjuIlctive, 
i.e. 

Proof. From Definition 3.36, 

Thus, 

iEI 

iEI 

¢} Vi E I.[Rm(x) ~ Qi] 
¢} Vi E I.[x E gm(Qdl 

¢} x E U 9m(Q,) 
lEI 

This gives us the result as required. 

{s E SJL \sRmt:::} tEn Qd 
iEI 

iEI 

As shown in the base step of the proof of Lemma 3.40, 

(set theory) 

(set theory) 

(using Definition 3.36) 

(set theory) 

and hence 9m satisfies B3. Monotonicity of gm is now a ready consequence of Lemma 3.40. 

Lemma 3.41. For each m EM, gm is monotone, i.e. i/Q1 ~ Q2 then gm(Q1) ~ 9m(Q2). 

Proof. We have 

Q1 ~ Q2 :::} Ql n Q2 = Ql (set theory) 

:::} 9m(Qd 9m(QI n Q2) = 9m(Qd n 9m(Q2) (by application of Lemma 3.40) 

:::} gm(Qd ~ gm(Q2) (by Definition 3.12) 

This gives us the result as required. 

Proof. By Lemma 3.41 we have 

o 

o 

Ql,Q2 ~ Ql UQ2 :::} gm(Q1),gm(Q2) ~ 9m(Q1 UQ2) 

:::} gm(Qd U gm(Q2) ~ gm(Q] U Q2) (by Definition 3.12) 

as required. o 
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Thus 9m satisfies Condition B4. 

A notion that is often associated with continuity of a map between partially ordered sets is that 
of strictness. For two partial orders P and Q, strictness means that the bottom element of P 
is mapped onto the bottom element ..L Q of Q. In the case of 9m, a consequence of Condition C4 
on execution relations is that we can guarantee at most that the bottom element of P is included 
in the output of 9m. 

Lemma 3.43. For each m E M, 9m is semi-strict, i.e. for Q <;;: SJL, if JL E Q, then E 9m(Q). 

Proof. This result is an immediate consequence of Lemma 3.38 and Condition C4. 0 

From Lemma 3.39 we have that if Q <;;: S then also 9m(Q) <;;: S. Thus 9m preserves subsets of 
though not necessarily subsets of SJL that contain JL. ~vIonotonicity also ensures continuity on 
as captured by Lemma 3.44 below, in that limits are preserved by 9m. However, a consequence of 
Condition C4 on execution relations is that 9m will not preserve limits on as on S. It is not 
necessary to discard continuity on SJL as a result; instead we settle for a weaker notion of semi
continl1ity on This term was coined by the authors of [22], and we use it here to convey the 
idea that, with regard to continuity, 9m is well-behaved until JL is included in its input property. 
In this sense, we take semi-continuity on SJL to mean continuity on S. 

Lemma 3.44. For each m E M, 9m is serni-continl1ol1s, i.e. for every family {QdiEI of sl1bsets of 
S~ that is directed l1nder <;;: and for which UiEI Qi <;;: S, 9m(UiEI Qi) = UiEI 9m(Qi). 

Proof. By monotonicity of 9m, we have 

iEI iEI 

To show that the reverse inclusion holds, consider that since UiEI Qi <;;: S, for any s E 9m(UiEI Qd, 
Rm(s) <;;: S, and hence Rm(s) is finite. We now invoke the observation of Remark 3.19. 

iEI iEI 

(by Condition C2) 
iEI 

(by Remark 3.19) 
iEI 

I:/s E 9m(U Qi).3k E 1.[s E 9m(Qk)] (by Definition 3.36) 
iEI 

:::} I:/s E 9m(U Qi).[S E U 9m(Qi)] (set theory) 
iEI iEI 

{:} 9m(U Qi) <;;: U 9m(Qi) 
iEI iEI 

Hence 9m(UiEI Qi) UiEI 9m(Qi), which gives us the result as required. o 

Thus 9m satisfies B5. 

Lemmas 3.38-3.44 show that the pre-condition operator 9m satisfies the conditions of Definition 
3.34 and hence that it is well-behaved. 
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70 CHAPTER 3. ATTRIBUTES OF AN ABSTRACT DATA TYPE 

Theorem 3.45. Given a pre-condition operator g, if 9 satisfies the conditions of Lemmas 3.38-
3.44 then 9 is well-behaved. 

We now need to do the converse, i.e. given a well-behaved pre-condition operator, we need to show 
that it represents an execution relation. As before, we presuppose a state space S..IL' 

Theorem 3.46. Let 9 be a well-behaved pre-condition operator. Let R t::;: x be a relation 
such that, for alls,t E ,sRt if and only if s E g({t}). Then R is an exeC1J,tion relation. 

Proof. We need to show that R satisfies Conditions CI-C4. 

[CI] Since 9 is well-behaved, we have g(0) 0. Thus 

g(0) 0 {::} {sis E g(0)} = 0 

{::} Vs E 8..IL.[s ct g(0)] 

{::} Vt E 8.1..-,3s E 8.1..[sRt {::} s E g({t}) and t E 0] 
{::} -,3s E 8..IL.[R(s) = 0] 
{::} Vs E .[R(s) f:. 0] 

Hence R satisfies Condition Cl. 

(using Definition 3.36) 

[C2] Since 9 is semi-continuous, let {QdiEI be a family of subsets of 8..IL that is directed under 
t::;: and for which U iE1 Qi t::;: 8. Then, since gm(UiEI Q;) = UiEI gm(Q;), we have for some 
s E gm(UiEI Q,), R(s) t::;: U iEI Qi. Since UiE! Qi f:. 8.1., R(s) f:. 8..IL and hence R(s) is finite. 

Suppose that So is such that R(so) is infinite, but R(so) f:. 8.1.. Then there exists s E 
such that s ct R(so). Now let A = {aO,aI," .,an ) ... } t::;: R(so) be a countable subset of 
R(so), and let {Pil'E!' be a chain of predicates with 

Po 8..IL - (.4 U {s}) 

Pi+I Pi U {ad 

Then UiEf' Pi = - is}. Since 9 is semi-continuous, gm(UiEI' P;) UiEl' gm(Pi ), so 
that UiE!! gm(P;) = g(8.1. is}). Since R(so) t::;: - {s}, we have So E g(8..IL - is}), i.e. 
So E UiE!! gm(Pi ). Thus there must be at least one Pi such that So E g(P;), which means 
that R(so) t::;: Pi, i.e. R(so) is finite, which contradicts our original assumption. Hence for 
all s E 8..IL, either R( s) is finite or equal to 8.1.. Hence R satisfies Condition C2. 

[C3] Since 9 is semi-continuous, we have that either R(s) is finite or R(s) = for all s E 8..IL' 
By Lemma 3.38, we then have that R(s) is finite when JL ct R(s). Thus if JL E R(s), then 
R( s) is not finite and hence R( s) 8..IL. Hence R satisfies Condition C3. 

[C4] Since 9 is semi-strict, we have that for all Q t::;: 8..IL such that JL E Q, we have that JL E g( Q). 
That is 

JLEQ =:} JLEg(Q) 

=:} JLE{slsEg(Q)} 

=:} 3t E Q.[JLRt {::} JL E g({t})] 

=:} JL E it}, for if not then Q t::;: 8 =j} g(Q) t::;: 8 and 9 is not well-behaved 

=:} JL E R(JL) 

Hence R satisfies Condition C4. 
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3.2. A DOAfAIN-THEORETIC APPROACH TO OBSERVATIONS 71 

If therefore g is well-behaved, then R is an execution relation, as required. o 

Remark 3.47. Parts of the proof of Theorem 3.46 are adapted from [22] (please refer to Theorem 
2.15 in that work). 

In Section 3.2.2, we used a domain as a device with which to handle finite and non-finite obser
vations. Further, we were able to characterise different types of observation in terms of special 
sets of points within the domain. The order borne by the domain played a fundamental role in 
the characterisation of these sets. Our ultimate goal is to find a characterisation of a method ill 
such a way these types of observation are catered for by the method. In this section we took a 
first step towards that goal by formulating a pre-condition operator. In the next section, we build 
on the pre-condition operator and introduce domain morphisms. From there we define predicate 
morphisms, which then provide us with the machinery required to cater for finite and non-finite 
observations. 

3.2.4 Domain Morphisms 

We now wish to complete the work that was begun in the preceding i.e. we wish finally to 
present a characterisation of a method that is able to support finite and non-finite observations. 
To this end, we introduce domain morphisms, which are special maps between 
domains. In particular, domain morphisms interact with the domain order in such a way as to be 
determined by their effects on finite elements in the basis of the domain. 

From [36] we have the following definition and result. 

Definition 3.48. Let P and Q be ordered sets. A map 'P : P --t Q is said to be order-preserving 
or monotone if x::; y in P implies 'P(x) ::; 'P(y) in Q. The map 'P is said to be an order-embedding, 
denoted 'P : P y Q, if x ::; y in P iff 'P(J;) ::; 'P(y) in Q. It is said to be an order-isomorphism if it 
is an order-embedding that maps Ponto Q. 

A map 'P between two domains P and Q is taken to be continuous if and only if its effect on an 
element x of P is determined by its effect on finite approximations of x. The finite approximations 
of x are given by the finite elements in the basis of P, and these finite elements may be taken 
as representing a finite amount of information, or a partial specification or determination of the 
element x. The continuity condition is then taken to convey the idea that to obtain a finite amount 
of information about the output 'P(x), it is only necessary to have a finite amount of information 
about the input x. 

Recall that for a domain P, for all x E P we have x = U{ k E ~(P) I k < x}, so that a given element 
x is expressed as the directed join of its finite approximations. As we shall see, continuity requires 
preservation of order, so that if kJ ::; k2 ::; x, where k j ,k2 E ~(P), then 'P(kd ::; CP(k2) ::; 'P(x). 
Formally, if'P is a continuous map between two domains P and Q, we require that 'P distributes 
over directed joins, i. e. 

'P(x) = U{'P(k) IkE ~(P) and k ::; x} 

We thus have the following result, again from [36]. 

Theorem 3.49. Let P and Q be domains, and let 'P ; P --t Q be order-preserving. Then the 
following are equivalent: 

i) 'P is continuous; 
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72 CHAPTER 3. ATTRIBUTES OF AN ABSTRACT DATA TYPE 

ii) !p(x) = U{!p(k) IkE J(P) and k ~ x} 

iii) D',?(x) ~ w(Dx) for all x E P 

Further, the set [P -+ QJ of continuous maps from P to Q is isomorphic to the set [J(P) -+ QJ of 
order-preserving maps from J(P) to Q. 

Since for a domain (P, ~), x = U {k E J(P) I k ~ x}, we may write part (ii) of Theorem 3.49 as 

!p(U{k E J(P) I k ~ x}) U{!p(k) IkE J(P) and k ~ x} 

from which we recognise the continuity condition expressed by Condition B5. Theorem 3.49 tells 
us that. any order-preserving continuous map between domains has this approximation property, 
and conversely that if an order-preserving map has the approximation property, then it is also 
continuous. Part (iii) of the theorem formalises the sentiment that to obtain a finite amount of 
information about y(x), it is only necessary to supply a finite amount of information about x. 
The last part of Theorem 3.49 may be taken to mean that a continuous map from P to Q may be 
replaced by an order-preserving map from the basis J{P) of P to Q. The maps in [P -+ QJ may be 
ordered by inclusion, and the isomorphism (with respect to ~) arises by restricting a continuous 
map :.p E [P -+ QJ to J(P). 

In Example 3.50 below, we show how Theorem 3.49 may be applied to a domain. In this example, 
we build a domain out of a set of binary strings, and describe the finite (partial) and non-finite 
(total) elements that it contains. We then apply the approximation property of a contiuuous 
order-preserving map. 

. .. -----~---... -------
Example 3.50. Let ~. denote the set of all finite binary sequences, including the empty string c. and 
let ~w denote the set of infinite binary sequences. Together, these sets give us 

the set of all finite and infinite binary sequences. We order ~ •• by:::;, where for s, t E ~", s :::; t if and 
only if star s is a finite initial substring (prefix) of t. 

Under this order, the empty string £ serves as the bottom element of 2:;**. Also, for any directed subset D 
of 2:;", we cannot have s II t for s, tED, since then sup{s, t} cannot exist (one string may not have two 
different prefixes of equal length). Hence U D exists, and so 2:;" is a CPO, 

Further, it is only possible for a chain to have an upper bound in 2:;" J for if s is an upper bound of U <;;; 2:;*', 

then by definition Vu E u.[u :::; sJ which can only be the case if each u is a prefix of s, Since a chain is 
always a directed set, the chains of 2:;'" are also the only consistent sets in 2:;" J and for each chain 5, V 5 
always exists, so that 2:;" is a complete semilattice, by Lemma 3,24, 

The finite elements of ~** are the finite binary sequences, because for every directed set D <;;;; 2:;"' J if 
k $ U D, then k is a prefix of d' = U D and hence k :::; d for some d E D. The finite elements also form a 
basis for 2:;", for if for s E 2:;", DB = {k E J(2:;'*) I k $ s}, then s = UD., Thus 2:;" is a domain, 

Suppose that P is another domain, and that 'P : 2:;" -+ P is a continuous, order-preserving map, Then 
'P(x) U{'P(k) IkE J(~"') and k:::; x} states, for example, that the effect of'P on an infinite sequence x 
is the limit of its effect on the finite initial substrings of x. 

Remark 3.51. In Section 4,3.2 we will extend Example 3.50 to sequences of events, and hence 
to sequences over an alphabet that comprises more symbols than just 0 and 1. There, we include 
non-termination as an event, and then describe how the resultant set. of sequences can be used to 
represent the activity of an agent in its environment. 
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A continuous map t.p between domrnns P and Q does not necessarily preserve the bottom elements 
of each domain, i.e. t.p(..Lp) = ..LQ is not always the case. If t.p does preserve bottoms, it is said to 
be strict. Strict maps between domains are given the special name of domain morphism. 

Definition 3.52. Let P and Q be domains, and let 'P : P -+ Q be a map that satisfies Theorem 
3,49. If t.p is strict, i.e. it preserves bottom elements, then we call 'P a domain morphism. 

We saw in the preceding section that, for a domain (P, :S;), the "units" of our finite observation 
were the up- and down-sets arising from singleton sets of elements in P. These up- and down-sets 
are, respectively, the principal filters and ideals of P. A down-set can always be expressed as the 
complement of an up-set, so we need only work with up-sets. 

Given a relational structure A = (SJ..., L), we now wish to translate its universe to a form that 
allows us to represent finite and non-finite observations of the types classified by Table 3.1 and 
represented in Table 3.2. To do this, we construct a domain out of the set of filters over having 
first lifted S to a flat order if necessary. That is, we form the filter completion (compare Exercise 
9.6 in [36] and also Exercise 3.8 (7) in [22]) of SJ... and use that to construct a domain. The methods 
in L are then represented as domain morphisms between these filter completions. 

For reference, a filter may be defined as follows. 

Definition 3.53. Let L be a lattice. A non-empty subset G of L is called a filter if 

i) a, bEG implies a 1\ bEG, i.e. G is meet-closed. 

ii) a E L, bEG and b:S; a imply a E G, i.e. G is an up-set. 

We denote as :F(L} the set of all filters of L. 

To build a domain from the set of filters over SJ..., we require the following definitions and 
again from [36] (see Lemma 2.28, Corollary 2.29, Definition 7.10 and Theorem 9.8 in that work). 

Lemma 3.54. Let Q be a subset of some ordered set P, where Q inherits the order borne by 
and let SQ. If V p S exists and belongs to Q, then V Q S e.-rists and eq1WIs V p S (and dually 
for /\QS), 

Corollary 3.55 is obtained as a ready consequence of Lemma 3.54 by lifting P to its power set and 
taking subset inclusion ~ as the order. 

Corollary 3.55. Let £ be a family of s'U,bsets of a set X and let {A;}iEI be a subset of £. 

i) If UiEI Ai E £, then V .d Ai liE I} exists and equals UiEI Ai· 

ii) If niEI Ai E £, then /\dA; Ii E I} exists and equals niEI Ai· 

Definition 3.56. Let X be a set and let £ be a family of subsets of X ordered by inclusion. If. for 
every non-empty family {11diEI ~ £ we have niE[ Ai E £ then £ is called an intersection structure 
(or n-structllre) on X. If, in addition, for any directed family {D;}iEI ~ £ we have UiEl D; E £, 
then £ is called an algebraic n-structllre on X. 

Thus an algebraic n-structure is simply an n-structure that is closed under directed unions. In 
such a structure, the join of any directed family is given by set union. If £ is an intersection 
structure on X and X E £, then £ is called a topped n-structure. Similarly, we may speak 
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74 CHAPTER 3. ATTRIBUTES OF AN ABSTRACT DATA TYPE 

of a topped algebraic n-structure. Furthermore, a topped n-structure is a complete lattice, by 
Definition 3.14 and Theorem 3.17. 

An algebraic n-structure provides an important and straightforward means of recognising and 
building a domain over a given set X. In particular, we will show that an algebraic n-structure on 
a set X is itself a domain, and use this result to determine whether our proposed filter completion 
is a domain as well. 

To show that an algebraic n-structure is a domain, we exploit the relationship between n-structures 
and closure operators. 

Definition 3.51. Let X be a set. A map C : P(X) ~ P(X) is called a closure operator (on X) 
if, for all A, B ~ X, 

[CLI] A ~ C(A) 

[CL2j A ~ B ::} C(A) ~ C(B) 

[CL3j C(C(A)) C(A) 

A set A ~ X is called closed if C(A) = A 

A key property of a closure operator is that the closed sets form a topped n-structure and hence 
a complete lattice. The closure operator is said to induce the structure on the set X. Conversely, 
a topped n-structure on a set X can be seen as inducing a closure operator on X. 

Theorem 3.58. Let C be a closur'e operator' on a set X. Then the family 

£c {A ~ X I C (A) = A} 

of closed subsets of X is a topped n-structure. The structure (£c,~) is a complete lattice in which, 
for a family {Ai} iE I ~ £c, 

1\ Ai = nAi 
iEi iEt 

VAi C(U Ai) 
iEI lEI 

Conversely, if £ is a topped n-structure on X) then the map 

Cs:. : P(X) ~ P(X) 

defined as 

CdA) 

is a closure operator on X, 

Proof. Let C be a closure operator on X, and suppose that {.'1diEI is a non-empty family of £e, 
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where I is an index set. By CLI, niEI Ai <; C(niE! A;). But also, 

Vi E I.[n Ai <; Ad (by Definition 3.12) 
iEI 

=> Vi E I.[C(n A;) <; C(Ai)] (by CL2) 
iEI 

(Ai E ,ee, so Ai C(Ai)) 
iEI 

(set theory) 
iEI iEI 

iEI iEI 

Thus, by Definition 3.56 ,ee is an intersection structure. Furthermore, by CLI X <; C(X) and 
trivially, C(X) <; X. Hence X C(X), so X E ,ee. Further, X serves as the top element for ,ee, 
since for any A <; X, A <; C(A) <; X. Thus,ec is a topped n-structure and by Theorem 3.17, a 
complete lattice. 

Thus for any family {Ai , where I is an index set, niEI .4i E ,ee. By Corollary 3.55 we therefore 
have that I\£c {Ai liE I} exists and equals niEI Ai· Finally, for a family {Ai hE! <; ,ee, where I 
is an index set, 

ViA; 

= /\ {G E ,ec I Vi E I. [Ai <; G]} 

/\{G E,ec I UAi <; G} 
iEI 

(by Lemma 3.16) 

(by Definition 3.11) 

(set theory) 

(,ec is topped n-structure; Corollary 3.55) 
iEI 

N'ow let ,e be a topped n-structure on X, and define the map C£ : P(X) -t P(X) as 

C,c(A) niB E ,e I A <; B} 

[CLI] For any subset A of X, it follows directly from the definition of C£ that A <; C,c(A), and 
hence satisfies CLI. 

[CL2] For any A, B <; X we have 

A<;B => VG E ,e.[B <; G => A <; G] 

=> {GE,eIB<;G}<;{GE,eIA<;G} 

=> n{G E ,e I A <; G} <; n{G E ,e I B <; G} 

{:} C,c(A) <; C,c(B) 

Hence C£ satisfies CL2. 

(transitivity of 

(set theory) 

(by [36, Lemma 2.22 (v)]) 
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[CL3] Since £ is a topped n-structure on X, X E £, and for any family {Ai}iEl <;; £, AiEl Ai 
exists and is given by niEl (Corollary 3.55). In particular, {B E £ I A <;; B} <;; £ for 
any A <;; X, so C.c(A) n{B E £ I A <;; B} E £, a trivial consequence of which is then 
that for any A E £, ec(A) A. Suppose then that, for some A <;; X, C,c(A) = Ac E £. 
Then 

Hence C.c satisfies CL3. 

C.c(Ac) 

Ac 

CdA) 

Thus C.c is a closure operator on X, which then gives us the result as required. o 

The lattice £c of closed sets of X that is induced by a closure operator C on X is algebraic 
whenever C is algebraic. 

Definition 3.59. Let C be a closure operator on a set X. Then C is algebraic if, for all A <;; X, 

C(A) U{ C(B) I B <;; A and B is finite} 

Definition 3.60. A complete lattice L is algebraic if, for each a E L we have 

\vhere R.(L) is the set of compact elements of L. 

Recall that for a complete lattice, R.(L) = ~(L), so we may work with the set ~(L) of finite elements 
of L when this is more convenient. The following results are from [36] (Theorem 7.14, p151, and 
Lemma 7.19, pI53). 

Theorem 3.61. Let C be a closure operator on a set X, and let £c be the associated topped 
n-structure. Then the following are eqUivalent: 

i) C is an algebraic closure operator. 

ii) £c is algebraic n-stT'Ucture. 

Lemma 3.62. Let C be an algebraic closure operator on a set X and let £c be the associated 
topped algebraic n-stT'Ucture. Then £c is an algebraic lattice in which an element A is finite 
(equivalently, compact) if and only if A = C(Y) for some finite set l' <;; X. 

To show that an algebraic n-structure .c is also a domain, we exploit the following well-known 
results: 

i) Every topped n-structure is a complete lattice ([36, Corollary 2.32, p48]). 

ii) Every complete lattice is isomorphic to the lattice of closed sets of some closure operator 
([25, Theorem 5.3]; see also [36, p147]). 
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'Ve infer that every topped n-structure on a set X is isomorphic to the complete lattice "cc that 
is induced by a closure operator C on X. Thus, given an algebraic n-structure ,.C, we take X to be 
the set U,.C and append it as a top element to ,.C to form an algebraic lattice"c 1. This lattice is 
then isomorphic to the induced lattice "cc for some closure operator C on X. We then show that 
the required finite approximation property (see Definition 3.29) holds for "cc and hence for ,.C, and 
hence that ,.C is a domain. 

Theorem 3.63. Let"c be an algebraic n-struct-ure. Then"c is a domain. 

Proof. By Definition 3.29 it suffices to show that ,.C is a complete semilattice that is also algebraic. 

i) Since ,.C is an algebraic n-structure, AiEl Ai exists for any non-empty family {.4,hEJ ~ ,.C. 
By Lemma 3.24, ,.C is then a complete semilattice. 

ii) Let 1 = X = U AEl! A and form ,.CI ,.C EB 1. Then ,.C' is a topped algebraic n-structure that 
is then isomorphic to the complete lattice "cc = {A ~ X I C(.4) ::::; A} that is induced on X 
by some closure operator C. Because of this isomorphism, 'cc is then algebraic, and hence 
by Theorem 3.61 C is algebraic also. For any A E "ce, let 

DA {G E J(,.Cc) I G A} 

Since G is a finite element of "cc, by Lemma 3.62 G CCY) for some finite subset Y ~ X. 
But also, by CLI, }' ~ C(Y), so that if C(Y) ~ A then by transitivity of ~, Y ~ A also. 
Also, by CL2 if Y ~ il then C(Y) ~ C(A) = A since A. E "ce. Thus for any A E "ce, 
y ~ A¢:} C(Y) ~ A so we may rewrite D A as 

DA = {C(Y) I Y A and }" is finite} 

TriYially, if Y E J(,.Cc) then Y E "cc and hence C(Y) Y, so that C(Y) is then finite also. 
Then, 

D,D' E DA 

:::} D = C(Y), D' C(Y') and Y, Y' ~ A and Y, Y' are finite 

:::} DUD' = C(Y) U C(Y') and Y U Y' ~ A and Y U 1" is finite (by Definition 3.12 
and Lemma 3.27) 

:::} DUD' = C(Y) U C(Y') and C(Y U Y') E D.'i 

:::} DUD' C(Y) U C(Y') and C(Y) U C(Y') E DA 

and hence DA is directed, and 

UDA = UDA 
U{C(y) I l' ~ A and Y is finite} 

C(,4) 

A 

( C(Y U 1") 
::::; Yu1" 
= C(1') U C(Y')) 

(since C is algebraic) 

(since A E ,.CC) 

It follows from this that ,.C is an algebraic semilattice and hence a domain, \vhich gives us the result 
as required. 0 

Given an ordered set (P, ~), we now wish to construct a domain from it. Since for x, yEP, if 
x ~ y then tx :;:2ty, we choose :;:2 as the order for the putative domain. 'Ve thus wish to show that, 
for (P, ~), (:F(P) e 1, ,where 1 denotes the empty set 0, is also a domain. 
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Theorem 3.64. Let (P,:o:;) be an ordered set. Then (F(P) (111,2) is a domain. 

Proof. It suffices to shm\' that (F(P) @ 1,2) is an algebraic n-structure. Let {F;}iEI ~ F(P) be 
a non-empty family of filters. Then if niEI Fi = 0 we have niEI Fi = 1 which is in F(P) EEl 1. If 
niEl Fi :j:. 0. then for any a, b in P we have 

bE n and b:O:; a 
iEJ 

=> Vi E l.[b E F;J and b:O:; a (set theory) 

=> Vi E l.[b E Fi and a E F;J (by Definition 3 .. 53) 

=> a E nF; (set theory) 
iEJ 

and also 

a,b En Fi 
iEl 

=> Vi E l.[a, bE Fi] (set theory) 

=> Vi E l.[a 1\ b E F i ] (by Definition 3.53) 

=> al\bE nFi (set theory) 
iEI 

Thus n iEl Fi is a filter and hence is in F(P) @ 1. A family {F;}iEI is 2-directed if and only if for 
any two elements Fi , Fj E {FdiEI there is a third element Fk E {FdiEl such that 

sup{ Fi , Fj } n{G E F(P) I G 2 Fi andG 2 Fj } 

In this case only, U{FdiEl coincides with UiEI Fi and is in F(P). Thus F(P) 91 is closed under 
directed unions, so that F(P) 1 is an algebraic n-structure and hence a domain. This gives us 
the result, as required. D 

Because of the reverse-inclusion order 2 in (F(P) ffi 1,2), we may take P as the bottom element 
of F(P). The empty set 0 is adjoined as the top element I also because of this order. Its addition to 
the family F(P) of sets is a technical necessity in our case, for F(P) on its own is not necessarily 
closed under intersections. For example, in ~** (Example 3.50), any two principal filters starting 
from distinct sequences sand t where slit will have an empty intersection. ror convenience, 
we will denote the domain (F(P) 1, derived by filter completion of Pas FCl(P) (compare 
Exercise 9.6 in [36]); we use the subscript 1 to denote that the empty set has been adjoined to 
FC(P) as a top-element. 

Remark 3.65. J:.or F(P), joins are given by set intersection because of the order 2. As shown 
in the proof of Theorem 3.64, joins exist in F(P) EEl 1 for any non-empty subset of F(P) U {0}. 
Further, the finite elements of FC l (P) are precisely the principal filters of P. For some filter 
FE F(P), the set DF = {G E ;J(F(P)) I G 2 F} is directed and because of the order U DF is 
given by n D F = F. The same is not true for meets which are given by set union, since the union 
of two filters is not necessarily a filter. Thus F(P) is a join semi-lattice (compare the discussion 
following Theorem 3.17). In our case, a directed join does represent a filter, hence the proof of 
Theorem 3.64 via algebraic n-structures. 

Because we are formulating our representations in terms of the filter completion of the ordered 
set (P, :0:;), it is important that a given domain and its filter completion be inter-translatable. \Ve 
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3.2. A DOMAIN-THEORETIC APPROACH TO OBSERV.4.TIONS 79 

capture this property in the following result. Note that because 1 was adjoined to F(P) as a 
technical necessity, we may discard it in the proof of the next result without loss of generality. 

Proposition 3.66. Any order'ed set P is order-isomorphic to the finite elements of its filter com
pletion F(P), when ordered by rever'se inclusion, i.e. 

(P, (~(F(P)),;::» 

Proof. The map a: x -+ tx defines an order-isomorphism between P and ~(F(P)), for necessarily 
:I: ::; y -+ a(x) ;::> a(y). The map a is also onto, since for every tx E ~(F(P)) there is an x E P 
with a(x) = tx. Also a is one-to-one, since 

a(x) a(y) ¢:} a(x)::; a(y) and a(y) ::; a(x) 

¢:} x::; y and y ::; x 

¢:} x=y 

This gives us the result as required. o 

We may now exploit Fe l (P) to build a representation of a method in a setting that requires 
finite and non-finite observations. Our choice of filter as the "units" on which our representation 
is based will restrict us to a particular class of methods that preserve property types, i.e. a class 
of methods for which the input and output are of the same type, such as observable positive. 
This class of methods is easily extended by admitting other forms of domain completions, such 
as the use of ideals instead of filters. For example, since ideals capture negative properties, by 
defining a domain morphism between a filter completion and an ideal completion. we gain the 
ability to represent methods that translate across property types, snch as from positive to negative 
properties. Additionally, certain forms of non-determinism may be catered for by considering 
powerdomain constructions over a given domain. \Ve will not consider these alternatives here, and 
the interested reader is respectfully referred to [15, 16, 22, 77, 137]. 

Suppose that we have a state space S U {JL}, which we assume carries an order::; (if it does 
not, we may lift S to a flat order with JL as bottom; compare Remark 3.6 and Example 3.10). 
::\ow, for some method m E M, we have an execution relation Rm c;;;: as before. Just as 
for the pre-condition operator, from Rm we may define a map hm : Fe l -+ Fe j (SjJ between 
the filters of SJL' To reflect that hm is a special type of domain morphism that is derived from an 
execution relation, we call the map an execution morphism. In Definition 3.67 \ve use the notation 
Rm(F) to mean the set U{Rm(s) Is E F}, where F c;;;: SJL. 

Definition 3.67. For each execution relation Rm c;;;: SJL X $1., where m EM, the execution morphism 
hm : Fe! (SJL) -+ Fe! (5.,tJ is given by 

Implicit within Definition 3.67 is the claim that, within the setting of Fe j (SJL), hm is a domain 
morphism, that its non-empty output is a filter, and that since it is derived from an execution 
relation, it is well-behaved. For the results to follow, we presuppose a state space SJL, its COITe
sponding domain Fe! (SJL) (F(SJL) 1, a set of methods M \\'ith typical member m, for each 
m E M an execution relation Rm x SJL and the corresponding execution morphism hm. For 
a filter FE F(SJL) we define GF to be the set 

so that hm(F) = n Gp . As before, we will use the symbol ..1 to represent the bottom element of a 
given partially ordered set. 
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80 CHAPTER 3. ATTRiBUTES OF AJV ABSTRACT DATA TYPE 

Proposition 3.68. For any FE F(SJ.) , if hm(F) f. 0 then hm(F) is a filter, i.e. hm(F) E F(5.d· 

Proof. We have 

'is E S.l·[Rm(s) f. 0] and S.l- E F(SJd (e1 on Rm) 

:::} :JG E F(S.1.).[Rm(F) G] (Rm <::; SJL E F(SJL)) 

:::} GF f. 0 

Since Fel (SJL) is an algebraic n-structure, it follows that n GF exists and is in Fel (S_d. In 
particular, if n GF 0 then hm(F) :;::: I, otherwise hm(F) E F(S1.), i.e. hm(F) is a filter. This 
gives us the result as required. 0 

Theorem 3.69. For each method m E M, hm is a domain morphism. 

Proof. From Theorem 3.49 and Definition 3.52 it suffices to shmv that hm is strict, order-preserving 
and continuous. First, S.l. is the largest filter in F(S.1.), so that 

SJL E F(S1.) and VF E F(SJL).[5.lL 2 F] :::} 

But also, 

JL E S.l. :::} Rm(S.l.) SJL 

:::} hm(S.l.):;::: 

¢} hmCl):;:::.l 

Thus hm is strict. For F, F' E F(Sj.l.) , 

F2F' :::} Rm(F') <::; Rm(F) 
:::} GF <::; Gp 

:::} nGF 2 nGp 

:::} hm(F) 2 hm(F') 

(since Rm is an execution relation) 

(by Definition 3.67) 

(follows from Definition 3.11) 

(order theory) 

(by Definition 3.67) 

Thus hm is order-preserving (monotonic). Continuity of hm is now a ready consequence of its 
monotonicity: For any filter F E F(S.1.) let DF :;::: {G E ~(F(S1.)) I G 2 F}. This set is certainly 
directed, and has supremum U DF = F. Since hm is order-preserving, the set {hm(G) I G E DF} 
is also directed and has supremum U{hm(G) I G E Dc} hm(F). Hence by Theorem 3.49, hm is 
continuous. Thus hm is a domain morphism as required. 0 

We next show that hm is well-behaved. 

Lemma 3.70. For each m E M, hm satisfies the total correctness condition. 

Proof. For a filter F E F(SJ1J we show that JL (j hm(F) if and only if JL (j Rm(F). In the forward 
direction, 

JL (j hm(F) :::} JL (j n GF 

:::} VG E GF.[JL (j GJ 
:::} JL (j Rm(F) 

(by Definition 3.67) 

(set theory) 

(from Definition 3.67, Rm n GF ) 
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3.2. A DOMAIN-THEORETIC A.PPRO.4.CH TO OBSERVATIONS 

In the reverse direction, note that S E F(SJJ. Thus 

JL ~ Rm(F) :3G E GF.[Rm(F) ~ G ~ S] 

::} :3G E GF.[JL ~ G] 

::} JL ~ n GF = hm(F) 

This gives us the result as required. 

Hence h m satisfies condition Hl. 

(take G S) 

(JL ~ S) 

(by Definition 3.67) 

81 

o 

Lemma 3.71. For each m E M, hm does not permit miracles, i.e. for all FE F(Sd, hm(F) i 0. 

Proof. Recall that for any F E F(SJtJ, hm(F) = n GF and that from Condition Cl, Rm(F) i 0. 
Then 

'IF E F(S.d.VG E GF.[Rm(F) ~ G] 

::} 'IF E F(Sd·[Rm(F) E n Gp ] 

::} 'IF E .[Rm(F) ~ hm(F)] 

::} 'IF E F(S.d.[hm i 0] 

This gives us the result as required. 

Hence hm satisfies condition H2. 

Lemma 3.72. For each m E M, 

(from Definition 3.67) 

(set theory) 

(by Definition 3.67) 

hm(n Fi ) = n hm(Fi) 
iEI iEI 

where {Fi}iEI is a non-empty indexed set of filters in F E F(S.lJ. 

o 

Proof. Recalling that hm is a domain morphism, this result follows inductively as a consequence 
of the order-preserving property of hm . 0 

An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.72 is that hm(FnF') = hm(F) n hm(F' ) for any two filters 
F, F' E F(S.d, so that hm satisfies Condition H3. 

We saw earlier in the proof of Theorem 3.64 that for an ordered set P, F(P) is closed not under 
set union, but under directed union. That is, for FI, F2 E F(P), F3 = FI U F2 is a filter if and 
only if {FI' Fz, } is directed. Since hm is not defined for sets of states that are not filters, hm will 
satisfy Condition H4 only in the special case that the input filters are directed. This restriction is 
captured in Lemma 3.73 below. 

Lemma 3.73. Let F' be two filters in F(SJL)' For each m E M, hm permits semi-distributivity 
over post-conditions, Le. hm(FU F')"2 hm(F) U hm(F') provided that {F,F'} is a "2-directed set. 

Proof. If {F, F'} is not then F U F' is not in FCdSJL) and hence hm(F U F') is 
undefined. Without loss of generality, assume then that F "2 Fl. Then since h m is monotonic, 
hm(F U F') = hm(F) hm(F'). Trivially, hm(F U F') "2 hm(F), so hm(F U F') "2 hm(F) U hm(F'). 
This gives us the result as required. 0 
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82 CHAPTER 3. A.TTRIBUTES OF A.N ABSTRACT DATA TYPE 

Hence hm satisfies condition B4. 

Lemma 3.74. Let {FdiEI be a "2-directed family of filters in .1'(Sd such that for all i E I, 
JL f/. F;. Then for each m E M, hm(UEI Fd UiEI hm(Fi). 

Proof. Since {FihEI is "2-directed in .1'(S.d, UiEI Fi exists and is in .1'(S .. d, i.e. UiEI Fi E .1'(S.1..) 
and hence an output from hm is defined for it. The result now follows as a consequence of the 
continuity of hm . 0 

Hence hm satisfies condition B5. 

Lemmas 3.70-3.74 show that hm, as specified in Definitioni 3.67, satisfies the requirements for 
well-behavedness of a method and hence is well-behaved. 

Theorem 3.75. For each m EM, let hm be the execution morphism corresponding to the execution 
relation Rm. Then hm is well-behaved. 

Given a well-behaved execution morphism h, we now need to show that we may recover an execution 
relation R from it. Recall that a filter, being a set of states in S.1.., may be regarded as a property. 
Accordingly, for any s E S.1..) the set 

FB = {F E .1'(S.1..) Is E F} 

contains all the properties of s. It seems reasonable, then, that if, for each F in F B, a state t E S.1.. 
is present in h(F), t should be R-related to s. We may thus form R such that for s, t E S.1.., 

sRt if and only ifVF E Fs.[t E h(F)] 

But now, 

VF E Fs.[s E F] 

=> VF E Fs.[F "2ts] 

=> VF E Fs.[h(F) "2 h(ts)] 

=> n{h(F) IF E Fs} = h(ts) 

(since F is a meet-closed up-set) 

(since h is monotonic) 

=> (VF E Fs.[t E h(F)] => t E h(ts) ¢:} h(ts) "2tt) 

We may therefore simplify the definition of R from h as follows. 

Theorem 3.76. Let h be a well-behaved execution morphism. Let R <;;:; x S.1.. be a relation liuch 
that for alls,t E , sRt if and only if h(ts) "2 tt. Then R is an execution relation. 

Proof. We need to show that R satisfies Conditions CI-C4. 

[CI] We have 

Vt E S.1.. .[t E ttl 
VF E .1'(S.1..).[h(F) :f: 0] 

(3.1) and (3.2) 

=> Vt E S.1...[tt :f: 0] (by Remark 3.8) (3.1) 

=> Vs E S.1...[h(ts) :f: 0] (ts is a filter) (3.2) 

=> Vs E S.1...3t E S.1...[h(ts) "2 tt :f: 0] 
¢:} Vs E S.1...3t E S.1...[sRt] (R from h) 

=> Vs E S.1...[R(s) :f: 0] 

Hence R satisfies Condition Cl. 
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3.2. A. DOAfAIN-THEORETIC APPROACH TO OBSERVA.TIONS 83 

[C2] Since h maps a filter onto a filter, 

Vs E E h(ts) or JL ¢ h(ts)] =? Vs E SJL.[h(ts) = SJL or h(ts) ~ SJ 

From this it follows that 

For any s E h(ts) = 
=? {t I h(ts) 2. ttl SJL 

-¢:} {tE IsRt}=SJL (R from h) 

R(s) 

But also. 

For any s E SJL, h(ts) ~ S 

=? {tE Ih(ts)2.tt}~S 

-¢:} {t E I sRt} ~ S (R from h) 

=? R(s) ~ S, i.e. R(s) is finite. 

Thus for any s E either R( s) SJL or R( s) is finite. Hence R satisfies Condition C2. 

[C3j From the proof for Condition C2, it follows readily that for any s in SJL, 

JL E h(ts) =? h(ts) = SJL 

=? R(s) = S"l 

Hence R satisfies Condition C3. 

[C4j Suppose that JL ¢ R(JL). Then from the definition of R from h, \ve have 

-¢:} h(tJL) ~ tJL 

h(SJL) ~ SJL 

=? ~ 

.1 (contradiction) 

Thus JL E R(JL), and hence R satisfies Condition C4. 

Thus R is an execution relation, as required. o 

Corollary 3.77. Let h be a well-behaved execution morphism, and let R be the c01Tesponding 
execution relation. Let Q . Then for any s E SJL, R( s) ~ Q if and only if Q 2 h( ts) 

Proof. We haye that for any s, t E , t E R(s) -¢:} h(ts) 2.tt. Thus, 

R(s) ~ Q =? Vt E SJL.[t E R(s) =? t E Qj 
=? VtE .[tEh(ts)=?tEQJ (R from h via Theorem 3.76) 

=? -,:Jt E .[t E h(ts) and t ¢ QJ 
=? Q 2. h(ts) 

The reyerse direction follows by transitivity of 2, given that h(ts) 2tt. This gives us the result, 
as required. 0 
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For completeness, we now show the effect of hm on the property types listed in Table 3.2. We 
show only the results for verifiable, observable and refutable properties, since the results for the 
remaining properties follow by similar analysis. In the results to follow, we presuppose an execution 
relation Rm ~ X S.L corresponding to a method m and for which we have the domain morphism 
h m which is defined as for Theorem 3.69. 

Lemma 3.78. Let U @ J(F(S.L» be a finite set of filters and let Ii be a well-behaved execution 
morphism. Then 

i) heW) th(U) 

ii) h(tU) = th(U) 

Proof. For (i) we have 

heW) h({G E F(S.L) I G E tU}) 

{h(G) I G E F(S.L) and G E W} 
{h(G) IG E F(S.L) and 3U E tU.[U ;;2 G]} 

(by definition of an up-set) 

(by definition of an up-set) 

But U ;;2 G if and only if h( U) ;;2 h( G) since h is order-preserving. Hence 

{h(G) IG E F(S.L) and 3U E tU.[U ;;2 G]} 

{h(G) I G E F(S.L) and 3U E tU.[h(U) ;;2 h(G)]} 

t{h(G) I G E U} 

= th(U) 

For (ii) we have 

h(tU) = hU-V) for some V @ F(S.L) 

-lh(V) 

= {h(G) I G E F(S.L) and 3Y E tV.[G ;;2 F]} 

{h(G) IG E F(S.L) and 3U E tU.[U ;;2 G]} 

heW) 

= th(U) 

This gives us the result, as required. 

(reasoning as for (i) above) 

(ef. (i) above) 

(h is monotonic; also tU =.,(V) 

(by (i)) 

o 

Lemma 3.78 shows us that a positive property is mapped to another positive property, while a 
negative property is mapped to a negative property. Since an observable property is constructed 
as the intersection of a positive and a negative property, we can use this result to determine the 
effect of the domain morphism hm on the remaining property types of Table 3.2. In Theorem 3.79, 
we show only the results for verifiable, observable and refutable properties since the outstanding 
results can be obtained similarly. 

Theorem 3.79. Let U, V @ F(Sf.L) and let I be an index set where for each i E I, Ui, Vi @ F(Sf.L)' 
Let h be a well-behaved execution morphism. Then 

i) h(W n tv) = th(U) n th(V) 

ii) h(UiE/ tU, n tv;) = UiE/[th(Uil n th(Vil] 
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Proo/. For (i) we have 

h(W n tv) h(W) n h(tv) 

th(U) n 

Similarly, for (ii) we have 

(by monotonicity of h) 

(by Lemma 3.78) 

85 

h(U tU j n tvi) U h(tU j n tV;) (by monotonicity of h (preservation of suprema)) 
iEI iEi 

U[th(Ui) n (by (i)) 
iEI 

and for (iii) we have 

h(n Wi n tV,) (by monotonicity of h (preservation of infima)) 
iEi iEi 

n[th(U;) n th(Vi )] 

iEI 

This gives us the result, as required. o 

From this we see that hm preserves property types, i. e. verifiable properties are mapped to verifiable 
properties, observable properties to observable properties and refutable properties to refutable 
properties. As stated earlier, we may overcome this limitation by admitting other types of domain 
completion to our formulation. 

Remark 3.80. In FC! (5..d each filter F is a set of states, which we may regard as a predicate 
(compare Remark 2.9). Membership of each principal filter in FC1(SJL) is finitely decidable, and 
hence finitely observable. Each up-set tU is constructed from these principal filters, so membership 
of the up-set of a finite set U is determined by considering finitely many predicates, and hence is 
also finitely observable. By comparison, in the Smyth powerdomain [15, 16, 137] 

where Pf(SJL) denotes the set of finite, non-empty subsets of SJL and for X, Y E Pf(SJL)' 

X Y {:} (Vy E Y)(3x E X).[x :::; y] 

each ideal is a set of sets of states. An up- or down-set in 6 collects a set of these ideals, and hence 
the property types listed in Table 3.2 correspond ill the simplest cases to sets of sets of sets of 
states. Since we only need sets of states to formulate our representation, the properties captured 
by ideals in 6 are two levels too sophisticated for the work we needed to complete in this section 
(compare [22, pl04]), hence we have chosen to avoid powerdomains in our formulation. 

\Ve next show that from a well-behaved execution morphism we can define an analogue of the 
pre-condition operator, and that from such an operator we may recover a well-behaved execution 
morphism. 

Definition 3.81. For each well-behaved execution morphism hm (m EM), the predicate morphism 
'Pm : FCdSJL) ~ P(FCdSJL)) is given by 

ipm(F) = {G E F(SJL) I hm(G) C;; F} 
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For a predicate morphism to be a reasonable pre-condition operator for use \vithin a domain
theoretic setting, we need to show that it satisfies Conditions Bl~B5 as listed in Definition 3.34. 

Lemma 3.82. For each hm, 'Pm satisfies the total correctness condition, i.e. for any F E F(SJJ, 
if JL if. F then for all G E 'Pm(F), JL if. G. 

Proof. Since hm is well-behaved, it satisfies the total correctness condition, so that if JL if. h(F) 
then JL if. F. Then 

JL if. F =} VG E F(S,iJ.[h(G) <;;; F =} JL if. h(Gl] 

=} VG E F(Sd·[h(G) <;;; F =} JL if. GJ 

{:} VG E 'Pm (F) if. GJ 

(set theory) 

(h is well-behaved) 

(from Definition 3.81) 

Hence ;,pm satisfies Condition Bl. 0 

Lemma 3.83. For each hm, 'Pm does not permit miracles, i.e. 'Pm(0) 0. 

Proof. Since hm is well-behaved, for all FE F(SJJ, hm(F) :f 0. That is, 

VG E F(S.d·[h(G) :f 0J {:} ....,3G E F(SJJ.[h(G) = 0J 
{:} {G E F(sd I h(G) = 0} = 0 
{:} {G E F(Sd I h(G) <;;; 0} = 0 

{:} 'Pm(0) = 0 

Hence 'Pm satisfies Condition B2. 

(h(F) 0 =} h(F) <;;; 0) 
(by Definition 3.81) 

o 

Lemma 3.84. For each hm, 'Pm(niEI Fi ) = niEI 'Pm(Fi ) where {Fi};EI is a non-empty indexed 
family of filters in F(SJ.,). 

Proof. This result follows by induction via definition chasing. o 

As before, a consequence of Lemma 3.84 is that 'Pm (FnF') = 'Pm(F)n'Pm(F' ), where F, F' E F(SJJ. 
Hence 'Pm satisfies Condition B3. Further, both monotonicity and semi-distributivity over disjunc
tions of post-conditions follow as consequences of Lemma 3.84, so that :.pm also satisfies Condition 
B4. Finally, that 'Pm permits universal disjunctivity follows as a consequence of monotonicity, so 
that 'Pm satisfies Condition B5. It follows then that :Pm is ,veIl-behaved. 

Theorem 3.85. For' each m E M, the predicate morphism :Pm is well-behaved. 

Finally, given a well-behaved predicate morphism 'P, we can recover an execution morphism h from 
it. We claim that h then represents a well-behaved execution morphism. 

Definition 3.86. For each well-behaved predicate morphism 'P, we take the corresponding execu
tion morphism h : FC] (SJJ -+ FC] (SJJ..) to be such that for F, G E F(S.:d, 

h(F) G if and only if FE 'P(G) 

To prove our claim, a crucial property of the predicate morphism is that for any input filter. the 
output is always an up-set. We may see this by recalling that 'Pm is defined as a counterpart to 
hm . Thus if G E 'Pm(F), we know that hm(G) <;;; F. Informally hm maps a property to a property, 
so that if hm(G) <;;; F, then if m is started at a state s that has the property G (so s E G), it will 
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terminate at one that has at least the property F. Suppose now that G' ~ G, then if s E G', s 
has the property and at least the property G. Then if m is started at s with property G', it 
is implicitly started from a state that has the property G and so should terminate at one with 
property F. Thus we expect that h(G') ~ h(G). 

Formally, let Rh ~ 
to be the set 

x be a relation over the state space S L' For F E F (S L), take l Rh (F) J 

This set is effectively the smallest filter to contain Rh (F). Finally, let Rh be such that for any 
F,G E F(SL)' 

h(F) G if and only if lRh(F)J = G 

so that R" "tracks" h. 

Proposition 3.81. Let'P be a well-behaved pf'edicate morphism. Then for any F E F(SL)' if(F) 
is an up-set. 

Proof. Suppose that for G, G' E F(SL)' G E cp(F) and G :;2 G'. Then 

G:;2 G' and G E cp(F) 

=} G:;2 G' and h(G) F 

=} G:;2 G' and lRh(G)J ~ F 

=} G:;2 G' and 'is E G.:lt E .[sR"t and t E F] 

=} G:;2 G' and 'is E .:It E SL.[sRht and t E F] 

=} G:;2 G' and lRh(G')J F 

=} G:;2 G' and h(G') F 

=} G:;2 G' and G' E 'P(F) 

Hence 'P(F) is an up-set, as required. 

('P from h, Definition 3.81) 

(G :;2G') 

D 

Corollary 3.88. Let if be a well-behaved predicate morphism. and let h : FC l (SL) -t FCdSL) 
be the c01Tesponding execution morphism. Then h is order-preserving. 

Proof. Suppose that G' E if(F) with G :;2 G', for F E F(SL)' Then 

h(G) £. h(G') =} :ls E G'.:lt E SL.[sRht and t E R(G') and t I/: R(G)] 

=} :ls E G.:lt E SL.[sR"t and t I/: R(G)] 

..L (contradiction) 

Thus if G :;2 G' then h(G) :;2 h(G') and so h is order-preserving, as required. D 

Continuity of h, as defined above from 'P, is a consequence of its order-preserving property (compare 
the proof of Theorem 3.69). 

Proposition 3.89. Let'P be a well-behaved predicate morphism, and let h : FC l (SL) -t FC l 

be the corf'(~sponding execution morphism. Then h is continuous. 

Finally, for h to be a domain morphism, it should also be strict. 
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Proposition 3.90. Let'P be a well-behaved pTedicate mOTphism, and let h : FC l (SJd ---t FCl (SjJ 
be the cOTTesponding execution mOTphism. Then h is stTict on i.e. h(.1.) = .1. wheTe.1. Sjl. 

Proof Suppose that h(.1.) ::j:..1.. Then from the definition of h in terms of 'P, we have 

h(.1.) ::j:..1. ¢} .1. If- 'P(.1.) 

¢} .1. If- {G E F(SJJ I .1. 2 h(G)} 

¢} 3G E F(SJJ.[h(G) Cl 5.d} 
=>- .1. (contradiction) 

Hence .1. E 'P(.1.), and h is strict as required. 

By Definition 3.52. h is then a domain morphism. 

o 

Theorem 3.91. Let'P be a well-behaved pTedicate mOTphism, and let h: FCl(SJL) ---t FCdSJL) be 
the cOTTesponding execution mOTphism. Then h is a domain mOTphism. 

For h to be an execution morphism, it also needs to be well-behaved. In the lemmas to follow, 
we presuppose a well-behaved predicate morphism 'P from which we have extracted h via the 
translation presented earlier in Definition 3.86. 

Lemma 3.92. FOT'P a well-behaved pTedicate mOTphism, h satisfies the total COTTectness condition. 

Proof. From Definition 3.86 we have that h(G) = F if and only if G E 'P(F) for F, G E F(SJL). 
Now, since 'P is well-behaved, 

JL If- F =>- V H E 'P( F). [JL If- H] 

=>- VH E 'P(F).[H ~ S] 
=>- G~S 

(BI) 

(JL If- S) 

(G E 'P(F)) 

Thus for any F, G E F(SJL) where F ~ S, if h(G) 
required. 

F then JL If- G. This gives us the result as 
o 

Hence hm satisfies Condition BI. 

Lemma 3.93. FOT'P a well-behaved pTedicate mOTphism, h does not peTmit miracles, i.e. fOT all 
FE F(SJL), h(F) ::j:. 0. 

Proof Since 'P is well-behaved, we have that 'P(0) = 0, and hence h(F) = 0 ¢} F E 'P(0) = 0, from 
which it follows that for all FE F(SJL), h(F) ::j:. 0. 0 

Hence h satisfies Condition B2. Lemmas 3.94-3.96 are all ready consequences of the continuity of 
h, so we will state these results without proof. 

Lemma 3.94. For'P a well-behaved predicate mOTphism, 

where {Fd iEJ is a non-empty indexed set of filters in F E F(SJL). 
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An immediate consequence of Lemma 3.72 is that for F, FI E F(SI..)' h(F n pi) = h(F) n h(F'), 
so that h satisfies Condition B3. 

Lemma 3.95. Let F, FI be two filters in F(S.d. For tp a well-behaved predicate morphism, h 
permits semi-distributivity over post-conditions, i.e. h(FUF/) ::2 h(F)Uh(F/) pr·ovided that {F,F/} 
is a ::2-directed set. 

Hence h satisfies condition B4. 

Lemma 3.96. Let {FiLE] be a ::2-directed family of filters in F(SJJ such that for alli E I, 
JL r¢ Fi · Then for each m E M, h(UiEI F;) = UiEI h(F,). 

Hence h satisfies condition B5. It follows then that h is well-behaved, and hence that the execution 
morphism and predicat.e morphism representations of a method are inter-translatable. 

Theorem 3.97. Let cp be a well-behaved predicate morphism, and let h : FC l -+ FC 1 (S.1.) 
be such that for F,G E F(S.1.) , h(F) G {:} F E :p(G). Then h is a well-behaved execution 
morphism. 

We conclude this section by showing that :p does indeed provide a domain-theoretic analogue of 
the pre-condition operator. 

Definition 3.98. Let :.p be a well-behaved predicate morphism. Then a map 9 : P(S.1. -+ P(S.1.) 
defined as 

g(F) {s E Its E :.p(F)} 

for any filter F E F(S.1.)' is a pre-condition operator. 

That 9 is well-behaved is a straightforward consequence of this definition. For example, for Con
dition B1, 

JLr¢F ::::} VG E :.p(F).[JL r¢ G] (cp well-behaved; B1) 

"Is E Si.[ts E cp(F) ::::} JL r¢ ts] (ts is a filter) 

::::} "Is E S.1..[ts E cp(F) ::::} s oj; JL] (fo11o\vs from Remark 3.8) 

::::} JL r¢ g(F) (g from cp via Definition 3.98) 

We therefore state the claim without proof. 

Theorem 3.99. Let cp be a well-behaved predicate morphism, and let 9 : P(Sd -+ P(S.1.) be such 
that for any F E F(S.1.)' g(F) = {s E Its E :.p(F)}. Then 9 is a well-behaved pre-condition 
operator. 

We now need to recover tp from a given well-behaved pre-condition operator g. Suppose that 
FE F(S.1.) is the input to g. Certainly, for every filter HE F(S.1.), if H ~ F then if G ~ g(H) and 
G E F(S.1.), we expect that h(G) ~ F by monotonicity of h, where h is the well-behaved execution 
morphism corresponding to the putative well-behaved predicate morphism :po Thus, certainly, we 
require G to be a member of cp(F). Accordingly, 

Definition 3.100. Let 9 be a well-behaved pre-condition operator. Then from g \,;e may recover 
the corresponding predicate morphism cp : FC l (Sd -+ P(FC dS.1.)) as 
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Again, that 9 is well-behaved is a straightforward consequence of this definition. For example, for 
any F E F(5.IJ 

JL rt F =? VG E cp(F).[JL rt n{H E F(SjJ 1 g(H) '2 G}] (by Definition 3.100) 

=? VG E cp(F).[VH E {H E F(SJlJ I g(H) '2 G}.[JL rt H]] (set theory) 

=? VG E 9(F).[VH E {H E F(5.:d I g(H) '2 G}.[JL rt g(H)] (g is well-behaved) 

=? VG E {G E F(5.d I F '2 n{H E F(S.d I g(H) '2 G} }.[JL rt G] 

VG E cp(F).[JL rt GJ (G <;;; g(H)) 

and thus cp satisfies Condition Bl. \Ve therefore state the result without proof. 

Theorem 3.101. Let 9 be a well-behaved pre-condition operator, and let 9 be the corresponding 
predicate morphism. Then cp is well-behaved. 

We conclude this section by showing that any of the compositions shown in Figure 3.1 (barring 
the translations to the topological representations) will produce a valid result. We therefore follow 
the compositions from 9 through Rand h to cp to show that this composition produces the same 
result as what we have specified for recovery of cp from g, and then do the same for the reverse 
direction. 

Hence, for Q E F(5.d, 

g(Q) = {s E SL I 'It E SL.[sRt =? t E QJ} (recovering 9 from R) 

= {s E SL I R(s) <;;; Q} 
{s E SL I Q '2 h(ts)} (by Corollary 3.77 (recovering R from h)) 

{s E SL Its E 9( Q)} (recovering h from 'P) 

Remark 3.102. Note that although recovery of'P from h requires h(ts) = Q in the above system 
of equations, we exploit that if h( ts) = Q then also h( ts) <;;; Q. If we weaken the recovery condition 
so that at most h(ts) <;;; Q is required, h would no longer be strict, and hence ",;QuId also no longer 
be a domain morphism. 

In the reverse direction, for FE F(SL)' 

cp(F) {G E F(SL) I h(G) <;;; F} (recovering cp from h) 

{G E F(SJJ I n{H E F(SL) I R(G) <;;; H} <;;; F} (recovering h from R) 

{G E F(SL) I n{H E F(SL) I g(H) '2 G} <;;; F} (recovering R from g) 

Thus, the compositions yield the correct results for recovery of 9 from 9 and for recovery of cp from 
g. 

In this section, we presented a characterisation of a method that is able to support finite and 
non-finite observations. More specifically, we used domain morphisms between filter completions 
of the state space SL' Although the domain morphisms were able to support the property types 
listed in Table 3.2, the representation had the side-effect of preserving property types. Thus for 
example, an observable positive property is mapped to an observable positive property. In the next 
section, we study a third representation of the state space. This representation uses a topology to 
overcome some of the limitations of the domain-based formulation. 
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3.3 A Topological Approach to Observations 

In Example 3.10 and also in Section 3.2.2 we showed that we could describe certain sets of values 
in terms of intersections and unions of up- and down-sets. This suggests that to describe S1.., 
in preparation for being able to relate sets of states by means of methods, we should impose a 
topological structure on ,and that, somehow, the up- and down-sets will play a "basic" role 
in the topology. In this section, we wish to investigate this topology in more detaiL The work 
that we do is closely related to the work of the preceding section. Many of the required results are 
therefore already available for us to use. Furthermore, similar work has already been done in [22], 
so our treatment of the topic is necessarily brief. 

To describe 51.. topologically, we first need to ensure that we are able to describe exactly the states 
we are after. Furthermore, to ensure that we have enough sets with which to do so, we require 
that the topology should allow us to distinguish between distinct states sand t. Thus the topology 
needs to support a separation condition [75] that includes total disconnectedness [36] . .r-.10reover, 
since the topology is formed in terms of up- and down-sets, the notion of total disconnectedness 
can be made to relate to the order on S1.. as well, giving us the idea of total order disconnectedness 
[36]. 

Finally, we may expect that our programs will interact with the order borne by S1..: Informally, 
we expect that if more information is passed to a program, then we should get at least as much 
information out from the program as before (compare this to the discussion preceding Theorem 
3.49). Alternatively, a more refined input should lead to a more precise/less non-deterministic 
output. To this end, the notion of finiteness is cruciaL For a topology, finiteness is captured by 
compactness (see [111] and also [22]), so we require that the topology will give us a compact, totally 
order-disconnected space, which is more commonly called a Priestley space. 

We begin with some of the definitions and results that we will need, beginning with some topological 
notions (for a more comprehensive account, please refer to [75] and also [36]). 

3.3.1 Topological Foundations 

A topology is a means of imposing a structure onto a given set X. It comprises a family of subsets 
of X, and this family is required to have certain additional properties. All of the members of X are 
describable by means of these sets; typically a given member of X is accessible via intersections or 
unions of sets in the topology. We may think of each set as representing a property, so that such 
intersection or union represents a conjunction or disjunction of properties. The topology is thus a 
means of assembling a collection of properties with which we wish to describe the members of the 
set X. 

Definition 3.103. A topological space (X, T) consists of a set X and a family T of subsets of X 
such that 

i) 0 and X are in T, 

ii) a finite intersection of members of T is in T, 

iii) an arbitrary union of members of T is in T 

The family T of subsets of X is called a topology, and the members of T are called open sets. The 
complement relative to X of an open set is called a closed set. If a member of T is both open and 
dosed, it is called dopen. 
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As with domains, we have the notion of a basis, and hence of elements of the topology being 
expressible in terms of the basis. If a family 9 of subsets of X is closed under finite intersections, 
then the unions of the sets in 9 form a topology on X and 9 is called a base. Likewise, if 9 is an 
arbitrary family of subsets, we may close it under intersections, and then complete it by forming 
all possible unions of members of the resulting set. The family 9 is then called a subbasis. 

We saw from our study of domains that the notion of a finite element was fundamental to many of 
the properties of a domain. In a topological setting, a notion of finiteness is provided by a property 
called compactness. 

Definition 3.104. Let (X, T) be a topological space. Let V = {li}iEI S;; T and Y 
Y then V is called an open cover of Y. Let I' be a finite subset of I, with V' = { 
If Y S;; Vi 1 then Viis called a finite subcover of Y, and V is said to be reducible to a finite 
subcover. 

\Ve may understand this definition by interpreting Y as a property. We wish then to find a property 
U that is expressible in terms of the properties that are collected by the topology and which is 
logically equivalent to or weaker than Y. For this purpose, we may take any subset of the topology 
whose union contains Y. Then a disjunction of the properties in the subset represents U which is 
then logically \veaker than Y. If a finite set of properties in this subset can be used to represent 
Y, then intuitively, only a finite amount of information is needed to describe }'. 

Definition 3.105. Let (X, T) be a topological space, and let }' S;; X. If every open cover of}' is 
reducible to a finite subcover, then Y is said to be compact. 

In addition to compactness, we need to be sure that each member of X is accessible via the 
topology. That is, is must be possible, via the topology, to distinguish between any two members 
of X. For this purpose, \ve require a separation condition called total disconnectedness. 

Definition 3.106. A topological space (X, T) is totally disconnected if, given distinct points x, y 
in X, there is a clopen subset V of X such that x E v' but y f/. F. 

To represent the properties in Table 3.2, we required an ordered set. When a topology is applied 
to an ordered seL an ordered topological space is formed. Given an ordered set and a topology, 
we may express the separation condition of Definition 3.106 in terms of the order as well. The 
separation condition is then called total order-disconnectedness. If a topological space has this 
property, it is given the special name of Priestley space [36]. 

Definition 3.107. A set X carrying an order relation S; and a topology T is called an ordered 
(topological) space, and is denoted as ((X, S;), T). 

Definition 3.108. Let X = (X, S;), T) be an ordered topological space. Then X is said to be 
totally order-disconnected if for x, y E X with x "l y, there exists a clop en down-set U X with 
x U but y f/. U. 

Definition 3.109. A Priestley space is a compact, totally order-disconnected (CTOD) space. 

In Section 3.2.2 we showed how the properties listed in Table 3.2 may be expressed in terms of sets 
of elements in a domain. We now wish to build representations of these sets in terms of a topology. 
The notion of order is fundamental to the representation, so we will need to apply the topology to 
an ordered set. As our ordered sets, we choose domains rather than ordinary posets or even CPOs, 
because the algebraicity of a domain simplifies the topology considerably (see [22]). The topology 
that we choose to apply to the domain interacts with the order borne by the domain, and allows 
us to distinguish particular elements of the domain by means of the order. Thus hoth the order 
and the topology are vital to the representation of the properties that we derive. 
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3.3.2 Topology and Observations 

To topologise a domain, we choose the patch topology [Ill, 22]. 

Definition 3.110. Let (D,~) be a domain. The patch topology of D is the topology having 
as subbasis the sets td and their complements td, where d E ;J(D). 

Our claim is that a domain (D ~), when topologised with the patch topology, rise to a 
Priestley space. To emphasise that the subbasis of the topology arises from the finite elements in 
the basis of D, we will call the space a finitely-based Priestley space. 

For Theorem 3.112 below, we presuppose a domain (D, ~), with finite elements ;J(D). We topolo-
(D, with the patch topology Tp of Definition 3.110 to get an ordered space D ((D, ~), 0')' 

To prove the result, we use Alexander's Subbasis Lemma as presented in [36]. 

Lemma 3.111 (Alexander's Subbasis Lemma). Let (X, T) be a topological space and S a 
subbasis for T. Then X is compact if every open cover of X by members of S has a finite ,mbcover, 

Theorem 3.112. The ordered space D is a finitely-based Priestley space. 

Proof. Let U = {ta I a E A} u {tb I bE B} for A, BE ;J(D) be a subbasic open cover of D, and let 
= UbEB tb. Then 

n tb ~ U tb (definition of glb and lub) 
bEB bEB 

(set theory) 
bEB bEB bEB 

Since U covers XB, we must therefore have X B n UaEA ta f:. 0. Thus there exists b E B such that 
tb Since D U tb we certainly have D ~ ta U tb and hence {ta, tb} ~ U is a finite subcover 
of D. Hence U is reducible to a finite subcover and thus, by Alexander's Subbasis Lemma, D is 
compact. Further D is totally order disconnected, for let x, y E D be two distinct points, with 
x I:. y. Then ty does not contain x, and ty is a clopen down-set that contains x but not y. D 

The base of the Priestley space D = ((D, ~), Tp) contains sets of the form tU n which we 
recognise from Table 3.2 as representing an observable property. Thus the Priestley space allows 
us to describe sets of points in D in a way that relates to finite and non-finite observations, and 
in [22], the authors provide such a characterisation of the points in D, which we provide here as 
Table 3.3 for completeness. 

We now wish to represent methods with the Priestley space framework we have just formulated. 
As in Section 3.2.4, we require that the representation support finite and non-finite observations, in 
which case the representation will interact with the order borne by the domain. However, because 
the methods are acting on topological spaces, we expect that the representation will be expressed 
in terms of the topology as \vell. The representation we present is thus structure-preserving, in the 
sense that it interacts with both the order and the topology of the Priestley space. The definitions 
and results presented below are taken from [22]. 

Definition 3.113. Let ((SI..,::;)' Tp) be a finitely-based Priestley space. For m E M, a binary 
relation Rm ~ X S-,- is called a program relation if 
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Property 

verifiable 
verifiable positive 
verifiable negative 
observable 
observable positive 
observable negative 
refutable 
refutable positive 
refutable negative 

! Topological Set 

open 
open up-set 
open down-set 
clopen 
clopen up-set 
clopen down-set 
closed 
closed up-set 
closed down-set 

Table 3.3: A classification scheme for finitely observable properties, using a finitely-based Priestley 
Space. 

i) For all s E SJL, the image set Rm(s) = {t I sRmt} is a closed up-set 

ii) For every clopen up-set Q r;; SJL, the pre-condition {s I Rm(s) r;; Q} is again a clopen up-set 

The second condition in Definition 3.113 we recognise as placing a constraint on the pre-condition 
operator gm that corresponds to the program relation Rm. This condition requires that Rm relate 
observable positive properties to observable positive properties. Thus if m, as represented by RmJ is 
invoked from a state that can be shown observably to have a given property, then it ,,,ill terminate 
at a state which can also be shown observably to have a given property. Furthermore, in [22] 
the authors point out that under certain conditions, a filter over a lattice corresponds to a closed 
up-set and a principal filter corresponds to a clopen up-set (compare Theorem 2.24 in that work). 
In fact, there is a bijective correspondence between filters and closed up-sets which turns out to 
be a lattice isomorphism. Thus the output of a program relation is a filter, and the corresponding 
pre-condition operator suggested in (ii) of the definition relates a principal filter to a principal 
filter. The conditions expressed in the definition were required by the authors of [22] for duality 
purposes in order to translate a program relation into a particular class of predicate transformer 
and from such a predicate transformer to recover (an isomorphic copy of) the original program 
relation. We do not explore such dnality here, however. 

Theorem 3.114 captures some properties of program relations. The proof of the theorem may also 
be found in [22] (see Theorem 5.3, p173). 

Theorem 3.114. For a method m E M, let Rm r;; SJ.. X SJL be a program relation over a jinitely
based Pr'iestley space ((SJL, :S), 7;,). Then 

i) For' all s, t E SJL, if s :S t then Rm(s) ;2 Rm(t). 

ii) For all s E SJL, Rm(s) n{Rm(a) I a:S s and a E J'(SJL)} 

iii) For ever'y clopen down-set Q r;; SJLJ the pre-im.age {s I 3t E Q.[sRmt]} is again a clopen 
down-set. 

Condition (i) of Theorem 3.114 follows from Definition 3.113 and expresses the familiar idea that 
a more refined input leads to a more refined output. Condition (ii) is effectively a directed join 
(because of the order ;2 on the output sets), and reproduces in a topological setting the continuity 
condition for order-preserving maps between domains (compare Condition (ii) of Theorem 3.49). 
As in that case, this condition expresses the idea that the output from a (possibly non-finite) input 
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state can be described in terms of the output from the finite states that approximate it. Condition 
(iii) is a consequence of Condition (ii) in Definition 3.113. A clop en down-set corresponds, by 
Table 3.3, to an observable negative property. Such a property observably asserts the absence of 
information, i.e. it asserts that a condition is not true of a given state. Thus Condition (iii) 
of the theorem may be taken as a safety condition: A program is effectively guaranteed 
to terminate at a state in which a given condition is not observed (compare [15] and also [111]). 

We characterised our abstract data types of earlier as a universe with which was associated a set 
of relations. \Ve may now do the same for our finitely-based Priestley space. 

Definition 3.115. A computation Priestley space ((S..l, $), Tp, {Ro }oEP) is a finitely-ba'led Priest
ley space ((S..l, ~), Tp) endowed with a set {Ra}aEP of program relations. 

From Definition 3.113, because 0 is a closed up-set, it is possible that, for some closed up-set 
X ~ S..ll Rm(X) = 0. Thus program relations can represent partial programs for which some 
states are not Rm-related to other states (such programs are usually termed 'miraculous'; compare 
the discussion in Section 2.1.1 and also the well-behavedness conditions established by Definition 
3.34). From Condition (ii) of Theorem 3.114, we also have that, since JL < s for all s E 
Rm(JL) 2 Rm(s). By a monotonicity argument, we may at most infer that the output set from JL 
is larger than for any other s E This is considerably weaker (less definite) than the implicit 
requirement that R( JL) = S..l for execution relations. Depending on the context, it may also be 
less desirable. Finally, the only clopen up-set to contain JL is S..l itself, so we may deduce that if 
JL E Rm(s) then Rm(s) = S..l. Thus program relations capture demonic non-determinism. 

We will not examine aspects of duality between computational Priestley spaces and relational 
structures carrying execution relations. Instead, we conclude our discussion with Example 3.116, 
in which we show how such a relational structure may be translated into a computational Priestley 
space. In the example, we provide an alternative route to a computational Priestley space that does 
not explicitly require the use of domains. The final characterisation of the observable properties is 
not as rich as it would be had we used domains, however. Example 3.116 is based on Exercise 5.4 
in [22]. 

Example 3.116. Suppose that we have a state space 5JL endowed with a set R = {Rm}mEM of execution 
relations. 

We may think of 5JL as a flat ordered set , :::;), lifted to have JL as its bottom element. To convert 
(5JL,:::;) to a finitely-based Priestley space, we first convert (5JL,:::;) to a compact space. To this end, we 
let JL serve as a "point-at-infinity" and form the one-point compactification [75] of (5JL, :::;). Reminiscent 
of Condition C2, we take as closed the sets V <;; such that either JL E F or V tS 5 (so either V is a 
finite set or V contains the non-termination state JL). Thus for the topology ~h, the open sets U 
are such that either JL <t. U or V tS 5. 

The open sets are closed under finite intersections: Trivially, if JL <t. u, U', then also JL <t. un U', i. e. un u' 
is open. If JL E un U' then JL E U and also JL E U', and hence V, U' tS 5, so that Un U' V U 5. 
Similarly, we can show that the open sets are dosed under arbitrary unions. 

Next consider the ordered space S !lJL) Certainly this is compact, for if V is an open cover of 
5JL, then some G E V contains and hence is finite. Since each element of G is in some open set, G 
has a finite subcover V', and hence V U {G} is a finite subcover of 5JL. 

All finite subsets of 5 are closed. But since a finite subset of 5 does not contain JL, such a set is also open. 
Hence the finite subsets of 5 are dopen in S. Furthermore, the complement of a finite subset of 5 is open, 
but because it contains JL it is also closed. Thus the dopen sets of S are the finite subsets of 5 together 
with their complements. 

Next, consider two distinct points x, y E with x l:. y. Then, since the points are distinct, we cannot have 
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y JL. The up-set ty does not contain JL and is thus open, But since ::S is a flat order on ty = {y} 
which is finite and thus closed. So ty is a clop en up-set. Its complement is then a clopen down-set that 
contains x but not y. Thus S is also totally order-disconnected. \Ve conclude that S is a Priestley space. 
Further, since the base of S contains compact sets, S is a finitely-based Priestley space. 

Finally, suppose that Rm is a program relation for some method m. 

a) For Rm to meet condition CL we require Rm(s) =10 for any S E SJL. Thus Rm must be total. 

b) From the definitions of the open and closed sets earlier, we deduce that finite, possibly empty 
subsets of 5 are closed. Furthermore, a finite, possibly empty subset of 5 is always an up-set because 
of the (flat) order The complement of a finite subset of 5 is also closed; however, the only one 
of these to qualify as an up-set is SJL itself. From this, we have that the closed up-sets of S are the 
finite subsets of 5 and then also the set SJL. Since the image set of a program relation is a dosed 
up-set, for any s E , either Rm(s) is finite or Rm(s) Thus Rm meets Condition C2, 

c) Since the only dosed up-set to include JL is SJL itself, we conclude that if JL E Rm (s) then Rm = SJL, 
Thus Rm meets Condition C3. 

d) At most, we may deduce that JL E Rm(JL); since {JL} is not a closed up-set, it cannot be the output 
of a program relation. Hence R is at most semi-strict and furthermore meets Condition C4. 

Thus, to qualify as an execution relation, a program relation must be total and semi-strict. 

Summary 

In this chapter, we set out to build a formalism with which to represent observations. We began 
by providing concrete examples of finite observations, from which we were able to define what it 
meant for a property to be verifiable, refutable or observable. We extended our formulation to 
encompass a second type of property, called positive or negative properties. By combining these 
two types of property, we were able to produce a nine-fold property classification of property types. 
In the rest of the chapter, we concerned ourselves with deriving the structures required to represent 
properties of each type. 

The first such structure was a domain. Within this setting we were able to derive set-based 
representations for each of the nine property types. \Ve shO\ved that representations depended 
fundamentally on the order borne by the domain. Once we had derived the property representa
tions, we proceeded to introduce the execution relations of Chapter 2 into the domain-theoretic 
setting. To ensure that we did not introduce any anomalous beha\'iour into the domain-based 
representation of the execution relations, we set out some guidelines as to what it meant for a 
method to be well-behaved. From an execution relation, we then derived a pre-condition operator, 
and showed that for a execution relation, the corresponding pre-condition operator would 
always be well-behaved. We then proceeded to show that from a well-behaved pre-condition op
erator, we could recover an execution relation, so that the two formats were inter-translatable. 
We then proceeded to introduce domain morphisms as our chosen domain-based representation 
of a method. From this domain morphism we derived a predicate morphism and showed it was 
well-behaved. \Ve also showed that from a well-behaved predicate morphism we could recover an 
execution relation. To complete the picture. we showed that pre-condition operators and predicate 
morphisms were inter-translatable. 

We then extended our formulation by introducing a topological perspective on the observations. To 
represent the observations, we used a special type of topological space, built from a domain, called 
a Priestley space. \Ve then defined special structure-preserving relations called program relations, 
and used these to represent methods in the topological setting. Because a treatment of finite and 
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3.3 .. 4 TOPOLOGICAL APPROACH TO OBSERVATIONS 97 

non-finite observations has already been provided in [22], we did not explore this in much 
detail. We concluded the topological formulation with a short case study, in which we showed one 
possible way of translating from execution relations to program relations within a Priestley space. 

This chapter concludes the mathematical analysis that is required for us to reason about agents. 
In the next chapter. we show how the theory we have developed could be applied to the agents. 
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Introd uction 

Chapter 4 

TOWARDS AN ApPLICATION OF THE THEORY 

Arithmetic is being able to count up to twenty without 
taking off your shoes. .., 

- Mickey Mouse 

In the introduction to this dissertation, we stated that our goal was to derive a formalism with 
which to model intelligent agents and their activities. This formalism was developed in some detail 
in Chapters 1-3, and our purpose in this chapter is to use the formalism to reason about agents, 
their environment and their activities within that environment. We therefore draw together the 
work of the preceding chapters with examples that illustrate how the theory could be applied. 

'Ve begin with an overview of agents, in which we present a summary of some contemporary ideas 
concerning agents and agency. We then present an abstraction of the agent environment, showing 
how techniques described in Chapter 1 may be used to build a representation of an arbitrarily 
complex environment. 

An agent is usually intended for use within a specific environment, so that its capabilities are 
closely related to its target environment. The capability of the agent is determined by the actions 
it can carry out on or in its environment, and when describing the activity of the agent we follow a 
two-pronged approach. First, using the techniques of Chapters 1 and 2, we show how these actions 
may be represented and modelled. For this purpose, we use the relational structures of Chapter 1 
to represent the agent as an abstract data type, and then we apply the correctness conditions of 
Chapter 1 to reason about its activity. We then show how a given environment may be refined, 
and discuss the effect of these refinements on the ability of the agent to operate in an environment. 

Second, we show that the problem of finite- and non-finite observations that was described in Chap
ter 3 arises in two forms as a result of our formulation, viz. as a consequence of the representation 
of the environment, and then because of the interaction between the agent and its environment. 
We thus show the relevance of the domain-theoretic representation of our relational structures and 
also briefly explore the use of the duality between these relational structures and certain types 
of domain for reasoning about the actions of an agent within the setting of finite and non-finite 
observations. 

Chapter Guide: 

Section 4.1: An Overview of Agents and their Environment. In this section, we present 
a brief overview of some of the contemporary ideas pertaining to agents and the notion of 
agency. 'Ve provide a formal definition of an agent and describe some of the characteristics 
that an agent-based system is expected to exhibit. We also examine the environment of the 
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100 CHAPTER 4. TOW:4.RDS AN APPLICATION OF THE THEORY 

agent. and present an account that shows how a simple model can be used to describe and 
represent an environment of arbitrary complexity. We then discuss the capabilities of an 
agent, using the work of Chapters 1 and 2 to represent and reason about the activities of the 
agent. 

Section 4.2: A Study of Refinement. Here, we examine different ways in which a given en
vironment may be refined, a notion the meaning of which we will also make precise in this 
section. The may reasonably be expected to operate in a given environment or any of 
its refinements, so we also explore the effect of these refinements on the ability of an 
to operate in its environment. 

Section 4.3: Applications of Domain Theory. In this section we show how the problem of 
finite- and non-finite observation arises as a consequence of our formulation of the agent and 
its environment. We therefore show how the theory developed in Chapter 3 may be applied 
to an that is situated in a given environment. vVe also show that another type of 
domain arises from the interaction between the agent and its environment, and how this 
domain may also be used to reason about the activities of an agent. Finally, we show how 
the duality theory that was developed in Chapter 3 can be applied to the activities of an 
agent in a setting of finite- and non-finite obseryations. 

4.1 An Overview of Agents and their Environment 

Although applications that involve agents are widely studied (see, for example, [124, 93, 92, 133]), 
there is no universally accepted definition or clear agreement as to what an agent is. However, 
available literature indicates that the notion of autonomy is key to the concept of agency. For this 
dissertation, we will understand the term agent as follows: 

Definition 4.1. An agent is an intelligent, autonomous, computational entity that perceives its 
environment and acts on it. 

Agents are treated as computational in that, typically, they exist in the form of programs that 
run on some form of computer. An agent is autonomous in the sense that it has at lea.';t partial 
control over its behaviour. For the purpose of this dissertation, we take intelligent to mean that 
the agent is capable of flexible, autonomous action to meet its design objectives. Depending on 
how the agent is realised, perception by the agent may take on different forms. For example, a 
robot may have an array of sensors with which to monitor different aspects of its environment, 
while a software application may use certain system variables in order to monitor its operating 
environment. It is beyond the scope of this dissertation to provide an account of agent perception, 
so we will not provide further details here. The interested reader is, however, respectfully referred 
to texts such as [133]. 

Intelligent agents are expected to be reactive [133] in that they can respond to perceived changes 
in their environment timeously and in a \vay that helps them to achieve their design objectives. 
An agent may also behave pro-actively by showing initiative to satisfy its design objectives. Thus 
agents are expected to exhibit goal-directed behaviour. The goals of the agent are usually specified 
against the backdrop of a given environment. so that in striving to meet its design objectives, 
the agent will usually seek to bring about some desired state in its environment. It is this inter
action with an environment that contributes to the power of an agent-based system, for simple 
specifications often lead to complex, emergent behaviour (see [93] for example). 

A study of agent-based systems thus cannot ignore the intended environment, especially if safety or 
correctness of operation are import.ant. As with perception, the environment of an agent may take 
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4.1. AN OVERVIEW OF AGENTS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT 101 

many different forms. For example, the environment may be physical as with a robot-explorer that 
is intended for exploration of a distant planet such as Mars. Alternatively the environment may 
be a logical one such as in the case of a software application that is conducting price negotiations 
over the internet. We wish to focus our discussion on software applications, so for the purpose of 
this dissertation, we will restrict our attention to logical environments. 

In the next section, we study the environment in more detail and formulate a representation of it. 

4.1.1 The Agent Environment 

An environment may be represented to an agent in terms of those characteristics of which the agent 
requires knowledge to meet its design objectives. For example, an agent may require knowledge 
of the ambient temperature, humidity and CO2 levels of its immediate (physical) environment. 
A particular software may need to know characteristics of its (logical) environment such as 
how many people have visited a specified web-site. It may also need to know about the subsequent 
behaviour of visitors to the web-site, such as whether a particular sequence of links is followed 
from the web-page, or whether certain pieces of information are requested repeatedly. 

The characteristics that are needed by an agent are ascribed to the environment as attributes; 
each attribute then represents a single characteristic or feature of the environment. Adopting the 
view of Chapter 1, we may regard an environment more generally as an entity. This generalisation 
then permits the following definition, in which we summarise for reference our understanding of 
an attribute as presented in Chapter 1. 

Definition 4.2. An attribute is a feature of an entity. We denote an attribute as a, and as Att 
a set {a;}iEJ A of attributes, where lA is a countable though not necessarily finite index set. 

Each attribute a has an associated universe A, which as in Chapter 1 is simply its set of permissible 
values. Programmatically, a may be represented as a variable v. The permissible values of v may 
then be specified implicitly, for example by supplying a type such as N for v, or by explicitly 
restricting v to a given set of values such as {u E N I 7 :::; u :::; 20}. We take this set of values to 
represent the domain of the variable v, denoted as dom v. 

Definition 4.3. Let a be an attribute with universe A. and let v be a variable. Then a is 
represented by v if and only if A dom v. Let Att be a countable set of attributes and let 
V be a countable set of variables. Then we say that Att is represented b}· V if and only if there 
exists a bijection h: Att -+ V such that if h(a) = v then a is represented by 11. 

In Definition 4.3 we use a bijection to ensure that every attribute in Att is represented by some 
variable in V and that only those variables that represent an attribute in Att are in V. If an 
attribute a with universe A is represented by a variable v, then each value in dom 11 corresponds 
to a member of A and hence to a possible state of a, which we denote as a. When we now say that 
an agent requires knowledge of an attribute a, we will take this to mean that the agent requires 
knowledge of the state of a, and hence of the value of the variable v that represents a. 

We allow the state of a (equivalently, the value of v) to change non-deterministically. By this, 
we mean both that from one input value more than one output value may result, and (more 
importantly) that the mechanism by which the state of a changes is not always known to or under 
the control of the agent. For example, the attribute may unexpectedly change state due to the 
actions of other agents in the environment, and as a result the agent may now need to employ a 
different action to reach a desired goal. 
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102 CHAPTER 4. TOWARDS AN APPLICATION OF THE THEOR}' 

To capture the changes of state of 0, we apply a language C = (R) ({ RdiEh), where h is 
countable though not necessarily finite, to the universe A of a. This then gives us a relational 
structure A = (A, L) of type C. The language C is such that if 0 can undergo a state change 
x y, where x,y E A, then there is at least one relation R E R such that (x,y) ERA. We will 
follow our convention of Chapter 2 and denote this state change as 

a:x---+y 

'Vith respect to the attribute 0, we represent the possibility of "misbehaviour" such as non
termination as a special state, and adjoin this state to the universe A of 0 to obtain the 
universe .'11- = AU {.l} and from it the relational structure A1- (A1-' L). To ensure that the 
relations over A1- model reasonable state changes (see Section 2.1.2), we restrict the language C 
to be such that for each R E R, RAJ. is an execution relation. We may then use A1- to model the 
attribute a. 

Definition 4.4. Let a be an attribute with universe A1-. Let C (R) be a language and let 
A1- = (A1-' L) be a structure of C. Then we say that a is modelled by A1- if and only if 

i) VR E R.[RA
- is an execution relation] 

ii) VRER.Vx,yEA1-.[(x,y) ERAJ. ifandonlyifa:x---+y] 

Remark 4.5. Intuitively, if an attribute a with universe A1- is represented by a variable v and 
modelled by a relational structure A1- (il1-,L) of type C = (R), then because A1- = dom v 
we may equivalently model a with the structure A~ = (dom v,L). Since the relations in L are 
execution relations, we may also take each one to capture a method over A1- (recall Definition 
2.4). In this case, we use the notation R~J. to indicate that the relation R E R, when applied to 
the structure A1-) captures the method m. Some of these methods may be hidden from the agent, 
while others may be accessible to it. In keeping with object-oriented terminology, \ve will call a 
method private to A1- (or just private) if it is hidden from the and public in A1- (or just 
public) otherwise. The public methods may naturally be applied by the agent to the attribute a. 
That is, if a is in a state ii and the agent wishes this state to change to iii, then if there is a public 
method m such that (ii, a/) E R~-, the agent may invoke the method m on the attribute a in order 
to change its state from a to a'. This aspect is treated more fuJly in Section 4.1.2. 

Finally, we may combine these relational structures under the generalised direct product to build 
an environment of arbitrary complexity. In Definition 4.6 below, we use the notation A i ,1- to 
denote a relational structure with universe A;.1- = A. i U {.l}. 

Definition 4.6. Let E be an environment. Then 

i) Let Att be a countable set of attributes. We say that E is characterised by the attributes 
Att if and only if for every attribute a in Att, a is an attribute of E. 

ii) Let V be a countable set of variables. We say that E is represented by V if and only if E is 
characterised by a set Att of attributes and Att is represented by V. 

iii) Let 21 = {A i .1- liEf be a countable set of (heterogeneous) relational structures. We say that 
E is modelled by the generalised direct product 

E = IIAu 
iEI 

of the structures in 21 if and only if E is characterised by a set Att of attributes and there 
exists a bijection h : Att -t 21 such that if h(a) = A1- then a is modelled by A1-. 
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4.1. AN OVERVIEW OF AGENTS AND THEIR ENVIRONMENT 103 

Remark 4.7. For a family 2l = {Ai,~}iEI of structures, for each i E I and R E 'Ri the relation 
is an execution relation. In the generalised direct product, the structure of the relations 

over the component structures is preserved (compare Definitions 1.15 and 1.20), so that in AL , for 
each R E 'R~, RA ~ is also an execution relation. We will not show this here formally though. 

Recall that for an attribute a with universe A~, the possible states of a are just the members of 
. We may use this property to extend the idea of the state of an attribute to the state of an 

environment. 

Definition 4.8. Let E be an environment that is characterised by a countable set {a;}iE! of 
attributes. For each i E I let Ai,~ denote the universe of ai. Then a state ,§ of the environment E 
is a tuple s (al' a2, ... ,an, ... ), where for each i E I, ai E A.i,~ is the state of attribute ai. The 
set of all states of the environment E is called the state space of E. The special state ... ) 
we denote as JL. 

Remark 4.9. Suppose that for each i E I, ai is modelled by a relational structure Au (A i ,1, L i ) 

of type Ci' Then, as in Definition 4.6, E is modelled by 

The universe of E..l is simply 

E..l II Ai.~ 
iEI 

.4..l = II Ai,~ 
iEI 

iEI 

Au {JL} 

and represents the state space of E. A state of E is then simply a member of The "U"'F>U'~F>~ 
of of is the augmented language of the family {A;,1 hE! (this is just C if the family is 
homogeneous). As with attributes, we may regard the relations of this language as methods over 

(from Remark 4.7, these relations are execution relations). Those methods that are public may 
then be applied to the environment E. 

\Ve nO'w study in more detail the capabilities of an agent. In particular, we formulate a represen
tation for the actions that the agent is able to carry out on its environment. 

4.1.2 The Agent Capability 

An agent is usually expected to function within some intended environment. For the work of this 
section, we let E be an environment that is modelled by a relational structure E..l = (A..l, L) of type 
C ('R), where L contains only execution relations, and we take E to be the intended environment 
of the agent. 

We may express the design objectives of the agent in terms of E. Usually these objectives are 
specifications to the effect that the environment should be in one of a set of desired states once 
the objectiye has been met. 

Definition 4.10. A design objective is a non-empty set 5 ~ A of states of E. 

In this definition, we have implicitly assumed that the agents are benign because {JL} is not a 
design objective and hence JL is not a desired state of the environment. 'Ve also do not permit the 
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empty set 0 to be a design objective, for to meet such an objective would require that for some 
sEA, R( s) <;;;; 0, thus violating condition C1 for execution relations. 

The mechanism(s) by which the agent selects a design objective to meet are in general not triviaL 
and the formulation of such mechanisms is a field of active research. For example, in [107], the 
authors propose a modal logic (see [l1]) called BDL, which is a variant of the PDL logic described 
in Chapter 2. They then use this logic to formalise and reason about the beliefs and knowledge of 
the agent. In [90], the authors seek to formulate motivational attitudes, which they regard as the 
driving force behind the actions of agents. They formulate a modal logic that permits an account of 
attitudes, actions as well as how these may change over time. Finally, in [128], the authors provide 
a logic that caters for conflicts between the objectives of an agent. Within this dissertation, we 
are not concerned with these selection mechanisms, and we will not pursue these ideas any further 
here. Rather, our focus is on the actions of an agent and whether these have the intended effect 
on the environment. 

To meet its design objectives, the agent has at its disposal a set of actions known as its effectoric 
capability, which we will define shortly. Within the framework we have provided to this point, 
these actions will consist of invocations of public methods provided by the environment. The agent 
can carry out any action from its effectoric capability in its environment, and does so with the 
intention of changing the state of its environment to any of the states in a selected design objective. 

Let M be the set of public methods provided by the environment and for each m E M let 
the execution relation Rm E L capture m. Suppose now that ,ve have a design objective 8 <;;;; A. 
To meet this objective, the agent needs to invoke any public method m E M of the environment 
that will change the environment from its current state to a state in 8. Since Rm is an execution 
relation, we may form from it a well-behaved pre-condition operator 9m (recall Definition 3.36). H 
the environment is then in some state s E 9m(8), the agent may invoke the method m to meet the 
design objective. 

Definition 4.11. Let 8 be a design objective, and suppose that the environment E is in a state 
s E . Let m E M be a method that is captured by Rm E L, and let 9m be the pre-condition 
operator corresponding to Rm. Then invocation of m from s meets the design objective 8 if and 
only if s E 9m(8). 

Equivalently, (9m(8),8) serves as a specification for a method that will meet the design objective 
8. This observation means that we may apply the techniques of Chapter 2 to reason about the 
correctness of a given method m E M, and also of compositions of these methods that result 
from application of the PDL constructors presented in Definition 2.11. For convenience, we abuse 
notation and let PDL(M) denote the set of all possible methods generated by application of the 
PDL constructors and that satisfy the composability and correctness requirements of Chapter 2). 
By Theorem 2.17, every member of PDL(M) is also captured by an execution relation. 

We may now view the effectoric capability as a dynamic set of actions that changes according to 
the selected objectives of the agent as well as the current state of the environment. Intuitively, the 
effectoric capability of the agent is just that set of methods, invocation of which from the current 
state of the environment will meet at least one of the selected design objectives. 

Definition 4.12. Let ~ : AJ.. x P(P(A)) -+ P(PDL(M)) be a map given by 

~(s, 5) {m E PDL(M) I 38 E 5.[s E 9m(8)]} 

where for each m in ~(,§, 5), 9m is the well-behaved pre-condition operator derived from the execu
tion relation Rm E L that captures the method m. Then the effectoric capability with respect to 
the design objectives 5 <;;;; P(A) of an agent in an environment E that is in state § E AJ.. is given 
by ~(s,5). 
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4.2. A STUDY OF REFINEMENT 105 

The next result is a trivial though important consequence of Definition 4.12, and shows that it. is 
not possible to meet any design objective from a state of non-termination. 

Theorem 4.13. Let ~ : AIL x P(P(A)) -t P(PDL(M)) be a map given by 

~(,§, 5) {m E PDL(M) I :lS E S.[s E gm(S)]} 

where for each m in ~(s, S), gm is the well-behaved pre-condition operator derived from the execution 
relation Rm E L that captures the method m. Then for any S c;:; P(A), ~(..l, S) 0. 

Proof. Since gm is well-behaved, it satisfies the total correctness condition (see Lemma 3.38 and 
recall Condition HI). Thus if S c;:; A then gm(S) c;:; A. Then 

"IS E S.Vm E M.[S c;:; A::} gm(S) c;:; A.] 

"IS E S.Vm E M.[..l¢ gm(S)) 

-.:lS E S.:lm E M.[..l E gm(S)) 

{m E PDL(M) I :lS E S.[..l E gm(S)]} = 0 
~(..l, 5) 0 

This gives us the result as required. 

(HI on gm) 

o 

In the next section, we define the notion of refinement of an environment and proceed to study the 
effect of such refinements on the ability of an agent to meet its design objectives. 

4.2 A Study of Refinement 

Suppose that we have an attribute a that is modelled by a relational structure A.l (A.l' L) of 
type £ = (R). From Chapter 1 (see Section 1.3.1), we may extract a substructure from A.l, embed 
A.l in a structure of larger cardinality, form a reduct of A.l, or augment the structure to a new 
language £' (R'), where R c;:; R'. Substructure extraction and embedding are operations that 
affect the universe of a relational structure, while reduct formation and augmentation affect the 
set of relations in the structure. We may apply operations of either or both types to the structure 
to derive a new one. 

In this section, we use these operations to describe what we mean by refinement of an environment. 
Our aim is not to provide a rigorous account of refinement of t.he kind suggested by [36, pp163-165] 
or such as is undertaken in [132]. Rather we wish to explore applications of the theory developed 
in the preceding chapters in order to carry out different types of refinement on the environment. 

We will use the symbol [:;; to denote a relationship of refinement between two environments. In 
particular, we will use the symbol to denote a refinement that is a consequence of an operation 
that affects the universe of the structure, while [:;;L denotes a refinement that results from an 
operation that affects the relations in the structure. As expected, if the refinement affects both 
universe and relations, we will simply indicate this as [:;;. Dually, we use the symbol (subscripted 
with A or L as to denote a relationship of abstraction between two environments. 
Furthermore, rather than invent complex terminology, \v'e will use the terms "abstract" and "refine" 
for all of these operations, using the appropriate symbol to indicate exactly the type of abstraction 
or refinement that is meant. An easy and informal way of remembering what each relation symbol 
means is that for two entities u and v, for either of u [:;; v and u ;::::J v, the open end of the symbol 
always points at the "better" entity; the notion of refinement under discussion then fixes the 
meaning of "better". 
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\Ve may expect that each operation listed above will affect the ability of an agent to meet its 
design objectives. In this section, we therefore also study the effect of such refinements on the 
design objectives and on the ability of an agent to meet these objectives. 

4.2.1 Extraction of Substructures 

Given a relational structure B = (B, L) of type L = (R), we may extract from it a substructure 
A = (A, L). Recall from Section 1.3.1 that A is a substructure of B if A <;;; B and for each R E R, 
RA = RB n A x A. We may therefore see substructure extraction as withdrawal of information 
from B, since states present in B may no longer be in A, but also certain state transitions available 
in B may no longer be available in A. 

Thus, in general, both the universe of A and the relations in R as applied to A are less finely 
characterised than for B and we therefore consider a A to be an abstraction of B. 

Definition 4.14. Let a and b be two attributes that are modelled, respectively, by the relational 
structures A = (.4., L) and B = (B, L) of type [. If A is a substructure of B, then we say that a 
abstracts b and write b ~A a. 

For two attributes a and b, abstraction of b by a will also affect any design objectives pertaining b. 
Since abstraction by substructure extraction entails removal of states from a universe, if the states 
specified by a design objective are no longer present in the substructure, that objective is dropped, 
since it can no longer be met in the new structure (A,L) SA (B,L). 

Definition 4.15. Let A = (A, L) and B = (B, L) be two relational structures of type L, and 
suppose that A is a substructure of B. Let 5 <;;; B be a design objective. Then we say that 
the set 51 = 5 n .4. is a sub-objective of 5 with respect to A and that 51 abstracts 5 in.4.. Let 
5 = {5;}iEI <;;; P(B) be a set of design objectives. Then the set 51 = {5;}iEI' is called the 
restriction of 5 to A if and only if 

i) for each i E l' there exists 5 j E 5 such that 5; is a sub-objective of 5 j with respect to A, 
where j E I 

ii) for each i E I, either 5 i n A is in 51 or 5 i n A = 0 

If 51 is the restriction of 5 to A we write 51 = 5l.4.. 

Recall that if A is a substructure of B, then for each R E R, RA = RB n.4 x .4. In particular, it 
may be the case that in A, RA = 0 for some R E R. This means that the structure A is too weak 
to support the method captured by RB over the universe .4., since the method takes states in A 
onto states that lie only outside A, and in the abstraction A we have no knowledge of these states. 
Thus the relation R should be removed from the language R, which means that A is a reduct as 
well as a substructure of B. That is, A is a structure of type [' = (RI), where RI <;;; R. Thus 
MI <;;; M, \vhere MI is the set of public methods provided by A. 

The effectoric capability, however, must still be restricted to the new universe. This we accomplish 
by taking the restriction of ~ to A to be 

~(s,5HA = {m E PDL(M/) 135 E 5lA.[s E gm(5)]} 

for any sEA. In Proposition 4.16, we show the relation betv,;een the effectoric capability of an 
agent in B and that of an agent in A, where A is a substructure of B. As before, M is the set of 
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-1.2. .4 STUDY OF REFINEMENT 107 

public methods provided by B, and M' <;:; M is the set public methods provided by A. To prove 
this result, we use a ready consequence of the definition of the PDL constructors (recall Definition 
2.11) that if M' <;:; M, then PDL(M') <;:; PDL(M). 

Proposition 4.16. Let Ll : B x P(P(B)) --t P(PDL(M)) be a map 9iven by 

Ll(.s, S) {m E PDL(M) 135 E S.[s E 9m(5)]} 

where for each m in Ll (s, S), 9m is the well-behaved pre-condition operator derived from the eXec1dion 
relation Rm E L that captures the method m. Let 

Ll(s, S)lA = {m E PDL(M') I 35 E S~4.[s E 9m(S)]} 

denote the restriction of Ll to the substruchtre A ofB. Then for all sEA, Ll(s, S)lA Ll(s, SlA). 

Proof. For any i! E A and any mE M' we have 

mE Ll(S, S)l.4 =} 35 E SlA.[s E gm(S)] 

=} mE Ll(s, SlA) 

(by definition of Ll(.§, S)) 

(m E PDL(M)) 

Hence Ll(s, SHA <;:; Ll(s, SlA). For any .§ E A and any m E M we have 

m E Ll(s, SlA) =} 35 E SlA.[s E gm(5)] 

=} 35 E SlA.[R!(s) <;:; 5] 

R! is an execution relation =} R!(s) f= 0 
=} R~nAxAf=0 
=} m E PDL(M') 

(4.1) and (4.2) mE Ll(S, S)lA 

Hence Ll(S, SlA) <;:; Ll(S, S)lA and thus Ll(S, S)lA = Ll(S, SlA). 

(by definition of Ll( S, S)) 

Cgm from Rm) (4.1) 

(CIon Rm) 

(A B) 

(4.2) 

o 

Proposition 4.16 shows us that, given a design objective 5, we will obtain the same effectoric 
capability by considering the sub-objective 5 n A in B as by finding the effectoric capability for 5 
in B and restricting the result to A. It therefore provides a simpler means of exploring the effect 
of substructure extraction as an abstraction technique and bypasses the need for reduct formation. 

In the next section, we study the effects on the environment and agent of embeddings. 

4.2.2 Application of Embeddings 

Given the relational structure A (A, L), we may also embed it in a structure B = (B, L). Recall 
from Definition 1.9 that a function f : A --t B embeds A in B if f is injective and for each relation 
R in C. we have that aRAb if and only if f(a)R B f(b). 

In the simple case, A <;:; B, and we may take f to be the identity function on A. However, since 
A <;:; B we may expect that at least a<; many states are in B as in A, i. e. so if attribute a is modelled 
by A and attribute b by B then B provides a richer characterisation of a than does A. We may 
therefore interpret b as refining a. 

In the more general case, we may view f as an interpretation function, i.e. the state Ii in A is 
interpreted as f(fl) in B. For example, in a given program we may have an attribute that is 
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108 CHAPTER 4. TOlV.4RDS AN APPLICATION OF THE THEORY 

captured as a primitive data type such as an integer. We may refine the program and replace 
the primitive data type with a class, so that while the set A will consist of integer values, the set 
B will consist of class instances. The function f then maps an integer value in A (the original 
representation of the attribute) to a class instance (the refined representation) in B. 

Definition 4.17. Let a and b be two attributes that are modelled, respectively, by the relational 
structures A = (A,L) and B (B,L) of type C. If A can be embedded in B, then we say that b 
refines a and write a i;;;A b. 

Recall that if f embeds A in B, then (f(A),L) is a substructure ofB, and that f(A.) is asubuniverse 
of B. Since f(A) is isomorphic to we may dually see a as an abstraction of b and write b ;:::JA a 
as with Definition 4.14. 

Intuitively, the design objectives that are expressed in terms of A are interpreted under f in B. 
Fbr example, if 8 E S is a desired state in then f(8) is the interpretation (more refined version) 
of that state in B. 

Definition 4.18. Let A = (A,L) and B = (B,L) be two relational structures of type C and 
suppose that f : A -t B is an embedding. Let S <; A be a design objective. Then we say 
that the set f(S) = {J(s) 18 E S} is an embedded objective of S 'with respect to B and that f(S) 
refines S in B. Let 5 = {Si}iEI P(A) be a set of design objectives. Then the set 5' = {J(Si)}iEI 
is called the expansion of 5 in B and we write 5' = 5 r B. 

We may abuse notation slightly and use the shorthand f(5) to denote the expansion of 5 in B. 

Since f is an embedding, the structure of each relation in A is preserved in B. That is, for any 
a, bE A. and for each R E R, aRAb if and only if f(a)R B f(b). Suppose that RA and RB capture, 
respectively, the methods m and m'. We may then take (a, b) to be one of the ordered pairs that 
m comprises. In fact, we may write 

m {(a,b) E A x A I (a, b) ERA} 

(compare this to the definitions of Xm and X~ given in Section 2.1.3). We abuse notation again 
and let f((a, b)) = (f(a), f(b)), which we then extend to m to get 

f(m) = {f((a, b)) I (a, b) E RA} 

which is then just m' by virtue of the embedding f. 

Since A and B are structures of the same language type, we may take f as a bijection between the 
set MA of methods provided by A and the set MB of methods provided by B. Thus a bijection 
also exists between PDL(MA) and PDL(MB)' Furthermore, if 8 E .4 is such that RA(8) S, 
then invocation of m from state 8 meets the objective S. Suppose that i E Sand §RAi. Then since 
f(S) = {J(s I § E S}, we have f(i) E f(S), so that if f(8)RB f(i) then invocation of m' f(m) 
from f(8) will meet the embedded objective of Sin B. This informal argument now gives us the 
following result. 

Proposition 4.19. Let A = (A, L) and B = (B, L) be two relational structures of type C and sup
pose that f : A -t B 'is an embedding. If m E 6.(8,5) for some sEA, then f(m) E 6.(1(8), f(5)). 

Proposition 4.19 provides a means of relating the effectoric capability of an agent in an environment 
E (modelled by A) with that of an agent in any refinement of E' (modelled by B) of E that is 
obtained by embedding A in B. In particular, the argument preceding Proposition 4.19 shows 
that an isomorphic copy of any method m provided by A exists in B. The effect of any action on 
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4.2. A STUDY OF REFINK~1ENT 109 

the part of the agent can be determined by considering either A or B; to do this we may either 
"map, then operate" or "operate, then map" (compare [55]). 

\Ve now proceed to examine the effect of operations that affect the relations in a structure. 

4.2.3 Reduct Formation and Augmentation of the Environment 

As described in Section 1.3.1, the augmentation and reduct formation operations correspond, 
respectively, to addition and withdrawal of behaviour to and from a relational structure. The 
universe of the structure is unaffected by these operations, so we may expect that the design 
objectiyes are not changed either, i.e. it is not necessary to form sub-objectives as in the case 
where substructures are used. 

We may view reduct formation as abstraction, for behaviour is withdra\\;n from a relational struc
ture. Conversely, augmentation of the structure may be regarded as refinement, since in this case, 
behaviour is added to a relational structure. 

Definition 4.20. Let a and b be two attributes that are modelled, respectively, by the relational 
structures A = (.4, L) of £ (R) and B = (B, L) of type £' (R'). Then if A is a reduct 
of B to R, we say that a abstracts b and write b ;;h a. 

As noted in Section 1.3.1, the two operations may be seen as dual, for if A is a reduct of B to R, 
then B may be seen as an augmentation of A. Thus if a abstracts b, then also b refines a and we 
may write a ~L b. 

Let MA and MB be the set of public methods provided by A and B respectively, and let S 
be a set of design objectives. Then since A is a reduct of B, M A <;;:; M B, and consequently 
PDL(M A ) <;;:; PDL(M A ). Intuitively, for the refinement b of a, there may now be additional 
methods with which to meet the design objectives in S. Letting LlA(s,S) and 6. B S) denote, 
respectively, the effectoric capability of an agent with respect to S in A and B, we may now state 
the following result. 

Proposition 4.21. Let A (A, L) be a relational structure of type £ = (R) and let B (B, L) 
be a relational structure of type £' = (,R'). Let S be a set of design objectives. If A is a reduct of 
B to R. then for any 8 E A, 6. A (s, S) <;;:; 6. B (8, S). 

Proposition 4.21 shows us that in the case of reduct formation, the effectoric capability of the agent 
in the original structure (B) serves as an "upper-bound" to its capabilities in the new structure 
(A). In particular, it may be the case that, in the new structure, a design objective can no longer 
be met. If objective S cannot be met, then S has an empty effectoric capability, i.e. 6. A {S}) 0 
for any .5 E A. In the case of augmentation of A to B, Proposition 4.21 shows us that the original 
capability is at least added to in the new structure, i.e. none of the original abilities are lost. 

To simplify our development, we have up to now considered structures built around one attribute 
only. \Ve developed the results quite generally, however, and all of the results may be extended 
very easily to more complex structures that are built around more than one attribute. In the next 
section, we conclude our study of refinement operations by developing these required extensions. 

4.2.4 Application to Structures with more than one Attribute 

The refinement and abstraction operations described in the preceding sections are easily applied 
to uni,'erses that comprise more than one attribute. and which thus arise as the output of a 
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110 CHA . .PTER 4. TOWARDS AN A.PPLICATION OF THE THEORY 

generalised direct product of structures of one attribute only. In particular, for reduct formation, 
augmentation and embedding the results apply without modification. For substructure extraction, 
we provide a result that permits easy extension of the results in Section 4.2.1 to the more complex 
structures used here. 

Since the reduct formation and augmentation operations leave the universe of the structure unaf
fected, exactly the same reasoning as in Section 4.2.3 may be applied. Let Q( = {Ad.EJ be a family 
of relational structures, where for each i E I, Ai is a relational structure of type Li. Suppose that 
E is an environment that is modelled by E TIAE21 A = (A, L), which is a relational structure 
of type L where L is the augmented language of the family 2L As before, the universe A is just 
TIiEl.4;. Suppose now that F is an environment modelled by F = (.4, £f) which is a structure 
of type £.' '2 L. Then if E is a reduct of F, we may say that E abstracts F and write F ;;;!L E. 
Dually, if F is an augmentation of E, then F refines E and we may write that E [;;;L F. As in 
Section 4.2.3, if 5 is a set of design objectives, then for any § E A, .6.E{§,5) <:;;; .6.F (.§ , 5) where .6.E 

and .6.F are the eft'ectoric capabilities for E and F respectively. 

The case of embeddings is equally simple, since the structure of the relations of the language is left 
intact by an embedding. We may therefore extend the reasoning of Section 4.2.2 to more complex 
structures. Again we regard an embedding operation as refinement, since the original structure is 
translated to a more richly characterised structure. Taking Land £.' to be identical, if therefore 
the function f embeds E in F, then we say that E is refined by F and we write F E. Dually, 
we view E as an abstraction of F and write E F. As in Section 4.2.2, if m is a public method 
provided by E, then if mE .6.(8,5), then f(m) E .6.(1(8),f(5)) for any 8 E A and set 5 of design 
objectives. 

Should we wish to extract a substructure from E, we may exploit the property of a projection map 
1r; (see Definition 1.31) that 1ri(TIiEl A;) = Ai' 

Definition 4.22. Let Q( {Ad'EI be a family of relational structures, where for each i E I, 
Ai is a relational structure of type Li' Let A TIiEI Ai = (A, L), where A TIiEl Let 
A' = (A', L) where A' <:;;; A. Then A' is a substructure of A if and only if for all i E I, A~ 1ri (A') 
is a subuniverse of Ai .. 

A simple consequence of this definition is that for any of the component structures in Q( we may 
extract a substructure and then re-form the generalised direct product. The new structure is then 
a substructure of the original structure. In terms of environments, the new structure is identical 
to the original one except that some of the attributes in the new structure are abstractions of 
the corresponding attributes of the original. Thus the idea of a substructure representing an 
abstraction extends very naturally to universes built as generalised direct products over families of 
structures. Once again, if attribute a is modelled by A' and b by A, then if A' is a substructure 
of A, then a abstracts b and we write b ;;;!A a. 

As in the case of the single attribute structure, the design goals need to be adapted the ac
commodate the missing states in the new structure. This process, however, is the same once 
again we form sub-objectives. Furthermore, for A and A' as in Definition 4.22, the proof that 
~(8) 5) l A. ~(8, 5 l A.) for any 8 E A' and set 5 of design objectives, follows exactly as for 
Proposition 4.16. 

We conclude this chapter by describing briefly how the work of Chapter 3 could be used to reason 
about the activities of an agent situated in an environment that is represented as a relational 
structure. 
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4.3. APPLIC4TIONS OF DOMAIN THEORY 111 

4.3 Applications of Domain Theory 

We have chosen to represent the agent environment either in terms of attributes, or variables or 
relational structures. Which format was used was largely a matter of technical convenience. For 
the work of this section, suppose that we have an environment E that is represented by a countable 
set V {Vi liEf of variables, and let vi dom Vi for each i E I. 

4.3.1 Domain Theory and the States of the Environment 

Recall from Definition 4.8 that a state of the environment is a tuple s == (Vl, U2, ... , Un, ... ), where 
for each i E I, Vi E if; is just the value of variable Vi (in Definition 4.8 \ve used a set {adiEI of 
attributes, but if {adiEI is represented by {VdiEI then the formulation given here is equivalent). 
Equivalently, a state is just a member of the set V fliEl 1i. In the present context, we may 
see an agent as acting on a state and hence on the attributes represented by V. We may test 
to see whether a given action has met a selected design objective by checking whether certain 
properties are true of the attributes and hence of the state of the environment when the action 
completes. As described in Chapter 3 (please see Section 3.1), such a test resolves to checking 
whether the variables in some given subset of V have either specified or, more weakly, just known 
values. As also demonstrated in that section, it is precisely in such tests that the problem of finite 
and non-finite observations arises. 

Suppose that the environment E is modelled by the product structure E = fliEI Ai, where for 
each i E I, Ai models an attribute ai that is represented by variable Vi. Suppose further that E 
is a relational structure of type C. CR.). As in Example 3.10, for each i E I we may lift Vi to its 
corresponding flat ordered set (1£1-, ~i) where 1i,1- = V; U {1.} (so that the value of Vi is either 
a specific known value in vi or unknown, 1.) and denotes the order in i~1-' Effectively, we 
augment the relations in R to include the relation ~; is then just ~Vi, and (Vi, ~i) is a reduct 
of (vi,L) to }. 

A state of V is once again simply an w-tuple (VI, V2, ... , V n , ... ) in \vhich each variable Vi has a value 
in Vi1-. The special state in which all variables have unknown value we name i. e. (1., 1., ... ) 
(compare Definition 4.8). Since each Vi == (\~, ~i) is a structure of type C. ({~}), the family 
{V;} iEI is homogeneous, so we may form the direct product 

VJL (li,~) (IT ,~) 
iEI 

which now represents the set 1i of all possible states that the variables could assume, together 
with an order relation ~. From the definition of the direct product (please see Definition 1.15), we 
have that for s, t E Vi, s ~ t if and only if s(i) t(i) for all i E I, where once again we have used 
the notation x(i) to represent the i-th component of the tuple x (x(i) = 1Ti(X)). We may interpret 
the relation ~ as an information order: The member t contains at least as much information as 
s because at least as many components of t have known values as in s. In this sense, the state t 
could be regarded as a refinement of the state s. The order is then more commonly denoted as 
~, and we adopt this convention in this section too. Effectively, the order ~ sets up a quotient 
structure on which we now investigate in more detail. 

The relational structure T ::::: ({ 1., T}, ~), where 1. ~ T, is a two point lattice commonly called the 
"two-element information lattice" (compare [22, p166]; T is also often denoted as 2, as in [36)). In 
a programming context, the lattice is usually associated with a variable, which is given the value 
T if its value is known, and 1. otherwise. Thus, by representing a variable with the two-element 
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information lattice, we are abstracting out of the discussion knowledge of the actual value of the 
variable, and are now only interested in whether that value is known (e.g. initialised) or unknown. 

Consider now the relational structure 

which is simply the direct product of count ably many copies of T. \Ve will call this the information 
lattice. For t, U E To.; we now have t u if and only if t(i) ~ u(i) for all i E J. As before, we take 
JLT = (.1, ... ). Let f : V JL ---7 T W be such that 

{
T if v(i) E Vi 

f(v) = t if and only if for all i E J, t(i) = .1 
if v(i) .1 

Certainly f is onto, and as expected, ker(f) partitions 1l JL into equivalence classes, with x, y E v If 
if and only if f (x) = f (y) = f (v). Two members x, y of li are thus in the same equivalence class 
whenever exactly the same attributes as have known "alues in x have known values in y, i.e. for 
all i E J, 7r;(f(x)) = 7r;(f(y)). 

For each relation R E R, RV JL is an execution relation, so for any v E , RV JL (v) =I 0, hence we 
have that vRv JL w for some w E VJL . We thus add a corresponding relation RT~ to T W

, and take 
RT~ to reflect in T W the structure of RVJL, i.e. vRvJLw ¢:} f(v)RT~ f(w). The function f is then 
a homomorphism from VJL to T W, and the quotient universe VJLlf is (order-)isomorphic to TW. 

For R E R, it follows readily that if RV JL is an execution relation, then so is RT"'. For example, 
if RVJL(a) =10 then there is at least one s E AJL such that s E RVJL(a). Then we also have t.hat 
slf E RV JL I f(alf) and hence RT~ (f(a)) =10. Thus R Tw satisfies condition Cl; satisfaction of the 
remaining conditions, as given in Section 2.1.2, can be shown similarly. Thus the property of being 
an execution relation is preserved in the product information lattice To.;. The exact structure of 
R v JL is naturally not recoverable from its image in TW, since in TW we have abstracted out the 
actual component values and are now only distinguishing between whether a value is known or not 
(the relationship between the structures is homomorphic rather than isomorphic). 

For the information lattice T W
, we define meet (1\) and join (V) with respect to the order As 

with Definition 3.13, for t, u E T W
, t = t 1\ u and tV u = u whenever t 11. A consequence of this 

is that. for t II u, if w = t 1\ u then for alIi E J, 

wei) = {
T if and only if t(i) = T and u(i) 

.1 otherwise 

Similarly, if w = tv u then for all i E J, 

w(i) 
if either t(i) = T or u(i) = T 

otherwise 

T 

That is, if w = t * u, then for all i E J, w(i) t(i) * u(i), where * represents either 1\ or V. We 
may see ~ as representing refinement through increase of information, i. e. if t ~ u, then u refines 
t since at least as many variables are known in u as in t. 

We may now form FC1 (TW) (F(TW) 1, Recall from Definition 3.53 that a filter is a 
meet-closed up-set. Also, the finite elements of T W are those elements in 'which only a finite set of 
variable have known value. In FC1 (TW), the finite elements are precisely the principle filters tt 
where t is a finite element of T'" . 
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4.3. APPLICATIONS OF DOMAIN THEORY 113 

For a principle filter tt, naturally t 1\ tt, and for all u E tt, t u. Thus any variable that 
is known in t is also known in u where t ~ u. \Ve may therefore interpret the filter as a positive 
property (with respect to TW) which asserts that at least a subset of the variables in V are known. 

Recall also from Theorem 3.49 that a continuous map between two such filter completions can 
be characterised in terms of its effect on the finite elements of the filter completion, hence in 
terms of its effects on these principle filters. In particular, a well-behaved execution morphism 
h : FC1 (TW) -t FC1 (TW) (please see Definition 3.67) takes a positive property represented by 
such a filter onto another such property. 

:\lore specifically, if G E F(TW) are principle filters and F :2 G, then t 1\ F ~ 1\ G u, and so 
u refines t. We may therefore interpret G as refining noting that whereas in TW the refinement 
~ occurs at element level, in F(T"') the refinement :2 occurs at the level of properties (equally, 
predicates - compare Remark 2.9). Thus for a filter F E F(TW), tF contains the filter F as well 
as all of its refinements and is consequently also a positive property (with respect to F(TW)). 

Now let U is 3'(F(TW)) be a finite set of filters (recall that 3'(P) denotes the finite elements of 
a partially ordered set Pl. The set U thus collects together a set of positive properties, each of 
which asserts that at least a certain subset of variables is known. From Lemma 3.78 we have 
that h(tU) = th(U). Thus a set containing a predicate and all of its refinements is mapped onto 
another such set. Furthermore, since h is order-preserving, the refinement relation :2 in the input 
is preserved in the output. 

Finally, for U, V is F(F(TW)), the observable property tU n tV represents a set in which, for some 
I1,h <;; I and any member t EtU n tV, for all i E h, t(i) = T and at most there exists some 
l' C h such that for all i E I', t( i) T (so that all the variables in 12 are never simultaneously 
known in any member). By Theorem 3.79 we have that h(tUntv) = th(U)nth(V), so h takes an 
observable property such as just described onto another such property. 

A second type of domain arises when we consider the interactions between the agent and its 
environment. We explore this domain briefly in the next section. 

4.3.2 Domain Theory and the Agent-Environment Interactions 

In the preceding sections, we described how domain theory may be applied to cater for the finite 
and non-finite observations that arise when an agent needs to determine whether a particular state 
of its environment satisfies a specified property. For the work that we covered in Section 4.3.1, 
the states were considered in isolation, without consideration for any of the preceding states of 
the enyironment. In many situations, however, properties of sequences of states of an environment 
may also be of importance. For example, a given sequence of states may serve as a portent of a 
malfunction in the environment, so when the agent recognises that sequence of states, it can take 
preventive action. Let us now examine these sequences in more detail. As promised in Chapter 3, 
we will extend Example 3.50. 

That an agent relates sequences of states to possible actions captures the intuition that the agent 
decides what to do based on its history, i. e. its experiences of its environment to date. The 
agent and its em'ironment act in concert to give rise to this history, i. e. the agent observes the 
environment to be in some state ,~, and decides to invoke method m from its effectoric capability. 
In response, the environment changes its state to s', at which the agent may decide to invoke 
method m', and so on. This interaction gives rise to a trace, which we may represent as 
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A collection of such traces can now be studied from two perspectives, viz. we can examine the 
state changes only, as given by the sequence SO'~l . . . . .. , or we can examine the sequence 
mOml ... mn ... of methods invoked by the agent. We follow Exercise 3.8(5) in [22, p121] and 
formulate the problem as follows. 

Let A. U {.1..} be a (finite or infinite) set of events. Define the set A.st of all streams (sequences of 
events) over A as 

A.st = A*UAWUA.L = AtrUA..L 

where .4* denotes the set of all terminating streams of A, AW denotes the set of all infinite streams 
over A and .'11. denotes the set of all aborting streams over A. \Ve define an order ~ on AS! as 

8 ~ t if and only if 
{

8 < t 
8-.1..::;t-.1.. 

for 8, t E Asf
, where::; is the prefix order defined as 

if 8, t E Atr 

otherwise 

s ::; t if and only if s = t or 3u E All' .(8 ou = tJ 

where 0 denotes sequence concatenation, and where 

{

s 
8-.1..= . 

s' 

if 8 E Air 

if 8 = 8' 0.1.. 

For AS!, \ve take as bottom element c, the empty sequence. The refinement order ~ is essentially 
the prefix order, but with some additional restrictions to ensure that aborting sequences are only 
considered up to the point at which the abort event occurs. We may again interpret this refinement 
as an increase in information content, simply because if s ~ t then t records at least as many events 
as 8, and furthermore, every event that is recorded in 8 is recorded in t as well. 

The structure (AS t
, [;) is a domain (we will not show this here, as we do not need this property; 

compare also [36, Example 9.9, p203]), and its finite elements are the finite streams. To see this, 
note that a directed set in A st is necessarily a chain, since if D ~ A sf is directed and for some 
oS, tED we have oS II t, then ifu = 8 V t,u has two distinct prefixes (compare Example 3.50). Thus 
U D is simply the longest sequence in the set, and if k ::; U D then either kED or k ::; d for some 
dE D. 

Once again, we form the domain FC 1 C4st ) (.1l4st ) e 1,2). The finite elements of FC1(Ast) 
are the principle filters arising from the finite streams (the finite elements of A Sf). Such a filter 
necessarily has an infimum, which in this case is a finite sequence. The filter will contains all 
of the refinements of this sequence as well. We may thus see a filter as representing a positive 
property which asserts that at least a given sequence of events (represented by its infimum) has 
occurred. For F, G E F(Ast), if F 2 G, we may again take G as refining F, since as in Section 
4.3.1, s A F [; A G = t, so at least the events that have occurred in oS have occurred in t. That 
is, G asserts that t has occurred (i.e. at least s, but possibly some additional events). 

As before, a well-behaved execution morphism h : FCl(ASi) -+ FCdASt ) maps exactly such a 
positive property onto another such property. Thus, of the input filter F we may safely say that 
at least the events 8 = A F have occurred, and of the output, we may safely say that at least the 
events t = A h(F) have occurred. Intuitively, one may expect that F is mapped onto G where 
F 2 G, since the agent. cannot "undo" the trace that exists up to the point where h is invoked. 
This however, is a matter of "accounting" - for example, on terminat.ion of h, we may regard the 
"history" as being reset (cleared), and thus we start a new trace and record the sequence of events 
from that point forward. 
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4.3. APPLICA.TIONS OF DOl'vIAIN THEORY 115 

Finally. the complement of a (principle) filter represents a negative property, asserting that a given 
sequence of events has not occurred. An observable property, being the intersection of a positive 
and a negative property, thus represents a collection of traces in which two assertions are true, 
viz. that some sequence s of events has occurred and that some other sequence t of events has 
not. For example, suppose that s = abed /\ F and t abedef 9 /\ G for F, G E :F(.4S t

), and 
where a, b, ... , 9 represent distinct events. Then as before, t F contains every predicate of which 
it is true that at least abed has occurred, and similarly for tG. Thus tG asserts that abededfg 
has not occurred, and t F n contains those predicates which assert that abed has occurred 
but not abedefg. By Theorem 3.79, the execution morphism maps such an observable property 
onto another such observable property. We may similarly carry out an analysis on the remaining 
property type classifications of Chapter 3, but we will not do this here. 

Summary 

In this chapter, we rounded off the work that was covered in Chapters 1-3 by providing examples 
of how the theory that we developed could be applied. Ivlore specifically, we studied an agent that 
is situated in a given environment and showed how the theory could be applied to reason about 
the environment, the agent and also the interactions between the agent and the environment. We 
chose to restrict our study to software agents. 

\Ve began by defining an agent to be an intelligent, autonomous entity that perceives its environ
ment and acts on it. We then built a representation of the environment, showing how it could 
be defined in terms of its attributes. Given that each attribute has an allowable set of values, or 
states, we were also able to represent each attribute as a program variable. Finally, we enriched the 
representation of the attribute by permitting state changes. These changes included the possibility 
of mis behaviour such as aborting and non-termination. To allow for non-determinism, we modelled 
the state changes as relations over the set of allowable states of the attribute, i. e. its universe, and 
to ensure that only valid state changes could take place, we required these relations to be execution 
relations. The universe together with the set of execution relations enabled us to represent each 
attribute as a relational structure. \Ve then constructed the environment as a generalised direct 
product of these relational structures, thus providing us with a means of representing the states of 
the environment as well as its possible state changes. 

We then proceeded to study the activities of the agent. We began by defining a design objective for 
the agent, and then proposed that to meet these objectives within the framework presented in this 
chapter, the agent would simply need to invoke the public methods provided by its environment. We 
showed that the pre-condition operator of Chapter 3 could be used to reason about whether a given 
action would meet a design objective, and from there were able to define the effectoric capability 
of the agent. 

In Chapter 1 we demonstrated certain operations that could be used to derive new relational struc
tures from existing ones. We then used these operations, viz. substructure extraction, embedding, 
reduct formation and augmentation, to provide one possible formulation of refinement and abstrac
tion between environments. We studied the effects of these operations on the ability of the agent to 
function in its environment in some detail, directing most of our effort at the effectoric capability 
of the agent. We began the study of refinement by examining the effect of these operations on 
a single attribute and concluded it by showing that the results we obtained could be extended 
virtually unmodified to an environment that comprised more attributes. 

We concluded the chapter with a brief exploration of domain theory, showing how the work of 
Chapter 3 could be applied to the agent and its environment. In particular, we showed that 
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116 CHAPTER 4. TOWARDS liN A.PPLICATION OF THE THEORY 

finite- and non-finite observations arise as a consequence of property verification and also of agent
enyironment interactions. In both settings, we derived an ordered set from the environment and 
then formed the filter completion of the ordered set. We then provided interpretations of the filters 
according to the nine~fold property type classification of Chapter 3, and finally, showed the effect 
of a well-behaved execution morphism on these filters. 

In the next and final chapter of this dissertation, we present some conclusions about the work we 
have completed, and also propose some possible areas for future research. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

In this dissertation, we attempted to provide a formalism with which to model intelligent agents as 
their activities. The broader context for this goal was a bottom-up approach to a problem, in which 
a given task is distributed over a collection of smaller, simpler components. We chose intelligent 
agents to represent these components, because such agents represent an effective means of fixing 
behaviour with simple rules. :Ylore complex behaviour then arises as a result of the interaction of 
an agent with its environment and with other agents. 

A crucial element of the formulation was a suitable representation for the agents and their envi
ronment. We chose to model these as abstract data types which consist of attributes and methods, 
and turned to universal algebra to find in relational structures a suitable mathematical represen
tation for these abstract data types. Within a programmatic setting, there are many techniques 
that can be used to construct new data types from existing ones. Most commonly, one data type 
can be aggregated into another, or data types can be composed to yield a new data structure. 
We were able to represent some of these techniques by the operations of subuniverse extraction, 
structure embedding, reduct formation and augmentation. These operations allowed us to simulate 
the constructive techniques within the setting of relational structures, and also to reason about 
t.heir effects in some detail. We were careful to ensure that properties of the input structure(s) 
were preserved in the output of each operation. 

We then considered the direct product as a means to construct a relational structure of arbitrary 
complexity. Again, a consideration of object-oriented programming techniques showed that the 
direct product would be unsuitable as a model for an aggregation operation, and thus we modified 
it to formulate a generalised direct product. We did not explore the properties of this formulation 
in detail. For example, we did not attempt to show its effect on algebraic structures such as 
monoids and lattices, or on relational structures such as the frames of modal logic. 2\'01' was such 
an exploration required, because the formulation was intended to handle a representation of a data 
type such as a class. As shown in Chapter 2, the relations in the structure would be restricted to 
execution relations only, so in fact we considered a special subset of relational structures only. For 
this class of relational structure, the generalised direct product sufficed as formulated. 

In Chapter 2 we proceeded to study correctness of methods, and also of compositions of methods. 
Particular attention was paid to composability of methods. As a related aspect, \ve also studied 
equivalence between methods, i.e.the conditions under which two different methods could satisfy 
the same pre- and post-conditions. From the study of equivalence, we were able to describe the 
notion of a program template. A strong motivation behind this study was to formulate a reasoning 
framework for part of the work covered in [3], some of which is suggested in Examples 2.30, 2.39 
and 2.40. 

The most challenging but also the most interesting and exciting work in the dissertation (from the 
author's perspective!) is contained in Chapter 3. In this chapter, a heavy reliance on the work 
done in [22] is evident, although what is covered in no way does justice to that work. As suggested 
in Chapter 3, the problem of non-finite observations is intrinsically linked to the order on a set, 
especially within programmatic settings where such an order could be interpreted as an increase 
in information content. It is natural to expect that a non-finite observation should be the limit 
of its finite approximations, and it was this property that put us squarely in the land of domain 
theory. Hence the choice of domains as the primary structure for representing the attributes of 
our relational structures. 

117 
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118 Conclusions 

A domain is a fundamentally different beast to the (generally unordered) collection of states that 
the environment comprises, and this was where all the trouble began. Up to that point, we had 
used execution relations as models of methods, and - albeit implicitly - pre-condition operators 
to reason about correctness of these methods. To ensure that all of this work was not wasted, 
\ve needed to find equivalent representations of execution relations and pre-conditions operators 
for the domain theoretic setting. For this purpose, we derived an execution morphism, and a 
predicate morphism. That done, it was also necessary to do the reverse translation, so that given 
a domain with execution- and predicate morphisms, we could recover the corresponding execution 
relations and pre-condition operators. Pervading all of this theory was that each representation 
needed to be well-behaved, in that there were certain reasonable conditions, as recorded by the 
"Algebra of \Veakest Pre-conditions", that each representation needed to satisfy in order to be 
a reasonable model of a method. For completeness, we also considered representations within a 
topological setting; much of the work required for the translations between execution relations or 
pre-condition operators and the topological setting was already completed in [22] so we did not 
explore this aspect in too much detail, choosing rather to provide a short case study of how the 
translations could work in practice. 

It is probably the work of Chapter 3 that has the most scope for further investigation (at least for 
the author). For example, it is well-known that a domain has an associated information system 
(compare [36, p205fij), so it would be of interest investigate representations of execution relations 
and pre-condition operators in this setting. Further, the execution relation model, as represented 
by Conditions CI-C4, is not the only possible model of a method. For example, the finite
cofinite model presented in [22] provides another reasonable model, capturing different forms of 
non-determinism. Again, it would be of interest to explore the relevant representations of this 
model, even if just for comparison with the execution relation model. 

A potential weakness of the theory covered in Chapter 3 is that the execution morphisms as 
formulated do not permit "type-mixing" of properties, in the sense that observable properties are 
mapped to observable properties, refutable to refutable and so on. It would be of interest to 
investigate or attempt to formulate a "one size fits all" domain-theoretic representation (if such 
a representation exists), in particular to look at the differences in the properties of the resulting 
execution morphisms. 

The work of Bonsangue et al. ([16] and in particular [15]) v,·as discoY€red fairly late in the dis
sertation, as duality did not originally playa strong role in the dissertation. The PhD thesis [1.5] 
provides a reasonable alternative to the dualities presented in [22], so again, it would be of interest 
to explore how the theory presented in [15] could be applied here. 

Although beyond the scope of this dissertation, it would definitely be of interest to relate all of the 
representations formulated here to logic and formal methods of artificial intelligence. For example, 
relational structures are ubiquitous in the theory of modal logic. The 'work of Parikh et al. in [34] 
places one such modal logic in a topological setting, and is a possible gateway back to the work of 
Rewitzky et al. in [22]. 

Finally, in Chapter 4 we examined some possible ways in which the theory we developed could be 
applied. Again, although beyond the scope of this dissertation, it would be of interest to examine 
how the agents select a design objective and then to examine whet.her any of the theory developed 
here could be applied to these selection mechanisms. 
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